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PREFACE.

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze
the eth1cs of Jesus and to describe conditions
whloh have resulted from a fallure to apply h1s
teachlngs to an lmportant phase of economic l1fe.
No attempt wlll be made to offer a panacea.
Some of the limitations of this study should
be noted. Attentlon will be confined to the
bltumlnous coal industry. As the main interest
in this thesis is ethical, it has been necessary
to neglect many econom1c aspects of the problem.
We are fully aware of the existence and importance
of such questions, but they seem beyond the scope
of this paper.
In order to gain first-hand acquaintance
with the life of the coal-miners and the prmblems
of the industry, the wr1ter paid twenty-one v1sits
to the Hock1ng Valley d1str1ct in southern Ohio.
These trips were begun in September, 1932, and were
continued through February, 1933.

The writer desires to express his thanks to
the Industrial Relatlons Sect10n of Princeton
Univers1ty and to the Rev. Charles C. Webber of
Union Theolog1cal Seminary for lists of reading on
the bituminous coal industry. He w1shes especially
to acknowledge the very kind co-operation and
sympathet1c interest of the Rev. John Lloyd Evans,
m1nister of the Flrst presbyterian Church,
Nelsonville, Ohlo. 'l'hanks are also due Mlss Irene
McDowell of Doanville, OhiO, for giving the wrlter
opportun1t1es to share in her work 1n minlng
communit1es under the ausp1ces of the Synod of Ohio,
and also to the Rev. John Sharpe, Martins Ferry,
Oh10, for lnformation and suggeBtions. The wr1ter
1s indebted to various other individuals, who he
feels might prefer to remain anonymous, for the1r
kindness in taking time for interviews.
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CHAPTER I
THE ETHICS OF JESUS
To Jesus himself and to those of his followers
who accept him as the Lord of their lives without
hesitancy and without intellectual quibbling it
would seem a waste of time

to discuss the subject

which we have chosen for the heading of this
chapter.

The questions, "What is the Christian

.l!:thic?" "What is the ethic of Jesus?!! are the queries
of the philosopher, the detached moralist, and the
arm-chair student of religion.

They are not asked

by the traditional Christian, and Jesus himself would
have taken little interest in them.

He' who achieves

that experience of freedom and joy which only the
Christian gospel can bring is
in ethics.

not primarily interested

He is so absorbed in the new life of the

Spirit in fellowship with Jesus and with God that
he would consider it a waste of time to engage in
such a discussion.

It would involve him in theore-

tical and abstract argumentation, and it would mean
that his attention would be diverted from the
suuremely worthful task of doing the will of God.
Now what is the reason for this?

The answer

lies in the fact of the simplicity of the ethic of
Jesus and also in its organic character.

The

2

phi1DsDphioa1 disoussiDn .of ethioa1 prDb1ems
invD1ves a prDoess .of abstraotiDn frDm an integral
whD1e in whloh the re1igieus agent is himself
.organically inve1ved.

As well disouss a branoh .or

a f1ewer witheut regard te its stem and reets, as
write a paper en theethlcs .of Jesus apart frem his
life and his re1igien.

As well talk abeut the fruit

.of a tree witheut regard te the prDoesses whioh breught
ferth that fruit, as analyze Christian Ethics apart
frem Christian life, beoause, in the theught .of Jesus,
re1igiDn and ethios oDnstitute an Drganio whe1e.
Te treat the ethics .of Jesus as a phi1es.Dphica1.
system in itself similar te the moral phi1esephy
excegitated by

a speou1ative academioian like

Immanuel Kant is te miss ins entire meaning.

The

ethio .of Jesus is part and paroe1 .of a certain way
.of

life, and it oan net be oensidered in abstraotien

frem that life.
Bearing this in mind, let us new turn te the main
oharacteristios .of Jesus' ethio.

The kind .of life

.of whioh his ethios are a fruit was the religious
life, and, in his thinking, mera1s and re1igiDn are
SD intimately and .organically cDnneoted that the .one
weu1d die withDut the ether.

His is a re1igiDus ethio

and .one that is theistic and GDd-centered.

'Iiitheut

his religious belief and assumptinns, his ethics
fall to pieces.

•

Jesus' whole ethic grows out of

a personal relation to God as Father and as the
moral governor of the universe, and it is meaningless
without this basic assumption.
As professor

~.

F. Scott remarks, lilt is his

conception of God which

ultimately guides him in

all his moral judgments ••• In this imitation of God
he finds not only the norm of moral excellence but the
spring of the moral life. lIl
For Jesus, the highest good consists in loving
God and doing His will.

As President King notes,

liThe sum of life is doing the will of God. 112 ·
Not only does the fundamental fact of the absolute
supremacy and priority of God glve to the human soul
that value and significance by virtue of which it can
command supreme respect, but Jesus' view of the
Kingdom of God, as we. shall later find, rests on the
assumption of the Divine Initiative.

God is a person

upon whom men must depend and with whom they are to
co-operate.

He is an ethical personality, the source

of the hlghest moral sanctions, and he is the Value
of values upon whom the universe and its

inhabi~ants

depend for worth and significance.
IE. F. Scott, The Ethical Teachings of Jesus, p. 39
2Henry C. King,

The Ethics of Jesus, p. 36
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As Ernst Troeltsch remarks

with his keenness

of insight,
This ethical ideal (meaning tha t of Jesus)
is absolutely steeped in a two-fold idea- (1) the
religious idea of the presence of God which is
conceived as a searching and penetrating gaze and
as a fascination which draws man to Himself; and
(2) with the thought of the infinite and eternal
value of the soul to be attained 3hrough' selfrenunciation for the sake of God.
God Himself is the norm, the standard, and the moral
Absolute for the followers of Jesus.

But it must

be noted in this connection that candor compels one
to

obse~e

that Jesus does not set himself up as the

ethical ideal, although he does speak with authority
and clearly imp lies that the Summum Bonum is to be
achieved by following him in preparation for the coming
Kingdom.

This is well illustrated in the story of

the Rich Young Ruler, which appears in all three of
the Synoptics and bears the ea:.:marks of au thentici ty,
as the Evangelists

would be the last to put in the

mouth of Jesus the words, "Why callest thou me good?"
Thus it a pp ears that the Kingdom of God and His
righteousness are the main goals and objectives in
life and that all other values and ideals are to be
subordinated to them.
The God-consciousness of Jesus is shot through
with a sense of the Absolute.

He had what Professor

1 E. Troeltsch, The Social Teachings of the Christian
Churches, Vol. I, p. 52
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Reinhold Niebuhr has called "that touch of the
Absolute without which all morality is finally
reduced to a decorous but essentially unqualified
self-assert i veness.

,,4

But his absolutism is not

primarily metaphysical or philosophical, although
for the speculative mind it possesses definite"
imp lications along these lines.

As Professor

Niebuhr further observes, Jesus viewed life from a
transcendent perspective.

And this perspective was

gained through the sense of the moral absoluteness
of God.
Lest it be thought that we are attempting to
carry the Absolutism of Jesus into a Romantic Monism
we hasten to pOint out another outstanding facL in
his ethiC, namely, its essentially dualistic character.
Here is no ethical indiffer entist, no pantheist,
no objective idealist, no optimistic monist, but
a thorough-going realist and dualist in
not in his metaphysics.

ethic~

if

Although, as Professor

Cumings Hall has pointed out in his "History of
Ethics Within Organized Christianity, this dualism
of good "and evil was regarded as only temporary,
yet Jesus was certainly conscious that it was an
irresistable fact of present - experience.
4Reinhold Niebuhh, Does Civilization Need Religion? p. 77
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There are two distinct ways of

life in the

thought of Jesus, the one straight and narrow, leading
to life eternal, and the other broad, leading to
destruction, death, and hell.

Woe to him who

compromises as it is impossible to serve both God
and

mammon!

Between the abode of the rich fool

and the paradise of Lazarus in the after life, there
is an unbridgeable gulf.

Believers in the

mischievous doctrine of universalism can find small
justification for their
the teaching of Jesus.

optimistic conclusions in
In his thought we find those

ethical and dualistic presuppositions upon which
rests the iaea of the contrast between the "civitas
Deill and the "civitas terrena" present in

~ustine,

the one based on unselfish devotion to the will of
God, the other upon the love of mammon and self.
The parables of "he wise and foolish builders, of
the careless and prudent virgins, of those with and
those without proper wedding garments, of the faithful
and unfaithful servants and stewards, of the Pharisee
and the publican- all reveal a fundamental ethical
dualism in the mind of Jesus.
the objective reality of a

His firm belief in
personal devil and of

other demons reveals that he regarded the moral 11fe
as a warfare against a well-nigh cosmic principle of

'7

disvalue which he certainly hypostatized and
objectified.

The cutting dynamic quality of the

Christian message has been greatest when this
fundamental fact of an ethical dualism has been
recognized.

Professor Walter Horton has pOinted out

that the effect of pantheistic monisms is to cut the
nerve of ethical endeavor, and Professor Reinhold
Niebuhr has remarked that dualism heightens moral
vigor and puts a note of challenge in

religion.

The ethics of Jesus are based on the presuppositions
of an individualistic and intuitional morality, but
we must not push this

too far.

For him, the

ultimate court of anpeal was the human conscience in
the

ch~ld

of GOd, although it must be admitted that

he accepted much of the Jewish law as authoritative,
treating it perhaps as a kind of Practical Absolute,
to borrow a significant phrase from Professor E. S.
Ames.

It was not the external thing that defiled

the man, but the inner motive and the inner thought.
As Professor Scott observes, "The moral quality of an
act is made to consist in the thought or intention
behind it. n5

It was the attitude of mind and heart

that was to be taken as the criterion of moral worth rather
than one's conformity to the external
5 0p • cit. p. 19

minu~iae

of the

8

•

Jewish law.

Although one might say that Jesus

probably never consciously intended to break with
the Jewish law, certainly the basic assumption
underlying his attitude towards it was that he
possessed a sufficient inner authority to judge
which parts of it were more valid than others,
and it is clear that the value of the individual
human soul took precedence over its COIDWBnds.
,{hether or not he would have gone so far as to
actually say that the Law was made for man and not
man for the Law, which would seem to be implied in
his teachings regarding Sabbath observance, that
was certainly his basic attitude.
The passionate religious genius does not always
see the logical consequences of his insights and
convicti~s.

iVhether Jesus actually intended to do

so or not, "the intuitional and intentianal
presupoositions of his attitude toward the Law
certainly paved the way for its dawnfall and fhr the
Antinomianism that we find in the teachings of Paul.
As Professor Scott remarks, "The rulfilment' which
he (Jesus) gave the Law involved in the long run
its dissolution. no

When the individual is free

9

to believe and to live as if some

pa ~' ts

of a system

of revealed truth are more valid and authoritative
than others, he paves the way for the downfall of
the infalllbility of that system.

Thus it will be

seen that although Jesus did not make fully explicit
the

presup ~ ositions

of an intentional and intuitional

morality, his practical teachings laid the ground
for a metavhysic of morals such as that worked out by
Kant, as we shall find in the second chapter of this
thesis.

Jesus said nothing about the moral law

but there certainly was an

~

~

priori,

priori in his ethical

conseiousness by which all ext ernal customs and
ceremonies had to be judged.

Tha.:. the soul) ', could

not be defiled from Wlthout,but only by that which
was within, revealed that, For Jesus, the ultimate
moral sanctions were dictated by an inner law of the
moral will.
The ethics of Jesus are individualistic.

If

the Sabc ath is made for man and not man for the
Sabbath, if it is the will of the Heavenly Father
that not one of these little ones should perish, if
external conformity to law, custom, and ceremonial,
is secondary to the welfare of the person, if the
Good Shepherd is more interested in the saving of
one lost sheep than in the ninety and

nine in the

•

lu

fold, then it follows that every human soul is an
end in itself.

FUrthermore, the ethi .c s of Jesus

center around two foci,- the relation of the
individual to God and his relation to other individual
human beings .

As Professor Scott remarks, "He

transfers to the individual the rights and duties
which were formerly associated with the group.,,7
Although Ernest Troelst&h insists that Jesus'
individualism was unqualified, unlimited, and
absolute, it should be noted that the responsibility
for the welfare of others makes his ethics different
from other types of "absolute" individualism.

In

fact there are some very radical social implicatim s
in his teachings.

The parable of Dives and Lazarus,

the story of the Good Samaritan, the narrative
of the incident of the Rich Young Man, and the
vehement denunciation of the Pharisees who
"devoured widows' houses,"-

all would indicate that

Jesus possessed a conscience keenly sensitive to
social eVils, although interpreting them in terms
of individual relations.

But, as Professor E. F.

Scott has pointed out, the social motive was not
primary, although "the Christian morality by its
very natur'e, can only be realized in a society in
which all kinds of elements are freely mingled together n8
7 Qb

tlL

p. 19

8 op. cit. p. 57
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As Troeltsch has pointed out, from this
individualism there follows a world-transcending
and race-transcending universalism.

Natural

barriers and exteJ'nal differences disappear and .
evaporate in the face of this 'new religious
significance of the human soul.

"Out of an

absolute individualism there arises a universalism
which is equally absolute. ,,9
Candor compels one to concede that Jesus l ethic
was essentially eschaM;togical and based on
Apocalypticism.
questions in New

Here we are plunged in a sea of
Testament criticism to which this

entire thesis might well be devoted.
che

Messian~c

We grant that

hope played a large role in the

thought of JesUS and his contemporaries, but we are
not able to follow all the implicatim s of the idea
of an

interim

ethic.

rrofessor Scott informs us that, although the
background of Apocalypticism was present in Jesus l
teaching this does not necessarily imply that the
Master regarded himself as preaching an
9r.hic, and this for two reasons.

interim

In the first place,

the idea of an interim ethic "rests on ,the false
hypothesis that the intention of Jesus was to prescribe

9 Troeltsch, opo cit., 57
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a number of set rules. 1I

10

Secondly, Professor Scott

is of the opinion that Jesus' views did not coincide
with the then current Apocalypticism, as his main
emphasis was on the moral government of the new
Kingdom.

He taught that the chief duty of man was

to prepare for its coming, and this was to be achieved
by a purification of the heart and will.
Professor Rashdall criticizes the idea of an
interim ethic on slightly different grounds.

He

attempts to show that the eschatological sayings of
Jesus are inconsistent, that they have probably
undergone much editing, that one cannot be sure that
Jesus preached. an immediate coming o·f the Kingdom,
and that he at all times emphasized· it as ethical
and spiritual.

Professor Rashdall feels that there

is no antagonism between

ethic_~_eschatology.

It is the opinion of Albent Schweitzer that
IIthere is for Jesus

no ethic of the Kingdom of God,

for in the Kingdom of God all natural relationships,
even, for example, the distinction of sex (Mark xii.
25 and 26) are abolished. "II

And when we. examine

the teaChings of the ':;arables, we do not find an
ethic of the Kingdom, in the strict sense of the term.
Iv Scott, £E. ~
11

43

The Quest of the Historical Jesus,

364
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The Kingdom is a supreme value, a vast growth from
a small beginning, and a gift from God to the childlike,
but in no place we flnd an ethic of the Kingdom of
God, for in the sayings that are collected in the
Sermon on the Mount, as Schweitzer pOints out, we
have an interim ethic of repentance.
However, although we may find no ethic of the
Kingdom ia the teachings of Jesus, that is very
diffe r'ent from saying that he has no ethic.

Taking

for our point of departure the parable of the stewards
waiting for the neturn of their Lord, it can easily
be seen that the notion of an interim ethic involves
the idea of the highe s t possible ideal of moral
conduct.

The servant who lives in constant

expectation of the imminent return of his master will
be inspired so to order his behavior that if his
employer returns suddenly he will find his wishes
and commands being carried out.

The implication of

the "interim ethiC" of Jesus would be that his
disciples and followers, those who would do the will
of God, those who are to inherit the coming Kingdom,
are not to relinquish all activity in a mere qUietism.
Such conduct would be analagous to that of a servant
who was lazy, who shirked his responsibilities, and

who trusted that all things would be set right by
his master on his return, thereby evading his

•
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responsibility to keep the household in good order.
If then Jesus expected an immanent eschatological
event in which the Kingdom of God would come with
power, it would seem

th~t

those who would be ready

for its coming and worthy to .nter it, far from
espousing a species of Fundamentalistic eschatological
quietism, would strive their utomost to fulfill the
hIghest moral and ethical ideal that they might be
accounted good and faithful servants.

Every possible

effort should be made so that the gulf between the
relations that hold on earth now and those which hold
in the kingdom of heaven may be narrowed.
~hus

it will be seen that the concept of an

interim ethic, far from detracting from the ethical
significance of the teachings of Jesus, would serve
as a kind of stimulus to draw forth from his lips an
expression of his deepest moral insights.

The ethics

of Dreparation for the KingdoT, although technically
of an interim character, would be an ontgrowth and
formulation of the idea of the highest human good.
The lIinterim ethic" of Jesus, therefore, far from
expressing a purely temporal and temporary arrangment,
far from being an escape from reality into what as
been called by rrofessor E. B. Holt an "ethics of
the air," reveals Jesus' deepest insights into the

15

moral and ethical possibilities of the world of
present experience, showing what he believed was the
best that men could do on earth to approximate the
rule of the will of the Father in heaven.

Thus while

nut denying that his ethtcs were conditioned to a
certain degree by his eschatology, it is our
contention that his apocalyptic beliefs served as
a stimulus to elicit an expression of his deepest
insights into the order of moral existence and
possibili ty.
The point at which

t~is

problem arises most ·

acutely, for our purpose, at least, is in connection
with Jesus l teachings regarding wealth and poverty.
Of course, if a person firmly believes that the present
world order is about to come to a speedy end, and
that God is soon to set up an eschatological kingdom
on earth, his ideas regarding the value of wealth
will be profoundly inf lllenced.

If an other11J1llrldly

kingdom is about to dawn, riches and material
possessions lose much of their signf'icance.

'they

would have but little place in a kingdom where Godls
rule was supreme.

It might then be argued that what

Jesus said on the subject of wealth is of no value
to us today.

But it seems to us that there are

certain considerations which indicate that the

16

problem can not be dismissed so easily.
In the first place, Jesus loved the poor and
outcast for their own sake.

Whether or not he

actually said, "Blessed are ye poor, II as the
philanthropic Luke would have us to believe, his
whole attitude towards the needy reveals a deep
respect and concern for them, and he was continually
challenging those who had an abundance of the world's
goods to contribute adequately to their welfare.
1'here is nothing ambiguous about the parables of
the Rich Fool and of Dives and Lazarus, and the words
to the Rich Young Man

""~

are very clear.

If he

had really followed out the logic of the jnterim
ethic in the latter case, there would not have been
much use in advising the gift to the poor if the
Kingdom was immediately to dawn.

To put the matter

mildly, Jesus believed that there was something in
the possession of material wealth which he regarded
as spiritually perilous.

So whatever he may have

thought about the coming Kingdom, he had definite
convictions about riches and poverty in their
relation to the life of the present world.

His

clear-cut antithesis between the service of mammon
and the service of God reveals an uncompromising
attitude toward that attempt on the part of the rich

17

to combine

irre~ilable loyalties.

He evidently

believed that faith in God and respect for human
personal i ty

were attitudes that would mix no better

with the worship of material gain than would oil
and water.
It seems clear that, far from invalidating his
moral and ethical insights, the eschatological
viewpoint gives to Josus l teachings a supernatural
and super-historical significance.

As Albert

Schweitzer observes,
But in reality that which is
eternal in the words of Jesus is due to the very
fact that they are based on an eschatological
world-view, and contain the expression of a mind for
which the contemporary world with ~ts historical
and social circumstances no longer had any
existence. They are appropriate, therefore, to
any world, for in every world they raise the man who
dares ta,~eet their challenge, and does not turn
and twist them into meaninglessness, above his
world and his time, making him inwardly free, so
that he is fitted to be, in his own world and in
his own time, a simple channel of the power of Jesus. 12
Now this eschatological basis of Jesus l
teachings finds expression in a certain element
of otherworldliness.

~ne

effect of this is to

give a decidedly non-ratioClal character to the
ethics of J esus.

"~n

ethic of this world tends to

be matter-of-fact, sCientific, and rational, but
when the idea of a world that is to come by a
supernatural act of God is introduced, cold
12 op. cit., 4uO
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intelligence does not play such an important part
in the formulatim of one's moral philosophy.

There

are several paradoxes in which the non-rationality
of the ethics of Jesus becomes apparent.
Obviously the first of these" is that between
the present world and the future eschatological
kingdom.

Emil BrUlmer describes this contradiction

in The 1heology of Crisis.

He maintains that in

the love of Christ there is a union of "resolute
conservatism" and "radical reconstruction."
To love your neighbor means to take him as
he is, to obey the divine call that comes to you
through his present condition, to ' listen to what he
says to you through his being here, to accept the
world as it is without impatiently revolting from
it ••• On the other hand when the Christ hea"'s the
yoice of the Creator coming to him out of things and
men as they are, he discerns the distortion of the
order of creation and the horrible disfigur ~ tion
of man's image when it is placed side by side with
the image of God. In other words, the sharp
cont.radiction between the world th~t is and . the
world that is to come is revealed. 3
Thus, although Jesus seems to have felt at home in
the universe, his attitude was most decidedly
not that of the ROmantic Idealist, but of the critic.
Another paradox or contradiction that we
find in the teachings of Jesus is that between
self-denial and self-realizatim.

Whoever would

save his life must lose it inthe cause of the
l~The Theology of Crisis, 81-82
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Kingdom of God.

There is a strong note of world-

denial and renunciation in the ethical teachings
of Jesus, as illustrated in the saying,_ "Whosoever
he be of you that renounceth not all that he hath,
he cannot be my disciple. II

Profes sor Scott de ~-lares

that these ideas of renunciation constitute an interim
ethic, and he maintains that Jesus "never- suggests
that earthly things are in their nature evil. n14
We have already noted that Professor Scott does not
regard Jesus l teachings in their entirety as an
interim ethic, but only those hard sayings on the
subject of renunciation which havo such a VERY sharp
cutting edge.

One wonders whether Jesus would

have spokento the Rich Young Ruler in a very different
manner if he had had no eschatological expectation.
It is very easy to rationalize and evade the problem
with the devi ce of the

in~erim

ethic idea.

In an

age Which has well nigh lost sight of the incisive,
uncompromising quality of the sayings of Jesus, having
removed the dynamic, world-renouncing element in them
to make room for a na'-ve, optimistic, selfexpressionism, the following words of Albert
Schweitzer seemparticuaarly timely.
One need only read the Lives of Jesus written
since the I sixties and notice vihat they have made of
the gre.9.t imperious sayings of the Lord, huw they

2u

have weakened down his imperative world-contemning
demands upon individuals, tha t He might not come in
conflict with our ethical ideals, and might tune His
denial of the world to our acceptance of it. Many
of the greatest sayings are foqnd lying in a corner
like explosive shells from which the charges have
been removed. No small portion ' Of elemental religious
power needed to be drawn off from IUs sayings to
prevent them from conflictiI§ with our systems of
religious world acceptance.
Emil Brunner puts the matter more bluntly when he
declares, "The Word of God is toned down, reduced
to literature and moral programs, so as to harmonize
i t Vlith present thought and life."14

Another contradiction inherent or implicit
in the teaching of Jesus is the paradox between
optlJE.ism and p e s simism.

On the one hand, int imat ely

connected with his Apocalyptic ideas, there is a
note of optimism, joy, and hope.

On the other, he

takes a realistic account of the present facts of
human

suffering and unethical behavior and their

future consequences.

To

~he

Universalist the

parable of Dives and Lazarus and of the Rich Fool
are hard sayings.

But it should be noted that the

optimistic note gene:r-ally outweighs the pessimistic
implications of such

teachings.

The realization

that the Kingdom of God is about to dawn gives Jesus
an element of deep joy and confidence in tbe
13 OPe cit. 398

14

op. cit.

88
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beneficent Providence of God.

Not only is he

confident'} of 'the ultimate triumph of the Heavenly
Fa~her,

but he is conscious of an over-arching

divine care and concern for the individual here
and now.
This eschatologlcal optimism finds a concrete
expression in an ethics of reward which, to the
disinterested stot&
eudemonism.

or Kantian, might savor of

This matter deserves some further

notice, as it bears a definite relatiDn to the
second chapter of this thesis.

Those who renounce

all to db the will of God in this present life
may look forward to a rewa:c'd in the future.

The

parables of the talents and of the faithful and
unfaithful stewards, as well as the promises to those
who leave all to follow 'J esus,do reveal that the
idea of revJard is present in ' his ethical

teachings.

But this must be qualified, for, as Professor Scott
points out, Jesus did not think of reward in the
crudely literal sense.

It was not to be measured

in terms of human values and standards, as is suggested

by the parable of the laborers in the vineyard.
Furthermore, those who consciously work for the sake
of an external reward, such as the praise of men, are
denounced in no uncertain terms.

Only those acts
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of kindness, mercy, and love which are done without
thought of recompense,are truly worthy of that
reward which the Heavenly Father will give.

As

Profef.sor Scott observes, "His (Jesus!) object all
the time is to show that no acts have moral worth
except those that are done freely, out of an
uncalculatlng goodness.
than others,

In these alone

.e

do more

and are entitled to a reward. ,,15

Again, it should be noted that the disciples
are warned not to congratulate themselves on the
performance of their duty to God, but are to regard
themselves as unprofitable servants.

To forgive

seven times and no more is not to win the favor of
God.

Coldly calculating

self-i~ terest

has no place

in the thought of him who tells us to go the second

mile, to turn the other cheek, and to give away our
cloke as well as our coat.

There is a reward, even

for the most unsophisticated, but it is not the
reward of men.

In the following quote.tion from a

sermon of Albert Schweitzer to his patients in the
hospital at Lambarene the whole affair is put in a
nut-shell.
Scarcely are you up in the morning and standing
in front of your hut when some one whom you know to
be a bad man comes and insults you. Because the Lord
Jesus says that one ought to forgi1.e , you keep silent
15 op. cit.,. 64
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instead of beginning a palaver. In the after-noon,
when you are about to go and work in your plantation,
you disoover that some one has taken away your good
bush-knife and left you in its plaoe his old one.
But you want togo on forgiving. Although it is a
day on which you have experienced much unpleasantness,
you feel as jolly as if it had been one of the
happiest. Why? Because your heart is hapoy in having
obeyed the will of the Lord Jesus. In the evening
you want to go fishing. ~hen you disoover that your
boat is missing. Another man has gone fishing in it.
Angrily you hide behind a tree in order to wait for
him. But while you are waiting your heart begins to
speak. It keeps on repeating the saying of Jesus that
God oannot forgive our sins if we do not forgive eaoh
other. Instead of goi.ng for the other fellow with
your fists, when at last he returns, you tell him that
the Lord Jesus compels you to forgive him, and you
let him go in peaoe. Now you go home happy and proud
that you have succeeded in making yourself forgive
your enemies. But if the Lord Jesus were to come into
your village and you think he would praise you for it
before all the people, then wculd he say to you as
he did to Peter, that even to forgive seven times is
not enongh but that you must forgive seventp. times
seven. 16
If Albert Schweitzer should transfer his headquarters
from equatorial Africa to an Ohio coal town in time
of strike perhaps he might haa,.

'd something like

this
Scarcely are you up in the morning and standing
in front of your cabin when some one whom you know
to be a bad man comes and insults you calling you
a blankety-blank dirty scab. Because the Lord Jesus
says that one ought to forgive, you keep ~lent instead
of beginning an argument or drawing you knife. In
the early morning when you are about to go to work
in the mine, some Union sympathizers waylay you and
beat you up. But you want to go on forgiving. Your
home is dynamited, and you think you know who did
it. Angrily you hide a behind a tree with your rifle.
16

Clipped from a brief item in The Congregationalist .

But while you are waiting your heart begins to speak.
It kc,eps on repeating the saying of Jesus that God
cannot forgive our sins if we do not forgive each
other. Instead of going for the other fellow with
your gun, when he comes in sight, you tell him that
the Lord Jesus compels you to forgive him, and you
let him go in peace. Now you go to your home~ or
what is left of it after the dynamiting- proud that
you have succeeded in making yourself forgive your
enemies. But if the Lord Jesus were to come into
your coal camp
and you think he would praise you
before all the people, then would he say to you as
he did to Peter, than even to forgive seven times is
not enough, but that you must forgive seventy times
seven.

Or if the Doctor of Strasbourg and the Ogowe were
speaking to striking coal miners in Kentucky, he
might have spoken like this.
S~a~e~~ are you up in the morning and standing
in front of ~our cabin when some one you know to be
a bad man, a thug, comes and insults you, calling you
a blankety-biank Communist. Because the Lord Jesus
says that one ought to forgive you keep silent instead
of drawing your knife. In the after-noon, the
Communist soup-kitchen which has been feeding you
and your babies is dynamited. But you want to go on
forgiving. In the evening you are taken for a ride.
They drag you from the car and form a circle around
you. 1'hey say, "You blank blank blank, we are not
going to beat you up. We are going to kill you.c ~~
are damned tired of being bothered with you reds."
They fell you with a blow on the back of the neck.
You make a dash,falling down a thirty-foot embankment.
You are half dead. Several days later you get your
chance. You are behind a tree with your gun and
one of those thugs is approaching. But while you
are .(waiting your heart begins to speak. It keeps
on repeating the saying of Jesus that God cannot
forgive our sins if we do not forgive each other.
Instead of shMting the other fellow dead in his
tracks, wh en at last he comes near, you tell him
that the Lord Jesus compels you to forgive him, and
you tell him to go in peace. Now you go home proud

l!il Harlan Miners Speak,
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that you have succeeded in making yourself forgive
your enemJes. But if the Lord Jesus were to come
to Harlan or Evarts, Kentucky, and you think he would
praise you for it before all the people, then would
he say to you as he did to Peter, than even to forgive
seven times is not enough but that you must forgive
seventy times seven.
It seems clear that in the thought of Jesus
the fulfilment of duty is nut

Ii

coldly self-interested

affair, nor is i t obedience to some a priori

principle

that is independent of emotion, but .it is shot through
with joyous feeling.

As Professor Newman Smyth

remarks, "Duty is not a t'lsk given man

to be

laboriously done at the bottom of a dark mine; rather
it is a life to be healthfully and joyously led under
the broad sky in the clear sunshine of God." 18
It is this element of joy and hope and ultimate moral
o·:)timism that gives to the ethic of J·esus a dynamic
unsurpassed in the more sophisticated and
ratianalistic systems of the classical moralists.
Another contradiction in the ethic of Jesus
is that between activity and passivity, as Brunner
has pointed out.

Like the Barthian Christian, Jesus

is "terrifically in earnest about taking Us part
tn the betterment of humanity.

But with all his

earnestness, he recognizes that the task must
'llt]mtely be accomplished bJl the working of God' s
18

Christian Ethics, 23
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omnipotent love alone. u19
Thus the psychology of the ethic of Jesus
involves a paradox.

First it is a dependence upon

the Divine, but then it turns around upon itself
and becomes furiously active.

It would seem that

5chleiermacher's feeling of absolute dependence
alternates with the ethical conscience of Ritschl.
God alone -can bring in the Kingdom, but men are
needed.

Certainly one source of the dynamic 1

of the Christian ethic is the psychological
between passivity and activism.

tension

There is the sense

of the Absolute which we have found to be the sine
~ ~

of a dynamic ethic, and yet this absolutism

does not degenerate into a q1lietistic monism.
This tension is revealed in the teaching of
Jesus regarding non-resistance.

He is not c.ontent

with preachiIgmere non-resistance.

A great deal

more is involved than the acceptance of abuse,
Violence, or persecution.

As Professor Scott has

pointed out, a resistance is off ered, but it is of
a different kL:-ld, l.t is ACTIVE, and not passive.
He requires that while enduring a wrong a
man should assert his pe~sonal honor and freedom
by giVing something more than that which is unjustly
taken from him. By so doing he makes himself
19

Brunner,
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s~perior to his adversary.
He transforms into his
own free act what vlo', \ld otherwise be an indignity
forced upon him. 19

In his excellent discussion of "Christianity
and pugnacity"in Human Nature and Its Remaking,
Drofessor Hocking maintains that it is possible
for pugnacity to be transformed into an aggressive,
creative force through the power of the Christian
religion, so that instead of being the dynamic of
revenge, it can bec'ome the positive agency for the
reconstructi on and ""re-creation of personality.
'rhus, non-resistance is an active, creative, ethical
'luality, when regarded from the viewpoint of Jesus I
ethics.
1'his contradiction between activity and
passivity, when regarded as an attitude towards
the status quo or the Jewish law, might be stated
in the form of the contradiction between authority
and criticism.

We have already noted the somewhat

ambiguous attitude of Jesus toward the Law, appealing
to it as a kind of Practical Absolute on the one
hand, and yet criticizing sharply its ceremonial
details when they conflicted with ti s ethioal ideals.
KAnother way of stating the essentially
paradoxical character of Jesus ethic is by pointing
out that there is inherent a logical contradiction
tha t suggest,s the contrast between idealism and
19
0p. cit. 73

---

realism.

:"'his is closely connected with the

contradictions between opti mtsm and pessimism and
between the present world and the future eschatological
Kingdom.

It is essentially the contradiction

between an "ethics of the air" and an "ethics of
the dust."
On the one hand it seems clear that, for Jesus,
the chief good .is not material or economic, but is
of a religiDus and spiritual nature and is the
KingdDm of God.
paramount.

In it spiritual values are

Wealth is only something that has been

entrusted to us, and prDperty is not absolute.
are only stewards.

we

The very fact of our stewardship

implies that possessions are means and functions,
and are not absolute ends.

The kingdom Df ends which

is to become the Kingdom of God is composed of
spiritual persDnalities and not of lJll3.terial possessions.
"A man I slife c nsisteth not in the abundance of the
things whi ch he possesseth."

But if we follow this

dualism through to its logical c DnclusiDns, as have
certain lines of the Christ ian tradit iDn, we find ourselv"ii~'drifting

towards a position which has

very alarming implications to the sDcial conscience.
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That position might be expressed in terms of a
tendency to insist that, inview of the fact that
spiritual values are paramount, it is more or less
futile to concern ourselves with the problem of
the distribution of material goods, because of
unessential character.

~be

thel~

important thing to do is

to change peo?le1s lives, their inner attitudes, and
it is more or less futile and a waste of

ti~e

to

argue about economic conditions, as they are of this
world.
However, Jesus asserts the other side of the
(laradox.

He would teach us that the spiritual life

of man, his inner attitudes of heart and conscience,
and :-:.1s relation to God are of supreme importance,
it is true, but if he does not ap preciate and make
Ilse of the instrumental quality of material
possessions in relieving the

suffe~'ing

neighbor he is no child of God.

of his

". hen our under-

privileged fellowman is suffering torments, we are
to become realists par excellence, entering into his
life and sharing with him those economic and material
resources which we would lavish upon oursel:fi'es.
Jesus would certainly

have us entertain no

optimistic, idealistic illusi ons regarding what
Albert Schweitzer has calleci the "fellowship of pain."
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, e might state the paradox as follows- My life does
(ot consist in the abundance of the things I possess,
",ut the thing s I possess may contribute immeasurably

tv the abundant life of

my fellowman.

As Troeltsch

p oints out, Jesus believed that food and material
IJossessions are worthful only in so far as they are
necessary to life, but the life of my fellowman is so
;Jrecious that whateveI' is essential to its preservation
and fulfilment aakes on a new significance when viewed
Ln the light of his possibilities.

The preciousness

of personality is independent of externals, but such
being the case, the welfare of my fellowman takes on
such an enhanced value that, in assls·t"lng him, wealth
has vastly increased itsr! significance as an
instrument.

In short, in one's life there must be

an idealistic ascetiCism, the denial and renunciation
of all. thatDJndS'lS! the life of the spirit.

But in

one's relations with his fellows, there must be a;{
realistic asceticism,- absolute honesty in facing
facts, and especially unpleasant facts, and those
em?irical conditions which make these facts so vivid.
"Observe accurately."
"Apoly drastically."

"Interpret honestl y."

These three instructions for

Bible study give out as gu ides to Bible study at
a house-party of the Oxford Gr O'.1PS are applicable
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t o the realm of hard objective social and economic
ficts, as well as to the inner realm of spiritual
und moral values.
Lastly, and most important of all, the ethic/,
of Jesus

is a radical love

et~Sc.

Only aggressive

love could furnish the power to forgive seventy times
seven.

A

radic~l

love ethic is possible only in a

<lon-rational ethical system, for the essence of
rational philosophy is

enligh ~ ened

self-interest.

To love God with Oele's whole personality and to
love the neighbor as one's self are the two greatest
commandments which sum up all the ethical
found in the Law.

teachin~

As Professor Newman Smyth has

excellently stated it,
The essential prinCiple of
Uhristian virtue is love, yet not love in the
abstract, not love formally conceived and philosophicalty
exerCised, not love to being in general, but love
of being as all its worth is summed up in the
Person of Christ and his reign_f"" love of the highest
good as presented to the utmost devotim of human
hearts in the revelat im of God's glorY in Christ
and the eternal purpose of his grace. 2l
Thus, instead of enlightened self-interest as a
dynamic for duty, we have the power of love, and, as
Kagawa has picturesqll.ely pOinted ou t, "love'S single
stroke does double duty," for "when one has said,
'I love him,' one has helped not ody oneself but

21
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ut one's felloVi as well., t.2'a

Love of God and of

eighbor constitute the two focal pOints of Jesus'
thic.

It should be noted that

.entiment or emotion,
-"e involved.

~lthough

1jt.,

is not mere

power'ul feelings

In Jesus' notion of love, we find

that contradiction between activity and passivity
"hlch we have already noted.
as~resEive

~or Kagawa,

There ls a positive,

quality in Jesus' love.

For him, as

"3
"love is the eternal revolutionist."':'

_'he Oood Samaritan is moved with compassion at
'!;}1e sight of the wounded, bleed : ng man at the side
of the road, but it is more than
s entirr~t.

~

mere gush of

He forgets about himself and his

'usiness, forgets that the robbers are probably
'o~

far away, forgets his deep-seated prejudices

'igainst the Jewish race, and gives him~elf
wholeheartedly to the task of relieving the man who
l1.',d fallen among the thieves.

For,Jesus, love seems

·~o

consist of a fJurJ'endHr to

'0)"

us that we share in its active purpose of

f-J

Wll1 t.hat demands

respecting, redeeming, and re-crea ting lost end
degraded personalities.

This will, as Kagawa

points out, ls both social and cosmic.

op. cit. p. 237
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~
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Although Profes Eor Cumings Hall is of the
..>inlerl that "unity with the purp ose of God rathe r

t han +ove to God is the basis of the thought of
;~esus, ,,24 perhaps it would be more accurate to

iffirm that both of these attitudes unite and
coalesce in the thought of Jesus, since to achieve
with the purposes of another to the highest

~nity

degree can only be realized through

~he

insight of

:" ove.
Certa~nly

Jesus' attitude regarding wealth and

,overty is an inescapable deduction from the command"ent to love one's neighbor as one's self, as well
as

grow~g

out of a deep compassion for the poor.

If one loves his neighbor as himself he will never
rest cont ented if his fellowman lacks privileges
:v;-,ich he himself enjoys.
rJf

~he

The immediate implication

second great commandment in the Law is tha t we

sin when we fail to get ou t of ourselves and put
ourselves in our neighbor's place.

As Albert

::lchweitzer remar:{:s, "And just as Dives sinned against
the poor man at his gate because

for want of

thought he never put himself in his place and let
his hea rt and conscience tell hio what he ought to
do, so do we sin against the p oor man at our gate. ,,25
To love your neighbor means that the active concern
24
25

op. cit., 54
On the Edge of the Primeval Forest, 2
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01 enlightened self-interest becomes transferred
rOil) the ego as obj ect to the neeCi.y person.

Your

Llterest in him should be equivalent to your own
u.rge to self-preservation and self-realizaticn.
l~

a commandment I

We have attempted to enumerate what appear to
e the main characteristics of the ethics of Jesus,
although our account has been i'l.adequa-ce and far
from exhaustive.

Before turning to our next chapter

I n which we shall discuss the ethics of Jesus in
the light of the philosod,ies of four classical
, ralists, let us try to state as concisely as
lossible the essential nature of the eth ic of Jesus.
While recognizing a slight anachronism in putting
into the thought of Ghrist a term which did nut come
Lnto being until centuries later, his ethic might
o e defined as the science of the Kingdom of God.
Now how shall we define Christian Et,hics and still
he true to the original intentim of Jesus?
'rofessor Newman Smyth's definttion of

Christian

"t<;thics as tithe science of living according to
Christiani tytl can give rise to no end of ambigu i ties
and contradictions, because the ethics of

,
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C ristianity have been so diverse.

Even Professor

, :ott's affirmation that "the unchanging element
our religion has been its ethlcal teaching, ,,26
~o

overlook the fact of the relatlvity of the

lri8tian Ethic.

Another definition of the Christian

- ·, c sugGested by Professor Smyth is equally vague
misleading, namely, that "Christian ethics is
e science of l eving with one another according to
Christ.

,,27

The critic!: i would at once raise the

estion of which Christ was meant, the Johannine
11[':08 Christ, the Pauline C'f)rist,

the Christ of

, oher, the Christ of Ritschl and the Social
'r the historical J e sus.

Gos~ el,

Although fully realizing

Ie inadequacy of any simple definition, we conclude
rlis chapter with the sug.,estion that where the
~hics

of Jesus might be regarded as the science of

the Kingdom of God, Christian Ethlcs is the science
of following Jesus.

op. cit., p. ix.

-op . -cit .

p . l.
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CHAPTER II
~

ETHICS OF JESUS AND PHILOSOPHIC MORALITY

It might well be asked what plaoe a study
au~h

as that undertaken in this ohapter has in

a thesis devoted to a study of the ethios of
GSUS

in their relation to the plight of the

e1)'tl miners.

SUrely it is of value to examine

ndane and tl:xroughly rational ethioal systems,
as this may help us to disoover to what extent

tne teaohings of the founder of Christianity
resemble, or go beyond, the systems of the
cUlssioal moralists.

Whether or not one feels

that the Christian ethio has always been enriohed
fusion with other moral philosophies, our attaok

~

on the faith and praotioe of laissez-faire individualism
eoonomios may be given a solid foundation by
the four oomparisons which will be undertaken in
hls ohapter.

As the final part of this thesis is

cOnoerned with cond1tions of extreme injustice
loh would be condemned

alike by passionate

religionist and rational moralist, it is neoessary
to~

us to examine fundamental ph1losophioal ideas
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justice and of the

social good, in addition

to the analysis undertaken in the first chapter.
The following brief comparative analyses are
not intended to be exhaustive expositions of the
ethical philosophies of Plato, Aristotle, Kant,
and John stuart Mill.

They are rather attempts

to examine the central essence of four respective
theories of morals in the light of the ethics of
Jesus.

THE ETHICS OF JESUS AND THE ETHICS OF PLATO.
"The Ethics of Plato were developed in the
midst of': a society commonly called democratic,
but which was in truth a small slave-holding and
highly aristocratically governed comlllllnity."l

As

he was a member of the most highly privileged
class in the State, it is not surprising that we
find Plato's thought essentially aristocrat1c in
character.

Here is no Galilean carpenter, but one

near the top of the heap of the soc1al strata.

He

1s evidently of the op1nion that a certain amount If
social stratifioation is inev1table, and he does
I

Cumings Hall, History
Christ1anity, 17.

£!
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denounce slavery.

With these facts in mind let

us turn to an analysis of the Platonic ethics.
Platols theory of morals is based on enlightened
self-interest.
well-being.
ethic.

It is the philosophy of the soulls

It is a seff-centered, not a God-cent.ad

In the Phaedrus Plato declares that there

is nothing of hlgher importance in heaven or on
earth than the improvement and cultivation of the
soul.

Although he does not seem to have made any

explicit statements regarding the values of selflove as did Aristotle, yet the latterls notion that
a man is his own best friend is an underlying
principle of the Platonic morality.

This is well

illustrated in the Symposium in which we find a
throughly mundane and matter-of-fact analysis of
love.

It is the consciously self-interested child

of Poverty and Plenty, and not disinterested devotiocn
to the Kingdom of God or to the welfare of onels
fellowmen.

Platonic love is by no means disinterested,

but is willing to use others as means to its own
ends- witness the homosexual element in the writings
of Plato.

The center of reference is the ego and

its rationality, and not the will of God.
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BUt Plato is keenly interested in the
problems of morality and the essential nature
of the good life.

He is aware of the fact that

there are conflicting tendencies in the human
Lndividual,-whether the soul shall follow the
dIctates of a higher,moral self, or give way to
the natural, undisciplIned motives.

When,in The

Reuublic, Thrasymachus volces impatience with the
inherited customs and

convent~

s of the times

we are made to feel keenly the ultimate problems
of ethics, and Plato proceeds fearlessly -to the
question of how to build a morality which shall
be independent oC unexamined tradition.
In order to solve the problems of personal

ethics he proposes to look at large moral problems,
and, 1n

p~rticular,

at politics.

This implies

some important philosophical assumptions.

It

presupposes an organiC view of the individual in
his relation to society.

ThUs the problem of

morality becomes a matter of organ1zation.

How

ach1eve that harmony, order, and integration
within the ind1vidual and in society in wh1ch the
h1ghest functional possib11ities can be realized?

59a

From the

social or political pOint of view

the essence of morality becomes the performance

of one's proper, natural function 1n soc1ety.

Mora11ty 1s just1ce, and just1ce is def1ned as

I;hat state of affa1rs which preva1ls when each

ftl1nds h1s own business and does that work for

Ylh1ch he 1s best fitted.

The ruler 1s the

philosopher-king, and the truly moral society 1s

characterized by the aristocrat1c rule of hIghly

trained

W1thout

IndivIduals

some

of

superior

autocratic control

1ntel11gence.
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central authority, chaos results.
i~ e

are consequently given the key to the

ssence of personal morality, because of that
c ~'ganic and functi onal

relation between the

t dividual and society already noted.
(,Wlflict~ng

Man has

desires and tendencies and these must

ts organized.
democratic or

If the form of organization is
anarchistic~

disharmony results in

rumall psychology because of the absence of a rullng
rlnciple.
~~st

Reason, the spirit, and the ap?etites

be harmonized by some one controlling principle,

rUld the solution of the problem is graphically set
forth in the Phaedrus in the figure of the charioteer. ·
'" 'he intellectual element of the soul holds the reins
.md attempts to guide and direct the two horses, ~he

spirit and the appetitive element.

~imals

But the

are unruly and the charioteer has a difficult

:;1me keeping them from dragglng him down.
~ner

In like

it is the function of the intelligence to

rule over the passions, integrating them, and using
them so that its own ends may be achieved.

Like

Socrates, plato believed that virtue is knowledge.
The Platonic ethic is a rational ethic, because the
highest type of knowede;e is that Vlbi ch deals with
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the highest form of reality and this epistemological
relationship is that subsisting between pure reason
or lntelligence and the realm of eternal Ideas or
Forms.
Here we find a sharp contrast between the ethics
of JeSus and the ethics of Plato.

In the teachings

of the former, the Sum,nm Bonum is interpreted in
terms of the Kingdom of God.

One wllst become as

humble and obedient as a liotle child in order to
enter in.

Those who occupy high positions of authority

or of prestige on eal-th have no guarantee of
occupying similar stations in the Kingdom of God.
In fact, it

would seem that Jesus often thought

that their positions would be reversed, for the
greatest in the Kingdom of God are the humble, those
who seek after righteousness, and those whu serve
God.

Although Jesus does not specifically discount

intellig:ence- in fact he tells his follll\wers to be as
wise as serpents and to make to

themselves friends

of che mammon of unrigheeousness-

he does not

regard knowledge as the Summum Bonum.
highest good is that love which

(;~j

For him the
issues in

obedience to the will of God, while for plato it is
to be defined in terms of intellectual values.

•
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Both Jesus and Plato appear to regard society
as more or less organic and both are

concerned

wi th the welfare of mankind, but the one believes
in an ultimate theocracy while the other regards man's
llighest social and political good in terms of an
a~istocracy

based on intelligence.

If we assume that Plato subscribes to what he
)Uc S

in the mouth of hi s revered teacher, Socrates,

he and the fO ;lnder of Christiani ty are in essential
agreement in their conception of the right of the
individual to challenge the establ ' shed order of
things and the right of the

t~acher

to question

the traditions of the fathers in the interest of
present human well being.

The right to perform the

functicn of the gadfly is assumed both by Socrates
and Jesus, although the former regards this as his
chief aim in life, while to the man of Nazareth it
is more or less a means of preparing men's hearts
for

~he

advent of the Kingdom of Jod.

Another ;feature common to the ethics of Plato
and the ethics of Jesus is a transcendental and
absolute ground of moral values.

In the preceding

chapter we endeavored to show that, in spite of the
fact that Jesusl ethic was of the dust, it was also
an "ethics of the air", as it was grounded in the
i
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sense of a transcendent Absolute.

In the thought

of plato there is an eternal realm of Ideas and
Fppms, taking their value and significance from the
Idea of the Good,

wh~ch

furnishes the ultimate

sanction and ground for the deepest intuitions of
the rational moral consciousness.

In this connection

it should be observed, however, that, in Plato, there
is a tendency towards an impersonal conception of
Ultimate Reality, while for Jesus the Heavenly Father
is supremely personal.
Although, as we have seen, both these teachers
criticize certa ... n elements in the status quo, one
can not help seeing a certain element of predeeti-·
narianism or determinism in the thought of each.
For Plato, the position and function of the individual
would seem to be largely determined by his place in
society.

Men gain their happiness and fulfill their

being by doing that work for which their nature
best fits them.
to work.

Some are destined to rule, others

And it must be confessed that there are

traces of the Calvinist in Jesus.

"Many are called,

but few are chosen." Although possibly Albert
Schweitzer has exaggerated the element of
predestinarianism in the mind of Jesus, it seems
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certain that h e was not a pure voluntarist and that
1e did possess a consciousness of a Divine determinism.
As we found a note of reward in the ethical
~eachings

of Jesus, so in plato there is the

i~ea

of

an immortality in which rewards play an important
part.

1~lthough

one should be careful not to push all

the details Of the myth of Er too far, certainly
Plato believed most firmly in the future

life of the

soul(. and that the nature of this comlne existence
was to be very largely determined by the choices made
1n this life.

It should be noted, however, that

Jesus believed in immortality on religious grounds ,

1.,e., the power and the goodness of GOd, while
Dlatots arguments are based on philosophical and
metaph;; slcal speculations.
In short, the ethics of Jesus are an ethics of
loving obedience to the will of the Heavenly Father,
while those of Plato are based on reason and
intellig ence.

In the one case Vie have a theocI'atic

ethic, in the other a thoroughly aristocratic
morality.

The one is interested in love and Divine

Grace, the other in justice and harmony.

~latots

morality 1s based on the cardinal virtues of courage,
wisdom, temperance, and justice, wh i le that of Jesus
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is based on the theological virtues of faith, hope,
~Lnd

love.

F'or the one, the best pos sible human

relations are possible only in a society ruled by
a highly trained philosopher-king, for the other,
the Summum Bonum is summed up in the prayer, "Thy
KingdOJll come. II

For the one God is a somewhat

Lmpersonal, ideal essence, for the other he is Father.

THE ETHICS OF JESUS AND THE ETHICS OF ARISTOTLE.
The ethics of Aristotle are an "ethics of the
dust."

His chief concern is with facts.

He

criticizes his master's conception of the Idea of the
Good on the ground that it is too ideal, that it is
unattainable in the world of present experience and
actual practice.

"We must begin with things known

to us," says Aristotle, and he maintains that "the
fact is the starting-poi.nt.,,2

He shares with the

modenn scientist a reverence for the facts which
leads him to depart from his teacher.

"Piety

requires us to honor truth above our friends.,,3
and the religion of "ristotle is the religion of
the scientist.
2

Nichomachean Ethics, l095b

3 Ibid, 1090&
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Since the point of departure is the scientific
fact, we are at once plunged in a sea of relativism.
~bere

are many arts and sciences and the good of

each is different, so consequently
"many senses."

~

Good has

It must always be interpreted in

terms of a pa!,ticular end, and not as some ethereal
platonic Idea.

~hus

the doctor seeks the health of

his patients, and not the Idea of the Good.

We have already noted that the moral teachings
of the Founder of Christianity constituted an ethics
of the dust to a certain extent, as well as being an
ethics of the air, for he went about doing good for
individuals in particular situation, and allowed the
present facts of experience to determine his attitude
towards certain elements of the Jewish law.
He was no sentimental idealist, no detached
mystical phIlosopher whose attention was focussed
anly
Moral

on the world of ideal Forms and Essences.
truths were discoverable in particular human

relationships and in che fact of everyday experience.
But Jesus' teachings did not stop with the ethics
of the dust.

~'hey

ravolved around two great ends,

as we have seen, the will of God and the well being
of the fellowman.

To quote a phrase from Schleiermacher,
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his was a teleological monotheism.

The supreme

end was God's kingdom and His righteousness.

Now

let us see what for Aristotle constituted the Summum
Bonum.
Men aLn at various ends, he says, such as pleasure,
the aonsummaoion of ceroain artistic and scientific
activi~ies,

and the fulfilment of certain stiategies.

It would seem then that there was no one end, but
a variety of ends without a common denominator.
But Aristotle says that there is a common denomin,a tor ,
an end for which all other things are

d~~e,

although

we do choose certain acitivities for their own sake.
'I'his end is hap : iness, and hap')iness he defines in
terms of activity and funccion.

But since there

is a variety of activities and functions, a valuejudgment is
determined.

necess~ry

before the highest can be

For Aristotle the highest form of

activity is found in the life ruled by a rational
orinciple and that is in harmony with itself.

If I

am a follower of Aristotle, my supreme good and my
h{lppiness will lie in the cultivation of the life of
rational activity, and this is the life of
(l)

ntsnplation.

My own welfare comes first and

foremos t, although it can be greatly increased and
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enhanced by developing friendsr-ips, notWithstanding
the

fac~

that I am my ovm best friend.

Thus, in

the words of Professor Harry Ward, "In a society
fashiDned around intelligent

self-inter ~ st,

Aristotle

would be perfectly at home but Jesus Vlould again have
difficulty in finding a place . to lay his head."4
Here we come face to face with the fiYst sharp contrasc
between the ethics of Jesus and the ethics of Aristotle.
What a far cry is the latter's calculating self-interest
from an ethic which has its main end rooted and
grounded in the Kingship of God, in putting HiS will
first and foremost, and placing all other values in
subordinate positions.

'.the hard-headed Ari stotle

would doub1;less argue that it is possible to love
God and one's neighbor for their own sakes, but tl::a t
in reality these are but means to the attainment of

hapQIness.

However, this is to overlook the fact

of 1;he dISinterested wish of the high relIgionist
who is willing to be damned for the glory of God
and the :advancement of his felloll.'lllIl.

Although

Aristotle does admit that there are occasions when
it is not worth while for a man to live and when i t
is necessary for him to give his life in great crises,
it would seem that the reason for
life on such

occasions would "

laying down one's
be ro escape the
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unhappines and misery of being called a coward
afterwards.

In short, for Aristotle, the Ego and

its righteoLlsness are the centers of interest instead
of God and onels neighbor.
When we analyze the type of life thc'1.t is
required of the mature ethical individual we
another contrast.

fL~d

For Aristotle, the virtuous life

is the life of contemplaticn guided by reason.
Jesus, the

For

good life is the one ruled by the law of

love, which would certai nly include contell1plat i on if
a man is to love God with all his mind.
thought

In

the

of Aristotle, virtue lies in the avoidance

of extremes and in the achievement of the golden mean.
It is a state of character that enables a man to
perform that functim for which he is best fitted.
Here it should be noted that the Arittotelian
conception of the mean has striking resemblances to
the PIa tonic idea of the Form

Again we get a dry

taste of the ethics of the dust when Aristotle informs
us that
Virtue is a state of character concerned with
choice, lying in a mean, i.,e., the mean relative to
us, this being determined by a rational principle,
and by that principle by which the man of practical
wisdom would etermine it.
Now it is a mean between
two vices, that which depends on excess and that whi ch

,
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d epends on defect; and against it is a mean because
the vices r espectively fall short of or exceed what
i& right in both passiGns and actio~s, while virtue
ooth finds and chooses that which is intermediate. 5
The good Aristotelian, then, finds the Summum bonum
as a compromise between extremes, he avoid excesses,
is rather cautious and frankly shy of any type of
enthusiasm save that of the scientist in his paSSion
for hard facts.

·.Lhe ethics of enlightened Ilelf-ln "erest

involve compromise and adjustment because in order'
to live comfortably we do not want to br1ng ourselves
into sharp corJlict with any of the
our world.

'Ne

chal~ges

of

want to live 1m good terms with all.

How although Jesus did say to his followers
"Chat they should ms.'ke

to t :t,bemselves friends of the

I!lammon of unrigh"eousness and although he did uree
them to be wise as

b

e serpen"s, his ethics were

not relatiVistic, and he Vias continually picturing
contrasts.

aristotle would sonehuw contrive to

to drive a road between those two . ways which we
described in the fi r st chapter, stud 1. ou sly avoiding
the road to the Cross on the one hand, as Vlell as
that leading to hell and destruction on the other.
However, when ·we come to an analysis of
the means by which virtue is to be at ....ained we
find cortain similarities between the teachings of
Jesus and the et], i cal pronouncements of Aristotle.
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According to the latter, "moral virtue comes about
as a reiult of habit, ,,7 and "we become just by dOing
just acts, temperate by doing tem)erate acts, brave
by doing brave acts. flS

In like manner, Jesus taught

that the doer of the word builds a char!l.cter that
will be able to withstand the storms and shocks of
life.

\,hosoever does the will of God is a brother

and sister of the Master.
know them. n

"By their frui ts ye shall

Here is thorough-going pragmatism.

Just

as for Aristotle only a just man can do. a just act,
so for Jesus men dio not gathe)' grapes of thorns or
figs of thistmes.

(As we observed to some coal-miners'

children last fall,
apqle-trees.) In

we don't find hickory nuts on

short, both Jesus and Aristotle

recognize the role of habit in the formation of
character.
But it should be noted that there is a co-operating
element of div,ne grace in the te&chlngs of Jesus
which is almost entirely lacking in the ethics of
'>ristotle.

In justice to the latter, one finds a

passage inthe Nichornachean Ethics which would suggest
an embryonic, very matter-of-fact idea of grace,
in V/;.,i ch Aristotle declares, "How some think we
are made good by nature, others by habituation,
others by teaching.
7

oPe cit. 1103a

'3 -

-

--

Ibid, l103b.

Nature's part evidently does n ) t
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depend on us, but as a result of SOllJ.e divine causes
is present in those vlho are truly fortunate. fl9
AnDther poin t of resemblance is the comTon
emphasis on the importance of right choice.

Although

-,e have seen that Ar1stotle eschewed extI-emes; it
must be observed that he took full cognizance of
·';he role of choice in the formation of character.
However, for Aristotle the essence of a good choice
'las not in the making of a religious decision involving
complete surrender of the personality, but rather in
the calm, rctional selection of the golden mean.
Choosing voluntarily and intelltrently what is in
,)ur own power is of the .sence of moral conduct.,
according to Aristotle, and our choices will be
influenced by the type of selective activity to
which we have accustomed oursalves in the past.
Aristotle has much to say on the subject of
justice.

For him, it seems to consist of the

establishment of reciproclll and e(;ual relati.ons
wtth onels neighbors.

Rectificatory justice is

established through a kind of arithmetical
yroportion, while justice in eXChange is achieved
by a proportionate exhhange of work.
2

op. cit. 1179b

Distributive
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justice, on the

othe~

hand, is the maintenance of

a geometrical proportion between persons and goods.
"r ist otle' s who le idea of justice seems to be based
on the notion of a rational, economic, and social
harmony that is the objective counterpart of that
inner, rational harmony that rules the life of the
virtuous individual.
Jesus delivered no ethical discourses on the
abstract nature of justice.

Eis attitude toward the

Law might imply that he would have agreed with much
of Aristotle's analysis, that is, so far as it went,
but the whole trend of Christ's teachings, especiB lly
tho se that are found in the Sermon on the Mount,
indicate that he believed that the mere preservation
of legal justice was not enough.

He commands us to

go beyond the requirements of human justice and duty.
Ethics become lifted into a realm of love and grace.
'r his is impossible in a moral system based on
self-ir.terest, because when the theological virtues
come in at the door, cold calculation slips out of
the wind01,'i.

Although it is true that Aristotle

declares that "good men will be friends for their
own sake," he maintains
In all friendships implying inequality the love
also should be proportional, i.,e., the better should
be loved more than he loves, and so should the more
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useful, and similarly in each of the other cases;
fo r when the love is in proportion to the merit of
';heparties, then in a sense arises equali.ty, whi ch
is certalnly held to be charactel'istic of friendship.lO
In justice to Aristotle it should be pointErlaut,
however, that he distinguishes between the equality
of justice and the e quality of friendship, holding
that, L"l the latter, proo ortion to merit ls seconds ry
and quantitative equality primary, the situation
being reversed in the case of justice.
It is interesting to observe in thls connect hn
that there is a similarity between the comwand,
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," and
" rlst otle' s idea of the bas is of fr iendship.

In the

.' ichomachean Ethics we l ea rn the. t self-love is the
·,?asis of friendship and that "friendly relati ons with
one's neighbors, and the marks by which friendsb ips
are defined, seem to have p roceede(l from a man's
relations to himself."ll

Since the characteristics

of friendship belong to the good man in relation to
himself "and he is related to his friend as to
himself (for his friend ia another aelf) friendship
too is thought to be one of these attributes, and
those who h a ve these attributes to be f T'iends." 12

10

op. cit.
-11

1157b, 1158b

Ibid, 1166a

12

-

Ibid.
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Thus friendship is a kind of partnership in wnich
a .man is to his friend what he is to himself.
Now although these statements seem to be a
philosophical presentatim of the essence of the
Second Great Commandment, there is one important
consideration which should be noted and which ought
to prevent ou l' pushing the s 1milarity too far.
Aristotle believed that friendship is based on
self-interest and that one mould choose his frienas
carefully, knowing that in selecting the right men, he
will achieve the greatest values.

But the second

great commandment is not talking about carefully
chosen friendship, as Jesus interpreted it in
connectim with the parable of the Good Samaritan.
My neighbor is not merely the friend I have chosen
from my immediate circle.

He is the stranger on whom

I have never set eyes before.
a Samaritan.
a Jew.

He is a Jew and I am

He is a Nazi storm trooper and I am

He is a scab and I am on strike.

operator and I am his emplcu e.

He is an

He is a member of

the Communistic National Miners I Union and I am a
Fundamentalist in my religion and my SOCial, economic,
and pilllitlcal philsophy.

In Jesus l ethic I become

related to my neighbor, near or distant, even to my

,

G

to myself.
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a branch of politioal scienoe

while for Jesus it

was the soience of preparing for the Kingdom of God.
Except for an occasional saying such as "Render therefo!!
unto Caesar the things wh ich are Caesar's," Jesus
seems to have taken little interest in human politics.
In sh rt, the ethics of Aristotle are selfcentered, the ethio of J eSllS is God-centered; the
ethic of Aristotle is one of rational oalculation
and prudenoe, while Jesus' ethic centers around the
motive of love.

Hap~)iness

for Aristotle consists in

contempilation, while Jesus fOllnd his joy in doing
the will of God.

For Aristotle we go one mile.

With Jesus we go two.

Aristotle would tell us it

might be prudent to forgive seven times, but
Jesus says, "seventy times seven."

Aristotle is

tnterested in the kingdoms of this world.
supreme value is the Kingdom of God.

Jesus'
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THE ETHICS OF JESUS AND THE ETHICS OF KANT.

~I'he

ethics of JeSUS are characterized by a

beautiful simplicity and clearness.

1hey are

expressed in such vivid and concrete terms that
a wayfaring man though a fool need not err therein.
~is

can not be said of the ettics of Immanuel Kant,

although the sage of Konigsberg would doubtless
maintain that he was endeavoring to present the
eSEence of the ethics of Christ in his moral
ohilosophy.

It is our belief, however, that the

ethics of Jesus lose much of their vital essence
in any attempt at rationalizing them or of
abstracting them from that concrete unity inwhich
they are set.

With all due respect to neo-Kantians,

U; seems apparent that Kant devitalizes the

Christian ethic, missing much of the real kernel
of the Gospel message, however good hl.s intentinns.
In the first place the ethics of Kant are an
ethics of the air.

He would strongly object to this

charge, no doubt, and it must be admitted that if an
etbi cs of the air is def med in terms of the
i.nfa1hlible prono'Jncements of external authorities,
lt wou ld be doing him an injustice to make this
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statement, for he believes he is deal i ng with
human values.

i n~ediate

BUt he teaches that the moral law is

derived from a supersensible

~

pri ori realm above

nature, and an ethic!' which starts from such a
presupp osition, compared with the ethic of Aristotle,
is of the air, and most decidedly not of the dust.
1he reason for this is that Kant's interests are
almost exclusively

~

priori.

The

ultimate moral

sanctions are sup posed to come down to us from a
noumenous, transcendental realm of the mind which
is sharply disting u ished in the phllos ,,'phy of Kant
from the world of brute fact and empirical motives
and incllna't iQns.
~r e cepts

These moral principles and

are given to us independent of exp erience.

't'rue it is that he con tends that the moral law is
objectively valid and universal, but there is
certa nly a sharp dualism in his thinking between
the phenomenal world of fact and the noumenal realm
of moral and religious values.
and not a realistic ethic.

It is an idealistic

We have ,found the ethics

of Jesus to be both r ealistic and idealistic, and,
froI:l the forego ing uct1:on it seems apparent that
the ethics of Aria totle were realistic. Now we are to
eX&.'lline s. rati cnal, idealistic

ethic.
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In the ter.chings of Jesus W<. found ethics to be
fruit of religion

~nd

in organic connection

~nd

inte actiol'lwith a profound prior God-consciill sness,
Nlth Kant, the relation 1s reversed.

He starts from

humanistic, but not a'theistic presupDositiDns.

1'he

::Joint of de'oarture of his more,l philosDphy is the
good will of man, the unqualifiedly good will, and

aot the consciousness of a Uivine Other or a
H.avenly Father.

God is a postulate, an hypothesis,

>\n object of faith, that is deduced from the
r'1.tional mani;mlation of the facts of the moral
consciousness of ma.n.
~rotest,

Although Kant would probably

it seems cleo.r that, in his thinldng,

Ilncorlsciously at least, God becomes a means by which
rational morality is given its ultimate cosmic
supDort.
In the ethical ph: losoDhy of Kant we hove an

intentional morality of a most thorough-going ty n e.
A good will is good not because of what it
per'forms or effects, not by its aptness for the
attainment of some proposed end, but simply by
virtue of its own volition, that is, it is good in
itself, and considered by itself is to be esteemed
much hieher than all that c an be brought about by
it in favour of any incl!,nati0lJ:~ nay, even, illf the
sum-total of all inclinati:n s.
Although this may be pushing a certain aspect of
the aspics of Jesus to its logical conclusion,
15 Metaph;{ s ic of Morals, 10
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compassianate love of Jesus for his fellowmen
wh' ch we wished to reproduce in his followers
was certainly NOT

~

priori but grew out of

concretely objective situatiDns and symyathies
that were anythlng but coldly rational.
The essence of the contrastbbetween the
ethics of Jesus and the ethics of Kant 1s that
the former are

non-rat1Q~al

morality 1s rational.

while for the latter

Kant believed that the

pure practical reason legislating

~

priori, the

disinterested rational good will, or the intellectual
conscience,constitutes the ultimate court of
aPgeal.

As Kant declares, "Morality h

cond1ti.n ~ '

.1

the

under which alone a rational being

can be an end 1n himself, since by this alone it
is possible that he should become a legislatLng
member in a kingdom of ends.,,17

Th1s kingdom

consists of a union, a democracy of rational
beings in a

kL~d ~f

systematic whole which is

r illed byreason, law, and justice.

This idea is

decidedly reminiscent of the conception of Plato,
but there are sigdficant differences.

'Ihe most

important of these is that, for Plato the Republic

17,~~,
it
17
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Dr the kingdom that is characterized by ide,, ,l rule

s .m aristocracy where only certain highly trained

philosopher-princes rule, whereas tor Kant the
oitizens of the Kingdom of Ends are the members
of

~

social order in whiCh every citizen has

1ntrinsiD worth and dignity, and, by reason ot his
possession of the moral law within h1mself, both
"g1ves" the laws and obeys them.
A rational being belongs as a MEMBER to the
kLngdom of ends when, although giv1ng universal "laws
in 1t, he is also himself subject to these "laws.
as belongs to it as sovereign when, while giving
laws, he 1s rot subject to the will of any other. A
tational being must always regard himself as g1ving
laws e1ther as member or as sovere1gn in a kingdom
of ends whiChSis rendered possible by the freedom
ot the will.1
It is clear that this kingdom of ends i8 a
'h uman

by

kingdom.

But, at the same time, it is ruled

prinCiPles which are above the world of sense.

To trEill t humanity whether in the person of one I s
selt or of another always as an end and never as
a means only, is merely a rationalistic way of

saying, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
This is to give the individual value and dignity,
which are the two characteristics of the citizens

ot the kingdom of ends, according to Kant.
IS

~cit.,52
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BUt this dignity is diotatedby a law of

rol msD

...eason and intelligenoe and it ls not a coftitlaq
or deduotion from the idea of the Fatherhood ot
God.
One might contrast the motiye of the ethios
ot Kant with that ot the ethics of Jesus by saylng
that, from the psychologioal point of vlew, the
former is voluntaristic whlle the latter is both
voluntarlstic and emotional.

For the one, the

rat10nal will, for the other, oompassionate, aot1ve,
selt-sacrifiolng love, ls the key to the good 11fe.
As noted in the open1ng pages of thls d1souss1on,
tor Kant morallty ls prlor to religlon,and he
deduoes the latter from the former, defin1ng
rellglon as the recognltion of our duties as dlvlne
commands.

Although in hls Opus Postumum he seems

to rest hls falth in God on the moral experienoe
1tself, in h1s D1aleot10 of the

~

Pract1cal

Reason, God becomes a devloe by means of whi ch
the Summum Bonum may be aotuallzed.

"The

dlstribution of happiness ln exact proportlon to
morallty const1tutes the 'Summum Bonum of a poss1ble
world,n19 he deelares, and, inorder for th1s to be
realisable, he makes use of a

~ ~

machlna

argument to prove the existence of God.
19

--

oPe cit., 206

God is
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he who guarantees the Summum Bonum and who
constitutes the ground of the possibility of
the consummation of the good 11fe in the hereafter.
However, lt should be noted that, after defining
religion as the recognition of duties aa divine
commands, Kant does say

that it is only through

harmony with the will of God that the Summum Bonum
may be achieved, and this idea is certainly similar
to the thought of Jesus.
For Jesus, however, God was an irresistable
.
fact, not a mere u~stuta~~' or bppothesis, and

-

-

/

morality consisted in doing the will of God and
lOVing Him, and not so much in recognizing duty
as the will of Godin toto, as one could be pretty
sure that the performance of human duty was inadequate.
~lthough

it is true that Kant, in a footnote,

recognizes that there is an element of grace in the
~ristian Ethic, he seems to fail to grasp the

central essence of the ethics of Jesus whiCh seems
to consist in the conviction that the moral life is
achieved through a self-giving love which in its
joy,compassion, and devotion,gets way out beyond the
bounds of reason and volition.

It is no mere duty

to go beyond duty, as might be inferred from the
collection of sayings in

Katthew~

version of the
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Sermon on the Mount.

It 1s a dynam1c power wh1ch

gives the individual a freedom to perform supermoral and super-rational acts and mechanically
unpredictable behavior.
In

ahort, the ethics of Kant are anthropocentric,

while the ethics of Jesus are theocentric.

Kant

is 1nterested in a kingdom of human ends.

Jesus

is devoted to the Kingdom of God that includes
personalities as ends in themselves.

Where Kant

exalts reason, Jesus goes beyond and emphasizes
love and passionate religicus devot1on.

THE ETHICS OF JESUS AND THE ETHICS OF JOHN STUART MILL.
In the following analysis we shall be chiefly
oonoerned with the ethics of Mill as an example
of the philosophy of Utilitarian1sm rather than
with the general social and political theory of Mi1l
himself.
Except for the fact that both rest on humanistic
sanctions, there are many oontrasts between the
eth1cal positions. of Kant and of Mill, . and the
transition between these two th1nkers carries us
across a broad gap.
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L1ke Ar1stotle, M111 declares that all
act10n 1s for the sake of some end, and that the
ultlmate end ls happlness.
inductive method.

Both ins1st on the

M111 says there ls a sclence

of morals, but that it is to be constructed on
facts, and not deduced from a

E!!orl prinCiples.

The 1dea of ut111ty, or of the greatest happiness
to the greatest number, 1s the ultimate sanct10n
of moral conduct, in the op1nlon of Mill, and he
belleves that th1s is often presupposed by the
th1nk1ng of those who most vigorously oppose
ut11itarianism.

In hIs attack on Kant,Ml11 says,

This remarkable man, whose system of thought
wlll long remain one of the landmarks in the·
.
hIstory of phIlosophIcal· speculat10n, does, in the
treatIse in questIon, lay down a: universal f1rst
prInciple as the origin and ground of moral
obligation; it is this:- 'So act, that the rule
on which thou actest would adm1t of being adopted
as' a law by all rational beings. I But when he
begins to deduce from th1s precept any of the actual
duties of morality, he fails, almost grotesquely,
to show that there would be any contradiction,
any logical (not to say physical) impossibility,
in the adoption by all rational beings of the
most outrageously immoral rules of conduct. All
he shows is that the CONSEQUENCES of their universal
adopti~8 would be such as no one would choose to
incur.
20

Utilitarianism, Liberty, and Representative

Q2!!~

4
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Mill thus insists that we keep our feet flr.mly
planted on the ground of faet.
In the ethical philosophy or Mill we find a

distinction between the superior mental pleasures
and the satisfactims of the baser appetites, but
he declares that the ultimate end and standard or
~orality

is to be defined in terms of an existenoe

as far as possible fram pain, and as rich as possible
in enj> yments, both in point of quantity and quality;
the test of quality, and the rule for measuring it
against quanttty, being the preference felt by those
who in their opportunities of experience, to which
must be added their habits of self-consciousness and
self-observatiof' are best furnished with the means
of comparison. 2
Like Aristotle, Mill recognizes that it is sometimes
necessary to sacrifice one's self for the public
welfare, but this is for the sake of the greatest
happiness to all and not because of any innate

~

priori moral instinct.
When we come to compare Mill's ethic with that
of Jesus, we find that our nineteenth cenmury
British philosopher beli.ves his ethics to be
in full aocord with those of Christ.

He says,

"In the golden rule of Jesus of Nazareth, we read
the complete spirit of the ethics of utility.
To do as you would be done by, and to love your
20

~.£!!!.' 11
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neighbour as yourself, constitute the ideal
perfection of util1tarian morality.n22
In our opin1on this mis1nterprets the

significance of the ethics of Jesus, for the
motive of the latter 1s

~

utility but rather

love for God and for neighbor for their own sakes.
In the parable of the laborers in the vineyard,
in the condemnation of those moral and religious
practices which might involve a species of
Benthamite spirit of calculation, the ethics of
Jesus are a denial of the ethics of util1ty.
Although it must be admitted that Jesus was deeply
concerned w1th both the physical and the spiritual
well-being of men, although it seemed to be part
!l.Jld parcel of his mission to bring happiness and
joy to the down-trodden and the oppressed, although
he ev1dently delignted in sharing the s1mple joys
;)f the connnon folk., the ultimate goal of his
ethic was God's kIngdom and His righteousness, and
not the greatest happiness to the greatest number
of mankind.

We d1d f1nd, It is true, an element

of reward in the ethics of Jesus, but this was
something Divine and went beyond humanly
~alculable

22

recompense.

~~,16
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Moreover, the Utilitarian theory of morals
1s based on humanistic sanctions and not on that
Go~~centeredness wp~ch

in the ethics of Jesus.

we found to be dominant
Mill has anticipated

o Jections of this sOrt in his Essay on
Ut1litarianism, so let us examine his defense.
Against the contention that Uti11tarianism
l8

godless, he declares that !fa ut1litar1an who

el~aves

in the perfect goodness and wisdom of

God, necessarily believes that whatever God has
ought fit to reveal on the subj ect of morals,

t

I5t fl1lf11 the requirements of utility in a
8u'"'reme degree. tt23

He argues that Ut11itarianism

wo,ld be a profoundly re11gious doctrine if to

God is credited the desire for the happiness of
his creatures.

But, in our opinion, this misses,

the essence of the ethics of Jesus and of all high
religion.
r,

In neither Kant nor Mill is God treated

an end in himself to be regarded with pass10nate

and absolute devot1111.

Professor W1eman has

pointed gut that the greatest relig10us teachers
have taught that the human heart must f1rst meet
23

op.

~,

23
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the requirements of God or be damned and that
the idea of God is not to be shaped to human
n eed.

Jesus apparently regarded happiness as an

ossentia1 10gredient of the good life, but a
secondary value and a by-product of the life of
obedience to the Divine Will.
Although probably not intended as such,
.e f10d an excellent criticism of Utilitarian
ethics in the light of the ethics of Jesus 10
the following passage from Professor Reinhold
Niebuhr's Moral

~

and Immoral SOCiety.

The paradox of the moral life consists 10
t li is: that the highest mutuality is . achieved when
mutual advantages are not consoiously sought as
t he fruit of love. For love is purest when it
desires no returns for itself; and it is most
potent where it is purest. Complete mutuality,
with its advantages to each party to the
relationship, is therefore most perfectly realized
when it is not lntended, but love is poured out
~ithout seeking returns.
That is how the madness
of religiOUS morality, wlth its trans-social ideal,
becomes a wisdom which achieves wholesome soc1a1
consequences. For the same reason a purely
~udentia1 morality must be satisfied with something
less than the best ••• Love must strive for something
9urer than justice if it would retain justice. 24

24

~

cit., 265-266.
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The ult1mate sanct10n of mora11ty, Mlll
belleves, res1des in the subjectlve fee11ngs
of the m1nd.

Those who do not possess the

Droper feelings need to be controlled by
external standards.

He optlmlstically observes

that the world ls progresslng toward that stage
when the underlylng unlty ln all manklnd wlll
become increaslngly recognized, and when men
wlll regard one another as equals.

Inc1dentally,

unt1l such a communlty of mind could be achieved,
Mlll l s ethics would be vlrtually lmpossible to
put lnto practlce, for lf the ultlmate sanctlon
resldes ln the 1ndlvldual mind, we are llkely
to get wldely dlffering conceptlons of what
constltutes the greatest happlness for the greatest
number, and we are plunged at once lnto a perfect
sea of relatlvlsm.
Justlce ls defined by Mlll ln terms of

utlllt~

and this he regards as the most sacred and blnding
part of all morality.

As wlth plato, Aristotle,

and Kant, the essence of the good life is to be
def1ned in terms of the highest type of justlce,
and thls conslsts, in the opinion of Mlll, in the
requlrement that nwe should treat all equally well
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who deserve equally well of us. H25 Furthermore,
he regards justlce as Involving the notlon of
soclal expedlency, lmplying the princlple that
"all persons are deemed to have a RIGHT to
equality of treatment except when some recognized
soclal expediency requires the reverse. ,,26
In short, Ml11's ethic is that of a soclal

humanitarian.

Jesus I ethic Is humanltarlan

because it Is theistic.

Mlil's ethic can hardly

be called theistic, for although he does admit
that it is legitimate th exercise a rational
reltgious hope regardlng the existence and
benevolence of God, he does not make expllcit
any connectlon between such a Being and the 80cial
good, unless the quotation cited on page 70 could
be taken as an exception.

Such a moral philosophy

readily paves the way for a non-theistlc Humanimn
and left-wing Pragmatlsm, ultlmately removlng the
rellg10us sanctions of ethics.

25
~

cit., 58

~

clt., 26

26
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We are now in a position to analyze
the essential differences between the ethics
of Jesus and the teachings of the moral
philosophers.

In spite of the wide differences

between Plato, Aristotle, Kant, and Mill, there
are certain common features which are generally
characteristic of all moralIsts who derive their
sanctions from philosophical systems.
For the philosopher, morality is defined
in terms of just1ce, whetber 1t is that condit1on
under which each does the work for which he is
best fitted, whether it is defined 1n terms of
an almost mathemat1cal golden mean, whether is
1s the rational harmony of a Kingdom of Ends, or
whether it ccns1sts of a social condition
character1zed by the greatest happiness princ1ple.
A philosoph1cal ethic 1s fundamentally rational,
although not necessarily rationalistic.

Although

none of them could be called atheists, the eth1cs
of Plato, Aristotle, Kant, and Mill are humanist1c
and their sanct10ns 11e in the human values of
just1ce, rationality, and ind1viduality.

All of

these philosophers begin w1th the human, and in
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d1ffer1ng degrees, end w1th someth1ng approach1ng
the D1v1ne.

Jesus, however, began w1th the D1v1ne

and regarded human values as der1vat1ve and
aecondary, although of very h1gh importance.
Theoret1cally, on the one hand, a ph1losoph1cal
eth1c can be of great serv1ce to a re11g1ous
mora11ty, as 1t w111 enable the re11g1on1st to
d1scern between the essent1al and the non-essentia+
1t w111 sharpen his cr1t1cal facult1es, and w11l
deepen h1s 1nsight.

It can furnish a sure rat10nal

bas1s for h1m when h1s theolog1cal beliefs are 1n
processes of reconstruct1on.

On the other hand,

when a ph1losooh1oal ethio 1s given re11gious
sanctions 1t is provided w1th a dynam1c whioh 1t
would not otherw1se possess.
But in actual pract1ce 1t 1s notoriously
difficult to comb1ne these two approaches to the
ethical problem.

It the religion1st cap1tulates to

the philosopher, he becomes realist1c, critical,
challeng1ng his authorit1es, but 1n this process
his un1verse may become devalu.ated, human be1ngs
lose that d1v1ne s1gn1f1cance and that pred!ousness
which they possess when seen through the perspect1ve
gained through the eyds of Jesus, and · eth1cal and
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and moral dynamic evaporates.

There is the

danger of honest doubt driftlng into moral
cowardice, and one becomes lnterested ln ethlcs
as a problem instead of a concrete challenge.
On the other hand, if the rellglonlst refUses
to

capltu ~ ~te

to the phl1osopher, he may easily

become an lntellectual coward, lacking in ethical
insight, and unable to distlngulsh between the
commandments of God and the traditlons of men.
Instead of offering a cut-and-dried solution
of thls dilemma the following quotat1on is inserted
to add an element of concreteness to the problem
and to suggest some of lts practlcal lmplications.
~~en catastrophes occurred like the Triangle
Sh1rtwalst tire, in which 144 girls lost their
l1ves durlng a seant halt hour because sattey
regulations had been vlo1ated, those ot us who
adminlstered relief came face to face in a
harrowing manner with the callous greed of lawbreaking employers, and the helplessness of the
better men, all wallowing in a horrible nightmare
of distrust in the efficacy ot any laws because of
their distrust of each other.
Repeatedly when coplng wlth specific situat10ns
11ke these, my colleagues and I faced the Sickening
fact that there was almost always some keyman in
whose despotic hands the power focussed; a man who
saw no place for religlon 1n his work, a man who
1nsisted on h1s right to 'run hls own business.'
Over and over again we ·",ou Id say, 'If only
we could change that man, the situation would be
solved.' But we never could change h1m by any
argument, try as hard as we might.
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yet in the fifteen months I have kno~the
First Century Christian Fellowship (Oxford Group)
I have learned a new approach and seen miracles
happen.
I have found employers for whom Christ has
solved this matter of 'running one's own business. '
Into such a new and loyal relationship with Him
have they entered, that of their own initiative
they hold quiet times with their own employees to
look for guidance for their common task. They
recognize that they are trustees only, and God
the owner.
In a large dressmaking establishment now run
on guidance, for instance, all employees heiebeen
retained during this depression, wages maintained,
hours reduced, conditions improved, the benefit
system extended, and an invigorating spirlt of
cooperation breathed into the whole business, run
for the beneflt of the community as an undertaking
for Christ. ·The sales sheet of that firm shows
more income than ever, despite the .general business
conditions •••
To this challenge for changed ethiCS, the
Fellowship has the answer: changed ethics spring
from changed lives; lives surrendered and guided,
and acting on the principle of stewardship.27
But in order for a life to be Changed it must
become Child-like and almost naive in lts allegiance
to a power beyond ltself to whose absolute authori)y
lt glves lts acknowledgment through complete selfsurrender.

But this ls opposed to the splrlt of

philosophy which is critical and assumes the
autonomy of the philosopher'S reason.
How to steer one's vessel so as to avold the
Scylla of illusion and the Charybdis of moral
cowardice is a knotty problem in the soul's navigation.

~ ' Ilrs~ D, ~~ <.farr1ngton, "A NeW Approach to SOclal
Problems," The Calval'3'. EVangel, April, 1933, 94-95
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CHAPTER III
JESUS' ETHIO AND LAISSEZ-PAIRE

The fundamental philosophioal and eoonomic
assumption of an tndividualistic

ca~ltalist

system

is the right of the entrepreneur to pursue his
self-interest in economio activity.

BY

of 'laissez-faire is meant the prinoiple
govern better is to

~ern

less.

the dootrine
that to

The indiVidual

is not in duty bound to regard society as an organio,
functional entity to whose ends he must subordinate
his interests.

He is allowed to assume that through

the pursuit of his own interest sooiety will gain.
What he earns or obtains is no longer a means or
an instrument for the wellbeing of society or the
glor,y of God, as was the case under the eoonomio
theory of the M1ddle Ages, but 1t becomes an end in
and of itself and it is assumed that his pursuit
of this end will benefit sooiety.

As Mr. Walter

L1ppmann has observed, laisseZ-faire 1. na1ve
capitalism or1ginally meant "that mael:"dne industry
must not be interfered with by landlords and peasants
who had feudal rights, nor by governments which
protected those rights. l
1 A Preface to Morals, 242

-

-===
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In

h1s adm1rable l1ttle book,

La1ssez-Fa1~

and CommunIsm, Mr. John Maynard Keynes states
-ahe
two bas1c assumpt1m s of econom1c 1nd1v1dua11sm
ar la1ssez-fa1re.

'lb.e t1rst of these assumpt10ns

1s that "1deal d1str1but1on can be brought about
through 1nd1v1duals acting independently by the method
of tr1al and error 1n suCh a way that those
ind1v1duals who move in the rIght direct10n w11l
destroy by compet1tIon those who move 1n the wrong
d1rection. a2 SecQndly, "each object ot consumption
w111 f1nd 1ts way into the mouth of the consumer whose
relIsh for 1t 1s greatest compared w1th that ot the
others, because that consumer w111 outb1d the rest.,,3
Mr. Keynes makes use of an amusing and
instruct1ve illustration to make these po1nts clear.
L1kening the

parties in compet1t1on to giraffes,

and the econom1c goods to tree-leaves, he points
out that the philosophy of laissez-fa1re 1ndividdalism
implies that the maximum amount of leaves w1l1 be
eaten, because the tallest giraffes and those best
equ1pped to reach the

leaves will starve out the

others, because each an1mal w111 make for the most
lUscious leaves 1t can reaCh, and because "the
gIraffes whose relish tor a given leaf Is great est
2
3

~~,

--

39-40

op. clt., 41
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will crane most to reach it.n4
Mr. stuart Chase gives an excellent analysis
of the assumptions of laissez-faire in his! New
Deal.

Definlng it as free competition, he says,

~e assumption that the lndividual is always
more efflcient than the group, and if hels left
unhindered In his pursuit of gain and profit, it
is deposed that: (a) he cannot become too rich
because his competitors, havlng equal access. to a
free market, wll1 ultimately bring his profits baok
to normal, (b) all able citizens~ •• wl11 automatically
explolt and develop all needful economic' :
.
enterprlse ••• (c) human nature bemg essentially
se1r~ah ••• the greedler the Brofit seeker, the
better the public is served.

This provides a good introduction. to a Tery brief
analysis of the psyChological significance of
the laissez-faire, lndividualistic philosophy.

THE PSYOHOLOGY OF LAISSEZ-FAlBE.
As Professor James H.

~ufts

has remarked In

his Individualism and American Life in Essays in
Honor

!!

John Dewey, "The essential oharaoter of

indivldualism, so far as its motivation is
concerned, is to center regard in those interests
which are exclusive as contrasted wIth those that
are sbreable or soeial. a6

4:
5
6

~ cit •• t:t 42
~._~,

37

- cit
-•• 301
OPe

ThIs type of psyChology
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Is dlametrlcally opposed to that which is Inherent
in the

h

ethics of Jesus, for, in his teachings,

there appears to be no interest that is not
shareable and capable of becoming socialized.

True

it is that we found his ethics individualistlc,
but they are also un1versalistie, so that although
the value of the person is Immeasurably great, he
must regard others indlvlduals in the same 11ght.
As Professor Harry Ward notes, according to Jesus'
teaching, the indlvidual f1nds hls true self 1n
the servlce of others,

and not in the fullest

possible expression of the acquisitlve instinct.
It is an exaggerated and exclusive emphasis
on the validity of this acquis1tlve instinct which
is the Chief psychological
economic indiVidualism.

fact in the ethics of

The assumption behind the

nalve faith that the pursuit of self-interest on
the part of each indivi&al wll1 in the end result
in the best posslble economic advantage to SOCiety
is the prlor validity of the acquisitive tendency
and its supremacy over the altruistic human interest.
Where a harmony between prlvate interests and the
public good is postulated, assuming that the latter
is to be aehived through the fullest posslble
realization of the former, the economic profit-motive
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takes on a value and an importance that pushes the
moral instincts, if we may call them sueh, into
the background.

As Tawney polnts out, "The will

to economic power ••• destroys the moral restraints
whlch eught to condltlon the pursult of rlohes,
and therefore also makes the pursult of· rlches
meanlngless."7

EVen in a thoroughly individualistic

"ethics of the dust," the foundations of which are
suggested in Professor E. B. Holt's The Freudian
W}.sh

~

Its Plaoe

~

Ethlcs, in .which the good

life is defined in terms of the fullest expression
of all the wishes, the altruistic tendencies in
man must find realization alongside of the egoistio
desires, for, if they do not, oompleteDpss of selfhood and psychologioal integration can not be
achieved.

Thus it will be seen that where Jesus

subordinates the aoquisitive desires to the moral
and religious tendencies in whlch the altruistic
1nstinct finds expression. the philosophy of
la1ssez-faire individualism follows an exactly
opposite procedure.
Professor Re1nhold Niebuhr in his Moral Man
~

7

Immoral Seoiety

brlngs out very clearly the

R. H. Tawney, The Hibbert Journal, April, 1919,
358.

-

-

- - -- --
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extent to which group egotism can become a much
more powerful and immoral force than can be ever
realized by an individual.

The individual is

bound by certain restraints in his personal
relationships, but the economic or social group
does not know these restraints. or if it does. it
rationtaliaes them.

As Professor ReInhold Niebuhr

remarks
The dependence of ethical attitudes upon
personal contacts and direct relations contributes
to the moral chaos of civilization. in which life
is related to life mechanically and not ' organically,
and in which mutual responSgbilities increase and
personal contacts deorease.
After this all too brief excursion into
the psychology of economic

individuall,sm'~

indeed be severely criticized by

,~

"hich,
. 1UUJld

Behav1orist~as

we have talked rather freely about instincts and
tendencies without defining these terms. let us
now turn to the philosophical defense of laissezfaire or economic individualism.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL BACKGROUND OF LAISSEZ-FAIRE.
To give an account of the rise and history
of philosophical individualism is beyond the seope
of this paper.

We shall here note

~riefly

three

distinct philosophical bases for the theory of
8

~~,

28-29
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individualism which found its economic expression
in the doctrine of laissez-faire.
The first of these philosophical arguments is
the doctrine that liberty is based on the natural
right of man and on natural law, as opposed to that
Absolu tIt!ll\r. i .;r~. authoritarianism in religIon and
polities which denies the indIvidual his autonomw.
In

spite of the political absolutism and the

metaphysical determinism of Hobbes, it is neeessa;ry
for us to go baek to this seventeenth eentu;ry
phi~opher

in order to get a clear idea of the notions

of natural law and natural right.

Hobbes defines

manls natural right as "8the liberty each man

hath

to use hi_ own power as he will himself for the
preservation of his own nature, that is to say,
of his own life; and consequently Gf doing anything
which in his own judgment and reason he shall
conceive to be the apt est means thereunto. 1,,9
Although Hobbes I Idea of natural right was
largely negatIve, he certainly helped to pave
the way for economic individualism.

There grew

up later the conception of the sovereignty of
the people and the idea that the government was
9

Norman Wilde,

~

Ethical Basis of

~

State, 47
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merely their delegate.

His 1dea of the state as

a system 1n which varying human self-1nterests
mutually support each other const1tuted an
Important step 1n the directIon ot that phIlosophy
wh1ch assumed a natural and pre-establIshed harmony
between 1ndlvldual selt-1nterest and the soclal
good.
Another force contr1buting to the rise of
philosophical 1ndivldualism was Ratlonalism.

L1ke

the philosophy vf natural. right 1t vehemently
attacked supernaturalism and authoritarianism,
but it should be carefully noted that it dltfere4
radically from a thoroughgolng ·naturallsm 1n the
sense that it 1nsisted that. ·'
nature and superIor to it.

>3

reason was above

~e

whole phllosophy

,

of Kant ls thoroughly 1nd1v1duallstlc, as 1t seeks
to prove the autonomy of the human reason and the
human wl1l 1n the tace alike of re11g10us
author1tarlanlsm and a mechanlstic naturalism.
If every mature person possesses an autonomous
reason whlch 1s able to "g1ve" laws and obey them,
lt follvws that equa11ty ot opportun1ty and of
privllege are log1eal deduct1ons.

If every

mlmen

being ls to be treated as an end 1n himself and
neVer as a means only, a most thoroughgoing
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ind1v1dua11sm 1s tnescapable.

The Rat10na11sts

were cont1nually emphas1zing liberty, equa11ty,
just1ce and humanity.
John Stuart M1l1's essay

~

L1berty

represents the diense of freedom and the assertion
of individual rights on the bas1s of a Ut111tar1an
eth1c, although, in just1ce to this philosopher,
it should be pointed out that he d1d not carry
out the implicat10ns of la1ssez-faire in as
t.h~ughgo1ng

a manner as d1d other members of

the school.
L1berty, M111 argues, is necessary for
self-protection, Since society enslaves the soul
~nd
~f

custom prevents constructive thought.

Freedom

discussion and experience enables a man to

rectify his mistakes, follow honestly the dictates
of h1s intellect, and to exercise that freedom
ot Choice whiCh 1s of the essence of personality

Knd individual1ty, and without which one can not
be truly human.

To silence opinion 1s to rob the

uman race, and Mill argues that men should be
19ft free to act upon their opinions, that 1s 1n
so far as they do not harm others, for only in that
way can the pract1cal utility of belief be tested.
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Mill declares that libertyl is a permanent
source of improvement without which the race could
not advance.

As each person achieves
his
,

individuality and' self-hood,' he becomes more
valuable to himself and, consequently, capable , of
being of greater worth to society.

WhEftever _

crushes individuality is despotism, he maintains.
He believes that there should be general rules
-

which sould regulate that part of a person's life
which is concerned with his relations to society
and to other indiViduals, but he feels that a man
must be left free 1n what concerns h1mself alone
to pursue his own interests independent of external
control.
Some observations 1n the last chapter of the
essay,~

Liberty furn1sh an excellent example of

that type of 1ndiv1dualistic JlbtilD.fIQphy
grew up
Tn

which

alongside of economic laissez-faire.

spite of all that Mill has said about the right

of the state to restrain the individual from conduct .
harmful to his fellowmen, he does leave the door
open for a rugged laissez-faire individualism,
whether or not he enters in himself.
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It must by no means be supposed, because
damage, or probability of damage, to the interests
of others, can alone justify the interference of
society, that therefore it always does justify
such interference. In many cases an individual,
pursuing a legitimate object, necessarily and
therefore legitimately causes pain or loss to
others, or intercepts a good which they had a
reasonable hope of obtaining. Such oppositions
of interest between individuals often arise from
bad social instituticns, but are unavoidable while
those institutions last; and some W£81d be
unavoidable under any institutions.
(There is, of course, quite another side to
the social philosophy of John Stuart Mill, as is
brought out in his Principles of Political Economy.
He was by no means as consistent an advocate of
laisseZ-faire as Adam Smith or Ricardo.)

THE RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND OF LAISSEZ-FAIRE.
How did it come about that the doctrlnlll of
laissez-faire

and of capitalism came to be

tolerated by those who professed to be followers
of Jesus Christ?

How was it that the disciples

of him whose ethical phIlosophy was diametrically
opposed to the naive exaltation of the acquisitive
instinct came to accept economic individu!il. ism, .,ias
a matter of course?
10

Mill,

~~,

150
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The connection between religion and the rlse
of capitalism has been thoroughly explored by
wrlters like Weber, Troeltsch, Tawney, and Sombart
and anything 11ke a thorough hlstorico-socl010glcal
study of the religlous backgrounds of lalssezfaire lndivldualism 18 tar beyond the scope of
thls thesls.

We shall endeavor, hwwever, to

examine in a brlef and rather general way the
manner in which the ethics of Jesus became perverted
ln the course of the centurles so that lt finally
occurred that a large group of hls followers were
enthuslastlc supporters of the capltallstlc system
and of lalssez-falre Lndlvldualism.
We recall that Jesus had come preachlng the
Gospel of the Kingdom of God and that the KLngdom
a

•
.

was for him an, essentlally eschatological,
otherworldly entlty, that was to be ushered in by
an

~inent

~ollowers

supernatural act of God.

Hls

~edlate

shared.ln thls Apocalyptlc hope.

was no deslre on thelr part to

transfo~

There

the soclal

.roer, .isince God was to brlng in the Kew kingdom
very soon.

But as tlme went on, and the centuries
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rolled by and the KLngdom of God did not come on
the clm ds of heaven, the Christiam began to
wonder.

Enthusiasm for realistlc eschatology

whlch reached its cllmax wlth Tertulllan was
slowly dying down and wlth Augustine there arose
a new Idea of the Kingdom.
Augustine's notlon of the Kingdom of God Is
not· consistent and Is somewhat amblguous, but It
deflnltely dealt a death blow, tor the tlme
belng, to the doctrine of the reallstlc esohatologists.
There ls to be a new Jerusalem in heaven, he
taught, but there Is already a clty of God, a
heavenly kingdom, part of whlch exlsts now in thls
world slde by slde wlth the "oivitas terrena,"
or the klngdom of the prlnce of this world.

God's

Kingdom Is thus partlally achieved here on earth
in the Ohurch.

"clvitas Dein Is

In the thought of Augustine, the

'0 tar superlor to the nc iv1tas

terrena" that the former Is perfectly justlfled in
Using secular means to bring about the greater
glory of the Klngdom of God.

Gregory the Great

worked out the 1mpllcatlons of this vlew more
tully and cons1stenly, and there developed the
med1eval idea of the Ohurch as the Kingdom of
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God, possesstng authorlty and power from on high
to be exerolsed here on earth.

~e

K1ngdom of God,

as interpreted by the Churchmen of the Mlddle Ages,
was thus the Summum Bonum, and all other values
were but means to the greater glory of the Church
and of God.
Now What did thls development blvolve 1n the
field of economio theory?

Sinoe the Christian

sooiety was the ultLmate end and everything was
subord1nated to the glory of God as In terpreted
by the Churoh, meney and property were merely
means or functions and were not regarded as ends
in themselves.

As Tawney remarks, the two

fundamental presupposltions of the medieval
sehoolmen were that ecom,mlcs must be subordblated
to the ch1ef buslness of 11fe, whlch is salvation,
and, .t bat economic conduot is but one aspect of
personal oonduot.

Tbus economics Is clearly

brought under the control of religion and eth14s.
It was most deoldedly NOT regarded as a hard,
dismal soience possess1ng autonomy.

As Tawney

observes,
T.here is no place in medieval theory for
econom1c act1vlty wh10h 1s not related to a moral
end, and to found a sclence of soclety upon the
assumptlon that the appetlte for economlc ga1n
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is a constant and measurable force, to be accepted,
like other natural forces, as an inevitable and
self-evident datum, would have appeared to the
medieval thinker as hardly less irrational or
Lmmoral than to make the premise of social phl1osophy
the unrestrained operatlon of suCh necessary hUfin
attrlbutes as pugnaclty or the sexual lnstinct.
Avarlce was regarded as one of the most deadly
of slns, and economic motlves were suspect.

"The

danger of economlc lnterests increased in dlrect
proportlon to the prominence of the pecunlary
motlves assoclated wlth them,w12

wT.he medleval

theorlst condemned as sth preclsely that effort
to achleve a continuous and unlimlted increase ln
materla1 wealth whlch modern socletles applaud as
a quallty.n

13

Although, as Troeltsch points out, absolute
values became hopelessly enmeshed in relatlve
values through the compromise which was attempted
by the Thomlst ethlc- a compromlse which, by the
way, resulted from what Harnack has called the
combthatlcn of Augustlne the theo1oglan wlth
Arlstotle the po1itlclan-

lt was a fact that the

ChurCh herself represented the Absolute ,and Chrlstian
11

Religtop and the Rlse of
12
~,

13

33

Ibld, 35-36

Caplt~~

31-32
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mora11ty beoame, as Troeltsoh observes, a "compllcated
and relat1ve, a teleolog1cal evolut1onary mora11ty,
a h1erarchy of ends, all of wh10h harmon1ze w1th
each other. "14
It must be carefully noted that a dual
mora11ty preva1led 1n the med1eval Church.

~ere

was the h1gh ascet1c 1deal for those who would
w1thdraw from the world and des1red to get close
to God, and there was the system of casu1stry 'Ill ich
the la1ty were expected to follow and wh1ch, as
Troeltsch po1nts out, re11eved the ind1v1dual of
any respons1bi11ty In try1ng to un1fY the complex
Ethocs.
Due to the 1nf11trat1on of some of Aristotlels
mundane ideas into the system of Thomas Aquinas,
there was brought about an increasing rat1ona11zat1on
and natura11zat1on of soc1ety, but, 1n theory, at
least, it was supposed to 8ubserve the K1ngdo.m of
God, and the ldeal llfe was supposed to be
represented by the myst1c-ascetio t,p e of ind1vidual.
Mr. Werner Solt1bart in his Qulntessence of
Oa~1ta11sm

takes this rationa11zat1on of

life

as his point of departure and arr1ves at conc]usions
vastly dlfferent

trom those held by Professor

14

The Soolal Teach1ngs ot the Christian
~ol. 1,"'"2"1"2
- -

C~ches,
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Tawney and Professor Kemper Fullerton.
is of the

Sombart

op1nion that Cathol1c1sm was friendly

to the rise of capitalism and that Protestant1sm
was 1ts foe, due to the fact that 1n the system
of Aqu1nas rat10nality plays a role which tinges
Chr1st1an ethics w1th a very mundane coloring,
while Protestantism 1s so otherworldly that its
genius is uncongeAial to

the spirit of capitalism.

But while adm1tttng that undoubtedly the Thomist
teachings regarding the rat10nalizing of life
had a profound influence, 1t must be noted that
there was this two-fold morality above mentioned,
with the ascet1c 1deal of .the monast1cs as the
h1ghest type.

When we cons1der the Scholast1cs'

vehement denunciation of the prof1t motive, it
seems safer to follow Professor Tawney and Professor
FullBrtan at th1s pOint.

For example, st. Thomas

declares that to.take usury for money that is lent
1s thoroughly unjust.
With the coming of protestantism and the
Reformation, the s1tuation changed.

The

fundamental fact to be observed 1s the r1se of
ind1vidualism.

This found its religious expression

in the doctrine of the un1versal pr1esthood of
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all bellevers, namely, the vlew that every soul,
no matter what Its posltion in soclety or the
Church, had access to Divlne grace throngh justlj!lcat!.on
by falth.

The old dlstlnctlon between the higher

and l.wer moralIty was abollshed.

In

the thought

of Luther, good works, the external structure of
soclety or the economlc order, and the soclal
were of no

~ospel

avail unless the soul had flrst

obtained justlficatlon through falth.
Tawney notes that slnce the grace of God was
no longer tranamltted by a hlerarchical
""'.

...., ,; ,eccleslast leal order, the medIeval

conceptlon of the organlc charadter of the Christlan
soclal order was hsattered.

The obJectlve socla1

structure was no longer a means of salvatIon, and
It became of llttle consequence 1n a slnful world
whsre the Indlvidual soul aChieved redemption only
through an Indlvldua11stlc and subJectlve experIence
of grace.
In vIew of all thls, the earnest Protestant
0,;

hristian could be expected to take but 11ttle

1nterest in
condltions.

bett~

ing general soclal and economIc

He would be expected to help poor and

needy indIvlduals in hls Lmmediate nelghborhood,
but he would not feel

1n duty bound to challenge
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the status quo er to preach a Soclal Gospel.

Hls

personal 11fe would be strongly ascetlc and
otherworldly.

Although lt must be noted, as Tawney

polnts out, that Luther would have been scandallzed
at the subsequent deductlons whlch were drawn from
hls indivldualism, as he himself detested economio
aoquisitiveness, hls vlews certalnly laid the
theologlcal counterpart and foundation stones of a
thorough-golng economic lndlvldualism.

As Tawney

observes, Luther lald the foundatlons of a dualism
whlch "as lts tmpllcatlons were developed, emptted
rellglon of its catent and soclety of lts soul."l&
When we turn to calvin

and his religlon we

find an aggresslve activlsm instead of the quietism
that ls characteristlc of Luther and his followers.
Calvin does not condemn economic motives, although
he and his contemporarles vehemently castigated selftlndutgen~~~e.

Materlal interests were to be made

subservlent to the glory of God, but industry and
thrlft were encouraged.

In Ca lvlnism we find an

emphasis on external social instltutions and good

16

~~, 101

•
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works.

Only through strenuous actlvlty 1n hls

call1ng could the Calv1nist make hls election
Faithfulness 1n the call1ng brlngs aseurance,

sure~

but lt

also contributes to the glory of God.

'It

bringe the certitude that one belongs to the few
who are chosen and thls certainty is arrived at by
the empirlcal evidence that the power of God is
working through the individual and finding expresslon
in good works.

But, as Professor Fullerton observes,

lt Ah~d be carefully noted that works are only
a means of assurance in Calv1nlsm, and not a means
of salvatlon as in Cathollcism.
We have noted above that Calvin and hls followers
condemned self-indulgence.

The self-dlsclpllnes

whleh in prevlous centuries had been a characterlstlc
Glf the mo_stic 111'e and the h Jgher morality now
became transferred to secular 11fe through the
bN.~.it_

of the dual1em that exhted 1n Christlan

Ethlcs before the Reformatlon.

Work became sanctifled

This lald a sure moral and religlous foundatlon
for the economlc phllosophy of laissez-faire.
As Professor Fullerton notes, "Capltallsm saw the
buelness eignlflcance of the calling, remDved the
tranecendental, other-worldly motive, and
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transformed the 'calling' into a job. ttl? The
individual from henceforth must be left alone to
pursue his economic activity with the same zeal that
his ancestor fulfilled his high Calvinistic calling.
Likewise the Calvinistic idea of predestination
and the emphasis on the Deuteronomic idea of law,
name1y# that misfortunes 9conomic or otherwise,
are to be explained as results of sin against God
and that prosperity 1s an evidence of moral and
religious character and of diVine favor, played
directly into the bands of an economic ph11osophy
of laissez-faire.

It strengthened the validity of

the status quo and gave a re11gious sanction to the
view that prof1ts ga1ned through individualistic
economic activity are a sign of service to the
community and that the rich man is a benefactor to
society.
Thus it w111 be seen that what Troeltsch calls
ascetic Protestantism would tend to sanctim zeal
in one's particular calling and tCl countenance a
philosophy of 1aissez-fa1re w1th regard to the
status quo.

Individualism in religion goes hand

10 hand with individualism in economics.

17
Kemper Fullerton, Harvard '1 11eologica1 Review,
July, 1928
191.
Max weber, The
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THE CASE FOR LAISSEZ-FAIRE
Let us now analyze the case for capitalism
and laissez-faire and the arguments that have been
presen~dlnfavor

of economic lndividualism and

lib erall sm\!
It is argued that the rivalry which finds
its expression in the competitive spirit is
essential to success in any activity of life and
that it is an innate human quality.

Competition

and profit-making and the race for economic

supremacy are goads to increased productivity
and greater efficiency, and consequently they
make for the welfare of the nation.
and Lester point out in

!b!! Economic

As Carver
World,

competition is preferred by men to co-operation,
and it pervades the whole of life, from love-making
to politics.

The process of selection, they argue,

tends to build up a race that is satisfied with
nothing else but competition, and it is their
opinion that it wculd take a millenium of careful
education to destroy this competitive tendency.
It is argued that a system of laissez-faire
competition insures that production will be rivaln
in service.

Professors Carver and Lester maintain
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that
in any civilization worthy to stand overnight,
men are actually restrained, by their moral feelings,
by respect for the good opinions of their fellows,
and by fear of legal penalties, from attempting
to promote their own interests by destruction or
deception. Where this high standard of competition
is actually achieved, competitive production beoomes
virtually rivalry in the performance of service. 1S
From such a statement there readily follows the
deduction that those who succeed in the competitive
struggle are they who have best served the public
and that the man who ;. ..~ has accumulated a vast
income is ipso facto one of humanity's best servants.
Tbis is

another way of saying that prosperity is

a result of virtue and that mfl.te 7la;L PNII!!ellsim:sr . 're
an Index to one's favor with the Almighty, be the
latter the God of Calvin or the power of the
economic system.
The present philosophy of capitaltsm and of
laissez-faire economic individualism, rests on
the conception of profit, for 1t 1s theprofits
ga1ned from the compet1t1ve struggle which
determine the so-called "survival of the f1t."
Prof1t is the objective of the acquis1tive instinct
18 2E.!.~, 160
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in trade.

Mr. Ernest J. P. Bean thinks that profits

are a source of strength of the economic system.
He argues that they will always be kept as low as
possible in a free market, because shopkeepers and
business men will want to satisfy their customers.
He says that were it not for the profit-system
customers would be imposed upon and would be
required to take what they did not want, but with
the

operation of free competition customers cannot

be cheated, since they can refuse a bad product.
He further maintains that nworking for profit on
an individualistic system also ensures that the

people who receive the goods are the same as those
who pay

for them. ,,19

In reply to those who brand

the profit-motive as unworthy, he maintains that
unar the present economic system i f a man wants
money he must "render an acceptable service n to his
customers at the price they are willing to pay.
He declares that the Indtvtdual's profits are
of benefit to the community, implying the assumption
already noted in our analysis of the
19

Confessions of a Capitalist,

phi~ophical

133-134
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defense of la1ssez-faire, namely, that there is
some natural harmony between personal self-intere$
and the comman good, and he even goes so far as to
say that "High prof1ts in a free

mar~et

confer a

real benefit upon 1t and upon the community.

They

induce compet1tion, they increase supplies and thus
produce economy."20

Mr. Benn argues furthermore that competition
and speculation are essential economic inst1tutions
since w1thout them there would be no effect1ve
guarantee against financial losses.

"The one big

argument for the leaving of profits in the hands of
private individuals is that losses must also be left
in private hands,n21

and when th1s 1s done there

will be a far more strenuous effort made to guard
against losses than there would be under a
collectivistic or socialistic system.
Mr. Benn

spea~s

proudly of having made a

thousand pounds in ane week on a speculative venture
with a pleasure steamboat.

He argues that

compet1tion and speculation are justif1able and
20

op. cit., 136
21
2.E..:. cit., 114
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that the speculator is a necessary individual in
our economic system, s1nce without the risk-tak1ng
spirit contracts and enterprises would be impossible
1n many instances, and it is well to have a small
group that is willing to shoulder heavy risks, as
few of us would care to risk our all 1n the
fluctuations of the stock market.

Why should not

the speculator who takes such risks be rewarded for
his services to mankind?
It can be seen that those who object to what
is called the 1ncentive of gain, to the acquisitive
1nst1nct ordinarily supposed to be at the back of
the industrial enterprise, those who think that
society could be so ccnducted that profit-makmg
could be elimia ted, have yet to explain how they
will rid us of the risks and 10sses. 22
T.ne advocates of capitalism and

laissez-faire

maintain that, in general, every man Is rewarded
accord1ng to his works under a system of economic
indiVidualism and that each receives what is due
him for the rlsks he has assumed or the labor which
has been expended, and that recompense is
to effort.

proportiona~

T.ney say that every 1ndividual has

freedom of chDice in a system of free competition,
and that If a worker, for instance, Is pald too
low .ages by one employer, he may go elsewhere
22

!E.:.. clt., 168
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end find wages that are more equ1table.

Mob1l1ty

of labor has to be assumed 1f a free market 1s
postulated.
Another important Charadter1st1c of cap1ta11sm
1s the emphas1s 1t places on saving.

In fact,

Mr. Benn be11eves that th1s is the basis an wh1ch
the whole economic system rests.

Not only is th1s

said to have a good psychoiglcal effect on one's
business instincts and In terests, but it would be
a great boon for the . workers, for it would enable
them to bn.,. their own homes and to possess an income
in the1r old age, he observes.
Wealth is exohange, says the cap1tal1st, and
freedom of exchange 1s essent1al to the effectual
operation of the system.
and the

This protects the public

workers, for in a system of free exchange

if there is injustice and people are cheated by
some extort1m er, other individuals w1ll1 be brrught
into the market, compet1ng and reduoing pr1ees.
As a concrete example, Mr' Benn points out that
1f ·a doetor's bills are too high, other doctors

will be attractedsl- to his locality, and h1s charges
will be automat1cally lowered, whereas 1f what he
rece1ves 1s 1nadequate,there w1ll be a shortage of
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of men

L~

the profession, and prices w111 rise.

To all appearances,

then, it would seem

that the capitalistic, laissez-faire individualism
guarantees every man to dwell' under his own vine
and fig-tree, to reap profits, to engage 1n
competition, with the complacent realization that
he is a benefactor of mank1nd.

As Mr. Benn has

na1vely stated it,
In my view it is to the business man that we
owe almost everything we possess in the material
way, and, as I see it, the only hope of seeur1ng
better oonditions or a higher standard of liv1ng,
not only for the workers, but for the people as a
whole, is 1n the 1ncrease and encouragement of a
competent class of business men working for the
common "oDd on competitive and mdividualistic
lines. 2:3

THE CASE AGAINST LAISSEZ-FAIRE.
Now let us see how this economic philosophy
of laissez-faire appears to the critical eye and
especially how it looks 1n the light of the ethics
of Jesus.

What are some of the arguments against

such a system?
In

the first place, 1t should be pointed out

that we no longer live in a society that is characterized by unlimited frontier opportunities, as
was the case 1n the nineteenth century.
23
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When each
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man has to Shift for himself and
in relat1ve isolat1on
outlying

di~tr1ct,

fr~

occup1e~

a home

his ne1ghbors in some

a certain element of rugged

individualism seems quite essential.

He h~' to

stand onhWJ own feet, because his connections
with h1s fellows are not close, and his home has
to be a relatively self-contained entity from the
economic point of view.

BUt with the increasing

complexity and mechanization of civilization
and the elmination of old frontiers, the situat10n
changes ent1rely.

Society becomes more and more

dYD.8lll1c, Lnterrelated, and organic.

A~

Professor

Ward remarks, no longer 1s there that equality of
opportunity for money-making that

exi~ted

in

pioneer days, and now the equality of freedom of
access to the market 1s an illusiDn.
i~

no longer

~tat1c,

Modern soc1ety

but 1t is constantly changing.

Now all thil!lJ: makes havoc of any theory of
a natural pre-arranged harmony between the pursu1t
of

individual self-interest and the welfare of

SOciety, because such a theory rests on the assumption
that there is a foreknowledge of

CD

nditions.

As
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Mr. Keynes pOints out
The conclusion that individuals actlng
independently for their own advantage will produce
the greatest aggregate of wealth, depends on a
variety of unreal assumptim s to the effect that
the processes of production and consumptilJJ. are
in no way organic, that there exists a sufficient
foreknowledge of conditions and requirements, and
that ther e are adequate opportunities for obtaining
this foreknow5edge. 24
In

reality there is great tnequality of

bargaining power between capital and labor, which
theoretically does not exist in a free
system.

Labor is not mobile.

eo~

etitive

The worker is

n~t

always free to go from factory to factory or from
mine to mine.

~ere

are ties that bind him where

he is, and there are all sorts of handicaps to his
movtng to a different part of the country.

EXcept

in times of great prtlllperi ty when the c!emandLffor

labor is high, he is in no position to bargain with
his proppective employer, he has to take what he
can get, and he does not possess the knowledge
which the other party to the agreement has with
regard to future developments.

Labor is not free.

Subsequently we shall examine the nature of the
freedom of labor in a particular industry.
24

LaisseZ-Faire and Commbnism, 44-45
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Another orlt101sm wh10h we might level at
the dootrlne of la1ssez-falre 1s along the lines
of the dootrine of the soolal determinatlon of
Beoause ot the vast oomplex1ty and

values.

mechanizatlon of our economlc order, because of
the prominent role played by the mlddle man,
because of the hlgh degree of speo1a11zatton, and
because of the vast amou nt of speculat1on, lt ls
not true that the worker rece1ves recompense ln
exaot prop.rtlon to the effort and rlsk whlohhe
expends.

As Professor J. A. Hobson has stated the

dootrine of the soolal determinat10n of values,
"the payment to any contrlbutor to the productlve
processes, elther as a worker w1th hand or braln,
or as owner of any other factor of production ls
not determ1ned to any appre01able extent by the
nature of the partlvular contribut10n he himself
makes."

25

Thus there 18 the 1nesoapable fact

of social stratlficat10n w1th all 1ts economic
impllcations.

When values are not determlned by

effort, we have a flagrant dan lal both of the
eth10s of Jesus and of a thoroughly mundane
philosoph1cal eth1c based on just1ce for all.
25

Eoonom1cs and Ethi cs,

xv.
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T.he philosophy of economic laissez-faire
individualism is an ethic ruled by an 1mperative
of "Hands otf In

Economics, instead ot be1ng in

organic relaticnwith ethics and religion, becomes
a cold, dismal, hArd-and-fast science with an
independent validity.

It is a s sumed that economic

law must take its course, and that it will in
general take care of things in that state of affairs
where laissez-faire prevails.

It concerns itself

with facts, it declares, and not with the values ot
ethics or religion, which may be all very w.ll 1n
their respective spheres and in personal and
individual rels.ticn ships, but which

are not by any

manner ct means to be mixed up with economics.
The implications of this view are obvious.

It

inTolves a loyalty to the status 'quo and a
reactionary and hostile attitude towards all
measures of reform or social

contr~

. It creates

an irreconcilable dualism between ethical religion
and economics, between values and ·facts.

Why?

Because, "in a competItive situatim, consideration
for others,- which is of the essence of moralitybecomes an increa singly impossible luxury."26
26H• A. Ward, "Q!ll: EconomIc Morality ~ ~ Ethic ot
Jesus, 4.
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It would appear from the viewpoint of the
hard-headed laissez-fa1re eoonomist that a man's
Ufe DOES cons1st in the abundance of the things
whioh he possesses, and that the end just1fies the
means.

mbe ethIc of Jesus 1s shoved quietly aside,

since "for you to love your neighbor as you do
yourself in bus1ness, would be to let him make

all

much profit off you all you take from h1m,"27 and
to allow thlll 1s unthirk able in a system of
la1ssez-fa1re competition.
One of the assunpt10ull of the classical
la1ssez-fa1re econom1sts, one of the lmplications
of the hard-and-fast sc1ent1fic view of economioll,
one of the basie
the

~
.

-

foundatIons of capl*allllm, 1s

of "an 1ron law of wages."

this doctrine, wagell are

abso~te

According to
f1xed by supply

and demand, and a f1xed wages fund 1s assumed.
Thus wages oan be changed only when the
demand for labor changes.

~pply

or

But, as Professor H.

A. Wooster pointed out in a class-room discuss1on,
wages are also dependent on whether or not
efficient methods are practiced by industrIes,
and, since labor 1s a jointly demanded product,
27

Ward, .£e •

.£.!h,

8
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any change in the supply of avai l able cap1tal,
land, or managerial labor will have a marked
influence on wages.

Wages, then, instead of

being absolutely determined by inexorable
economic law, are connected with r&ional values
and on whether or not there is intelligent
co-ordinatiua within an industry and co-operatlon
between industries.

The "iron law of wages,"

furthermore, would imply a thorough-golng
economic determinism and would give no place to
moral and ethical values.
Perhaps the point at which the laissez-fa1re
economic indlvldualism is in sharpest conflict
with the ethic! of Jesus 1s in 1ts ldea of private
property, and the relation of labor to property
and capital.

The underlying 1dea of a caplta11stlc

system, ls, as Tawney has pointed out, the notion
that economlc rights are
functions.

pr10r to economic

Property is absolute.

It 1s regarded

as an end in itself, if not the supreme end of
economiC act1v1ty.
assumptions ",j,"

The log1cal and practical

and consequences of thls are

d1sastrous to ethical religion.

If riches are

the end, them, as Tawney further notes, all
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economic activity is equally justifiable whether
or not social functions are achieved.
Legally, property involves exclusive control,
but, as Protessor Harry Ward has pointed out, this
conception is no longer quite exact.

Property now

means purchasing power, and in our economi·c system
1t 1s an institution which guarantees to each
1ndividual the right to make as much as he can
within the l1m1ts of the law.

It has become

80

vast and impersonal in DUr industrial society that
it has lost Its ancient personal significance and
concreteness.

It has been taken out of the realm

of the aesthetic and the creative, and is plunged
into the kingdom of the mechanical and the impersonal.
It i8 the supreme end of a laissez-taire capitalistic
system, and men become mere means and instruments
for its realizat1on.
themselve~.

Workers no longer are ends in

Labor, to put the matter bluntly, 1s

regarded as one of the costs of production.
Furthermore, as Professor J. A. Hobson has
pointed out, there is a d1Yorce between property
and responsib1l1ty.

The modern owner of property

who has invested in some giant financial corporation
does not know the uses wh1ch are being made of his

ll3

property and he may be wholly ignorant of the
means which are being used to pay the interest
on his stocks and bonds.
beoome abstract.

Property thus has

Instead of being an instrument

for the development of personality, it becomes
an Impersonal object of worship.

Its extremely

uneven distribution makes a few rich, while
leaving the multitude poor and economically
dependent upon industry.
We have seen that some argue that each
individual will automatically receive from the
economic system the profit to which his effort
entitles him and that it is his due and just
reward for the services he has rendered.

But

an examlnatiDn of some of the means which Mr.
Stuart Chase lists as modern methods of obtaining
money should explode this fallacy, if
remains of it after one

realiz~

social determlnaticn of values.

anyt~ng

the fact of the
Dees he serve

society best who amasses a yast fortune through
~peculat1ng

In land, natural resources or

co~~odities?

Is a man benefittlng the community when he becomes
a millionaire through creatlng an artificial
monopoly and raising prices?

Is property a means
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to the development of personality when it is
derived from selling credit to the wayfaring man
at a high and unreasonable rate of Lnterest or
optalned as profits derived from a policy of the
lowest possible wages to workers?

Does the

manufacture of useless products add to the welfare
of onels fellow belngs?

A system which regards

property and not human welfare as an absolute end
is in direct conflict with the ethics of Jesus.
nYe cannot serve God and mammon."We found that.
in the mind, of Jesus, the human soul is of
immeasurable worth and for it to be used as a means
for the amassing of wealth is to violate the mDral
law of man and the will of God.
As we have noted elsewhere. Jesus evidently
regarded the possession of wealth as perilous in
the extreme and hindering onels entry into the
Kingdom of God.

We have observed that there is

a tendency in the capitalistic system towards
social stratification and towards the theory Which
assumes wealth to be a sign of virtue.
become all the greater in groups.

mese

As Professor

Retnhold Niebuhr observes, "In modern capitalistic
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soc1ety the s1gnlflcant soclal power Is the power
whloh inheres in the ownershlp of the means of
production; and It Is that power whloh ls able
to arrogate speclal soclal prlvl1ege to Itself."28
Professor Niebuah fUrther notes that there 1s often
an assumption on the part of privileged classes
that the so-called lower 01ass9s have oertain
innate qualit1e~: or oharaoterlstlos whl oh keep
them 1n thelr posltlon, whereas in reallty the
reason why the capacltles and aptitudes of the
"lower classes" have not been developed is because
there has been no equality of apportunlty.

SuCh

attltudes are In flat contradlctlon wlth that
universallsm whlch we found to be Impllcltln the
indl.vidualism'of the ethl.o of JeSUS.
The acquisltive sooiety, says Tawney, 1s a
scene of fierce antagonisms,

It 1s ruled by an

ethl.cs of the jungle and neither by an eoclesiastioal
"ethios of the al.r" nor a soph1st1cated "ethics of
the dust."

Thus where the underlying econom1c

phl.losophy assumes that the best good for the
communl.ty 1s to be ach1eved when the individual
1s left free to pursue his own economlc selfinterest wlth the fewest posslble restraints, there
28

Moral

~ ~

Immoral SOCiety, 114

ll6

ls a taclt recognltlon of the princlple of
lndustrlal warfare rather than of industrlal
cooperatlon.

As Tawney furtber notes, the ldea

of functl 'n ls lncompatlble wlth that of the
unlimited f exerclse of an
It~

absolute rlght.

ls bad enougb when there ls "cut-throat"

competltlon between one oapltallst and anothe,".
In thelr economic strife, the publlc good ls very
often lost slght of, and thelr chlef interest ls

1n thelr warfare.

But when thls confllct ls

between classes, between economlc and soclal grops,
between labor and capltal, tbe sltuation becomes
far more serlous, because whatever welgbt ethical
conslderatlons

" may carry 1n relatlons between

indlviduals, such scruples wlll tend to be forgotten

1n tbe impersonal, long-distance class struggles.
ThOse ethical and moral restraints wbich may control
persons in tbelr immediate relatims wlth one
another become much more nebulous and abstract,
carrying far less validlty and potency wben they
are applled to the economlc relatlons of soclal
groups.
I

This ls, in short, tbe main thesis of Professor
N1ebuhh l s" Moral Man

~

Immoral Soeiety.

It 1s

l17

his contention that the increas10g complexity
of civilization has brought about a situation
10 which men's vices have been compounded.

There

is far more irrational and unethical behaviDr
in the donduct of the group than in that of the
1Odividual.

Because of this fact Professor

Niebuhr feels that group behavior can not be
controlled byrational and moral forces, but that
political _rc~ 1s essential to prevent

.

collective power from exploiting
the weakness of
.
an unDrprivileged grotp.

With honest, cand1d
I

rea11sm, he pOints out that the wish is the
father to the thought in the social and econom1.
thinking of group, declaring that
since reason 1s
always to some degree, the servant of interest in
a social si tuation,social injustice can not be
resolved by moral and rational suasion alone, as
the educator and social scient 1st usually believe.
Conf11ct is inevitable, and in this mnflict power
must be challenged by power. 29
Crit1cs of Professor Niebuhr's thesis will find
small comfort for their optimistic illusions in
the chapters which follow.
Finally, let us judge laissez-faire
individualism by the pragmatic test.

"By their
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frul ts ye shall know them.
us in the year 1933.

II

Let us look arm nd

But lnstead of lndulglng

ln generalltles let us examlne one speclmen of
the frult- and a very important speclmen, by the
way.

In

the followlng chapters we shall dlscuss

the effects of the appllcation of lalssez-faire
to the bltuminous coal industry wlth the conequent
results in the llves 01' the mine workers.
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CHAPTER IV
LAISSEZ-FAIRE IN THE COAL INDUSTRY

We have attempted to show in the

~egding

chapter the fundamentally unethical implications
of the philosophy of laissez-faire.

As we have

seen, it involves certain assumptions in the
realm

of morals which are diametrically opposed

to the ethical teachings of Jesus.

In this

chapter we shall devote our attention specifically
to analyzing hew economic individualism actually
works out in a particular

~~au.try,

and we shall

see how the policy of orthodox capitalism has
affected the produotion of a basic commodity. ·
To trace the early beginnings of the coal
industry in

~Iland

in the eighteenth cenutry,

to describe the dreadful conditions that prevailed
in the British mines during the Industrial
Revolution in the early years of the nineteenth
centu~

when women and children were harnessed

half-naked,like

ani~als,to

coal cars, and to

describe the means which were gradually evolved
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in the effort to better conditions in England and
wales,- all these are beyond the scope of this
paper.

Rather are we concerned with the

development of laissez-faire in the bituminous
coal industry in the United States, and its
effects in recent years.

INDIVIDUALISTIO ASPEOTS OF THE COAL INDUSTRY.
The very nature of the industry lends itself
to the philosoph1 of a rugged and ragged
individualism.
cities,
regions.

~e

coal mines are not located in

and often they are situated in very isolated
The miners do not work close tegether as

in a factory, and their jobs are rather lonely,

except for the fact that each man has a Hbuddy",or
partner, to work with him at the "face" in his
particular room.

As a matter of fact, until

fairly recently, coal mining has been more or
less of a cottage indUstry.

The miners have always

been an extremely independent group of workers,
going down into the bowels of the earth, working
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under Tery little supervision, and often leav1ng
the1r work whenever they w1shed.

Mr. Malcolm

Ross descr1bes the life of the miner underground
as follows,
He leaves day11ght behind and spends work1ng
hours with a single ~o1nt of 11ght as cheer aga1nst
infinite darkness. ~hat 1s not wholly unpleasant.
There is a certain swagger about 1t; 1t sets him
apart from lesser men up top. He is on the fr~ t
line, a m1ner~ a pretty brave fellow. To · smudge a
white col1ari.
., is an annoyance to . townsmen, but to
get really smudged with soot and sweat trom head to
reet is not so bad. All day he tights the rock,
boring 1t, b1ast1ng 1t, shove11ng 1t 1nto cars trom
h1s knees 1n a fill r-foot drift, until his stomach
cramps and he does not dare eat as much lunch as he
would like. He rears the rock, yet grows careless
of it, and shrugs his shou lders when they carry
someone out w1th a head bashed by falling slate •••
Best of all there is no boss to stand over him.
He 1s paid for the number of tons he loads into the
cars, and he can sit and smoke 1f he feels lazy.
It is left to the miner's judgment where he
will leave pillars and where he will place wooden
props 1n order tD prevent slate-falls and cave-ins.
Althaggh most states have a law to the effect that
the

Dverseer shall v1sit each man's room once a

day, when an under-boss 1s ov er one hundred men and
must visit thirjy or forty rooms, there is naturally
a degree of independence and indiscipline which
could never prevail in

1Xachine Age

a factory above ground.

~ ~ Hills, 78-79
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As Mr. Carter Goodrich points

out, "the miner is

an isolated piece-worker, on a rough sort of
craft work who se es his boss less often than once
2
a day."
But this individualism in technical operation
that has prevailed until very recently 18 not as

r :.

..

serious in its effects as is the policy of laissezfaire on the part of the operators in the general
relatim s of the industry.

The nature of bituminous

coal-mining is such that there are plenty of
~pportunities

for the exercise of a rough and rugged

individualism by employers.

When the wGrkers live

in company towns far away from the centers of

civilization, and when the operator of the mine
controls church, sbbool, court, and recreational
facilities, ther e are chances not only for
individualism but for feudalism as well.

"To this

day in the non-Union fields of West Virginia the
operators finance and control, not only the stores,
but the schools. the hospitals, the doctors. the
churches and the police.,,3
T.ne pay of the workers is a very large factor
2

T.n~ Minerl~

Freedom, 41

3 Robert W. Bruere, The Coming of Coal, 40

i
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in the cost of production of coal.
seventy and eighty per cent of the

"Between
teost'~

of

bituminous coal at the m1ne 1s the labor cost."4
This be1ng the case, when unscrq> ulous operators
indulge in cut-throat competlt1on, wages will be
slashed.

The dependent posit10n of the miners,

especially 1n the non-Union fields, prevents
their making an effective protest.

GENERAL EFFECTS OF LAISSEZ-FAIRE.
One of the most disastrous and unethical
effects of the policy of laissez-faire in the
coal industry is that it works against effective
measures for the protection of the miners aga1nst
accidents and diaasters.

Although it is true that

many acc1dents are doubtless traceable to carelessness on the part of the workers, there are

safe~rds

and precautionary measures which a company must
take 1f 1t wishes to do its part in ensuring
"Safety First" in the mines.

It costs money tD

build extra a1r shafts, installfans and machines

4 What the Coal Go_hsion Found, 230
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which prov1de fer the proper circulation of a1r,
and to rock-dust the mine to prevent the horrors
of a dust explosion.

Naturally when one is engaged

in a game of competition with a rival operator, he
desires te keep his costs down.

The individualist

will argue that if his mine does not suit the
I

m1ner, the Ul ited States is a free 1-1 . . :....;1' country
and the worker may go elsewhere.
During the last few decades of the nineteenth
century there was agitation for labor laws
providing for the safeguarding of miners.

Various

dlasters here and there were slowly stirring the
public mind, and efforts were being made to pass
state legislation requiring operators to take
proper measures against the possibility of

dis~ster,

but these attem:.ts were met with stern opposition.
Following a mine disaster in Pennsylvania, which
took place, by the way, during, or immediately
following, a heated controversy 1n the legislature
of that state on mining laws, some miners 1
of Mahon1ng County, Ohio
had a bill introduced into
the Ohio legislature calling for two separate
openings in all mines employing more than ten men
underground, for the forced circulation to the
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faee of the coal of at least ane hundred cubic feet
of air per minute for each underground worker, the
daily inspectim of all gaseous mines by a fireviewer before the miners were allowed to enter,
the appointment of four state mine inspectors, and
the right of the miners to appoint a checkweighman.
at the1r own expense to see that the1r coal was
fairly weighed at the tipple. As soon as the b111
was printed, a comm1ttee of thirteen operators •••
appeared in opposition. The1r content10n was that
the miners of the state d1d not want the law, that
the bill was the invent10n of professional demagogues
and labor agitators who sponged a tat living off the
ignorance and cupil1ty of the1r misguided tollowers,
that there was neither gas nor bad a1r in Ohio mines,
that the lives and fortunes of the miners were safe
in the hands of their employers, that the bill was
special l~~~~n and unconst1tutional and that
1f enacted'by the General Assembly of Ohio 1t would
be set aside by ' the Supreme Court. The b111 was
defeated, but a commission of inquiry was apPOinted.
At the next session of the General Assembly the
miners' b1ll was reintroduced and passed by a
unanimous vote. But before it was sent to the
governor, the operators aga1n,li;' sent a ' committee
tG defeat It. It was amended and all provisIon
for state inspection of the mines was stricken
out. In the following June a dIsaster occurred
in a mine in Port",ge county owned by the member
of the legislature who had emasculated the bill.
This mine, too, had but one opening which an
accidental fire converted into a 'furnace. There
were twenty-one men in the mine. Ten were burned
to death and the eleven who managed to escape were
herribly injured. The miners' bill was reintroduced
and agaIn opposed. Judge Hoadly, atterwards
governor of Oh10, speaking in opposition very
accurately expressed the preva11~ state of mind.
'We have tried to make men sober and moral by law,'
he said, land now we are going to try and surround
them with protection against carelessness and danger,
and enable them to shut their eyes and walk in
darkness, satisfIed with the care and protection
of the state. I admit that there is a line to
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wh1ch the right of thelegislature-" the duty of
the legislature- may go without infringing on the
natural right of the citizen; but what I want to
suggest as the safe side, is to leave the people
free, and to allow mishap and disaster to have
1ts natural effect as the penalty fer and the cure
of the evlls whlch result from negligence whlch
causes mishap and dlsaster. 5
We have inserted tb1s rather full quotation
to show what rugged ind1vldualism really means
in the coal industry.

It involves a " policy of

non-interference on the part of the government
and a freedom on the part of the operators to
run their mines according to the dictates of a
self-interest that 1s not always enlightened.
The Bureau of Mines has stated that one half of
the annual deaths in coal mining could be
prevented if the proper precautions were taken.
Another effect of individualism in the coal
industry is that where there "is no Union and when
wages are low and times are hard, miners will
not dare to report dangerous oonditions, for fear
of incurring the displeasure of the under-bosses.
If they do oomplain of conditlons, a worker once
told the wr1ter, they run a chance of gettlng
fired or of being transferred to some "room" where
they will work under some handioap.
5 Bruere,

~

cit. ,

46-47

Obviously
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operators do not want to unartake anything
involving extra expenses in hard tLmes, and
they do not like to take any more precautionary
measures than are absolutely necessary.

However,

in justlce to the operator!! it should be sald that
often they would remedy eonditions it they knew
about them, but they do not get intormatlm on the
subject, for the simple reason that the under-bosses
do not tell them.
The increasing mechanixation of the mining
industry during the past decade or so has had very
far-reaching results, which, when comblned with
the policy of laissez-falre, ralse some very acute
problems.

In an industry whlch has fostered a

rather lrresonsible personal individuallsm, there
has been introduced a
bring about radical
The pick {

'.03

techni~ue

which promises to

and revolutionary changes.

and the method of sol1d-sho-ilting are

giving way before the cutting-machine and now
"both in pay and in pride of work the machine
runners are the aristocrats of the tndustry.n6
The consequence of this mechanizatim has been a
terrific speeding up of the mining industry.
6 Goodrich,

~

clt., 47

The
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ittmulus of cut-throat competition accelerates
the process.

Much more coal is being mined per

individual worker than ever before.

In

the

Wyoming mines of the Union Pacific Coal Company,
working in grrups of four they use · the
cutting machine and the duckbill loader. ~he
speed-up is sot, terrible and terrific that the
moment these mG~ get the shots prepared, the
matah 1s touched to the fuse, the blast goes off,
and within ten minutes' t1me the men are back in
the smoke, leading and going an with their work. 7
"The mine is becoming 'nothing but a goddam factory',
as one worker phrased it, and a 'factory' w1th
much of the speed-up by which the cap1talist class
is trying to 1ncrease its profits dUring the present
period."8
~b1s

policy of speed-up which results from the

combination of mechanization and laissez-faire
competition has had disastrous results.

Following

the World War, it resulted in planless and very
wasteful overproduct10n.

Wholly aside from the

welfare of the workers this has made havoc in the
coal industry and has been a most uneconomic policy
to pursue in the production of such a very bas1e
commod1ty.

Mr. Dev1ne, of the United States Coal

Commission, has said, "So enormous are the wastes
7

Anna Rochester, Labor

8 Ibid, 114

~

Coal, 113
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in the mining of bituminous ooal under present
oonditicn s that it requires no great amount of
aoumen to discover that this is the strategiC
point for reducing cost of' production. n9

The

character of the industry is suoh that it is
possible to waste vast quantities of coal by a
policy of speed and "get-rioh-quick," taking out
the best f'irst, leaving the rest, and rendering
it well nigh impossible for the mine to be developed
further.

Overproduotion in times of prosperity

and lack of proper planning are largely responsible
for the intermittent character of the industry.
Mr. Louis Bloch, in his The Coal Miners I
Inseo~,

declares that there can be no solution

of' the problems in industrial relations and wages
unless the mine workers are given a reasonably
oontinuous opportunity to work.

Business depression,

oVerdevelopment, and seasonal demands are the main
faotors in causing loss of time in the ooal mines
over the period between 1890 to 1919, and these
three f'aotors respectively consumed 16., 37%, and
47% of the days lost.

9

Coal, 205

Mr. Blooh states that the

,

,
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time

lost due to strikes was only about 10% of the

total.
The worst condition of all is that deflat10n
which follows upon a tremendous boom such as the
industry exper1enoed during and immediately follow1ng
the World War.

Far more men were drawn into the

coal mines than were really needed.

Beoause it

was easy to open a coal mine on a 11tt1e capital,
make huge profits for the time being, many more
mines were opened than were necessary.

Thousands

and thousands were drawn into the industry, leaving
their farms and their log oabins in the Blue Ridge
mountains of West Virginia and Kentuoky.
paid huge wages.

They were

Not being intelligent or educated,

they did not save but spent their money wildly.
An ex-coal operator told the writer of a young

man who was receiving wages of about $4,000 a year
during the boom, for s1mple piok-mining, and who
spent all his money,aaving nothing, whereas it
appears he might have had "a hell of a good time"
on $1,000, laying aside the rest.

(The ex-operator

in question told of his own personal f1nanc1al
failure in the bUsiness, whioh he said was enough
to malee a man lose his religion.)
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But the boom did not last and prices began to
fall.

That resWted in cut-throat competition and

price-slashing.

Mines were fast closing, especially

those that did not have the new machine technique,
and this resulted in countless thousands being
pushed out of work.
Mass unemployment of miners began
with the collapse of the coal market at
the end of 1923. Every important coal
state except Kentucky and ColDrado produced
less coal in the following year. Immediately
more than 85,000 men were squeezed out of
the industry. Th1s first sharp reduction
in numbers employed was clearly tied up
with the cleeing down of 1,745 mines in
every section of t8e country and in almost
every coal state. l
undoubtedly the aftermath of the war had a great
deal to do with this, .but planless overproduction
and cut-throat competition certainly played a
very important role.
Now what is the effect of all this on the
relatim between

opera~or

and m1ner?

As a result

of the policy of laissez-faire individualism,
there is underbidding, stimulated by purchasing
agents from industrial plants.

10

Rochester, cp.

~,
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The price of coal
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gets so low that it is

~ossible

cost ot mining the coal.

to cover the

Failure results.

Even in relatively normal times the operator is
always under some pressure.

"Cut-throat Competition

is the condItion which confronts, flanks, and
mtives him; and at such close quarters it has
little resemblanoe to that beneficent prlnciple

ot which he may have heard."

11

BUt 1n a tlme

ot depression this situation is aocentuated.
Operators go bankrupt.

The miners become disconanted

because they have to take more euts than other
groups.

As one mine super1ntendent observed,

"I can't go to the electric power
company here and ask them to cut the
rate tor me so I can sell my coal at
these prices. They would laugh me out
ot their office. I can't ask tor
reduction on the price ot spikes or
copper w1re. When I'm 1n a tight hole
the only th1ng I ean do is to put 1t
up to the miners whether they'd rather
shut down the mine or take a cut. They
teok it- again and again- but even
that oouldn't save their jobs, ~e

11

Devine, op.
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oompany had run through its oash and
its oredit. We had to shut down~ and
we can't let that bunch 111» struck last
summer hang around the camp to stir up
the others into raising hell.'
The operator's nerves are worn thin.
He is in a mood to evict families and hire
gunmen to do it. And the miners, man,.
of them, are in amood to resist. - It is
a merry-go-round draped in black. 12

UNIONISM AND LAISSEZ-FAIRE.
The remainder

of this chapter 11'111 be

devoted to the dlscussion of one of the means that
have been used for checking lalssez-falre in the
bltuminous coal industry.

We shall attempt an

analysls of the ralson dl~re of Unlonism 1n the
coal fields and examine the clalms of the Unlted
Mlne Workers of Amerlca.
unlonlsm tnvelves collectlve bargaining and
collective actlon on the part of the workers, and,
although labor unions do tend to be reaotionary,
unidealistic, and opportunistic in their policies,
they com titute a ,haSkon the rugged individualism
of free competition, &hat ls so far as the workers
are concerned.
12

Ross,

~

clt., 28-29
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A.

PJ:le

~

Why the Unlon?

!.!E.

~

Unlon.

We were sltting by a grate

flre in the home of a mine-worker last fall and
we asked him to tell us what he thought were the
advantages and

dlsad'\ilU:lit~glSS

of the Unlon.

belonged to it ln former years.

He had

However. from

the vlewpolnt of the United Mlne Workers of Amerlca
he has sadly fallen from grace since that ttme.
as. durlng the Hocking Valley strlke in 1932. he
worked as a kind of strlke breaker.

He told the

wrlter that he was wl11lng to work for $3 a day
lf he could not get $4.
PJ:le flrst advantage of the Unlon. he sald,
ls that it brings better wages.

As Mr. Devlne

pOints out. "non-Unlon operators pay lower wages
and keep down costs in other ways.n13

The

maintenance of a falr living wage ls one of the
chlef alms of the United Mtne forkers of America.
As Mr. John L. Lewls, presldent of the Unlon, has

declared. "Primarily the Unlted Mine Workers of
Amerlca insists upon the maintenance of the wage
standards guaranteed by the exlsting contractual
13

Coal,

180
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relations 1n the industry,
its membership."

14

1n the interests of

It is his contention that 1n

insist1ng on a liv1ng American wage, the Union
aids in the scientific reorganization of the
1ndustry.

He teels that "any concession of wage

reductions will serve to delay this process of
reorgani~ation."15

He argues that since the

purchasing power, of the masses is the pivot on
which our econom1c system rests, low wages will
bring bad consequences for everyone.
When he was presntlng the case of the Unlon
to the Presidentls Coal Commlssion 1n 1919, Mr.
Lewis sald that the miners were

baB~

their

ple8f~for better wages on the two following

pr1nclplesFirst, the pre-war economic status
of the wage- earner must be guaranteed.
Second, every worker is entitled to rates
of pay which under the working conditions
of his locali~1 will guarantee hlm a
livlng wage.
The tirst of these principles, he declare4
was agreed upon both by the government author1ties
and the leaders of organized labor during the World
War.

Mr. Lewis feels that the old theory of wages,

14

;
The M1ner!1 ~lght for American Standards, 40
15 Ib1d , 41

16 The Case of the Bltuminous Coal Workers, 12
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according to which they are regarded as determined
by the forces of supply and demand, must be
abandoned, because this view has nreceived the
unqualified condemnation of the civIlIzed world. II
./

He

~gu4!Mio;that
<-

a wage increase in proportion tQ

the increased Bost of living would be insuffIcient,
because the pre-war wages -of the mlners were not
adequate.

He declares that "prior to the war the

mine workers were not securing earnings adequate to
malntaln the barest physical requIrements of their
famllies. nl'7 In prQof of this he cites statistics
of the year 1902 which revealed that of a group of
'758 mine workers, 54% earned only amounts ranging
from $400 to $600 a year.

The cost of living rose

85% during the years, 1914-1920, whi le rates of
pay for miners increased only 36.4%.

Furthermore,

Whereas the majority of the 1mportant
industries of the country have . given thei'
wage earners increases which average more
than '75% above the rates and earnings of
1915, only about 25% of the bItuminous
coal miners have received as much as 65%
lncrease and at least a third of-· them ha,.e
received less than 50% advance. IS '
From figures furn i shed by Illinois operators,
1'7 ep. cit., 19
16

~,

35
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Mr. Lew1s finds that the actual earn1ngs for piok
mlners and loaders averaged less than $1,000 at
the then curent wag es (1919).

Even 1f condltions

had been at their best, the men oould not have
earned more than $1194 a year, and this falls
well below the mlnLmum of subsistence levels whlch
he quotes-

five d1fferent estimates of experts

ranging from $1,541 to $1,633 a year, and averaging
$1603.
in the

Mr. Lewis further argues that the increase

I. ~: . ;,

price of ooal was out of proportion

to the additional cost due to the increased wages
paid out tD the mine workers.

He demanded a 60%

increase in wages at tha t time and a rate of $1.4018
a ton.
Clearly the Union has always had a decent livigg
wage for one of its main objectives, wh11e conoedlng
always, at least in theory, the right of the
operators to make a prof1t.

Mr. A. Ford Hinrichs

notes that IIwage inereases are granted more slowly
in response to rising oosts of living in non-Un1on
than in Union flelds." l9

A Union can insist on

a uniform wage in a general distr1et and it
greatly strengthens the bargaining power of the
19

The United Mine Workers of America and the NonUnIon Coal Fields, 2r
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indiv1dual worker.

When a group of

worke~s

act

collectively through their un&on they are able to
maintain a standard of wages which it would be
impossible for lndivimal workers to achieve.
When the Union is in cm trol the7e are better
working conditions.

~at

was the second of the

advantage which our h ost mentioned as we were
bugging the fire.

In a unionized mine, "they blow

the whistle prompt' when quittin' time comes,"
he said, but now at the mine where he works it
seems that they sometimes make the men work sixteen
and twenty-one minutes overtime without pay.
the work . 1?

, ' ,.;'

was of a creat ive

If

character in which

the men eould express their personalities this
objeotion would be somewhat absurd, but it is one
thing to engage in academic pursuits and work
overtime in the quest for knowledge, but it i8 quite
another to be employed in the cold, dusty tipple
of a mine in winter weather with a steady rear of
coal from the top of the tip ple down into the
coal cars that makes one's head ring afterwards.
{MY host's work was that of a trLmmer, and lt
conslsted of separating the bad lumps as the coal
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shot into the railroad car.}
But "better working conditions" is a phrase
eoyering a great deal more and involve matters
far more serious than working even an hour overtime.
We have already said something of the hesitancy
of the mine workers to report bad eonditions in a
non-Union mine.

In a unionized mine the situation

is quite different, because dangerous conditions
are at once reported by

-e{'~:¥,LJi

employes to the Pit

Committee which at once takes the matter up with
the operator, and the latter may never discharge a
worker without consulting the committee of the Union
Loca, that,is, unless he cares to run the risk of
a local lJtrike.
Alluding to a serious mine disaster, a Union
leader told the writer that it would not have taken
place if the mine had been unionized, because the
men would not then have hesitated to report the
bad conditions which finally resulted in a deathdealing explosion Which snuffed out eighty-two
lives.

Although in this partieular case he probably

exaggerated the situation, any

i~artial

outs1der
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can readily see that a miner will be muoh less
inclined to complain of conditions of work to his
immediate boss individually than if he could bring
the matter to the attention of a unicn Pit Committe&
Then there is the matter of a checkweighman.
It is the function of this individual, when he is
em)loyed by the miners' Union, to prevent dlshonesty
on the part of the operators and to see to it that
the miner gets paid for the full wMght of coal that
he loads in each car, slnce the dlggers gets pald
by the

ton 'p<~

and not by the hour.

This constitutes

a great safeguard against fraudulent operators,
althoggh it is true that a Union checkweighman
can abuse his prlvl1eges.
Aj.,,~,..,u

14lother value of the Unlon 11es in its

demand for contlnuity and regularlty of employment
for the miners.

In

presenting his case before the

Presldent's Coal Commisslon, Mr. Lewis declared
for a shortening of the work day for the purpose
of spreading work more evenly throughout the year.
Thus there would be fewer days of unen;ployment if
the work day was shorter.

Mr. Lewis further polnted
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rut that tlver a perlod of twenty-elght years a Unl ted
States' Survey had revealed that the average number
of worklng days for the coal miners each yelift' was
only 216 out of a posslble 304.

Mr. Devine informs

us that "over a perlod of 30 years bitumlnous coal
miners have had on an average a chance tEl work 213
days a year, thus losmg 95 days, or about 16 slxday weeks. H20
Although It Is admltted that the miners do
occaslonally take a voluntary hD l1day, they get
many involuntary holldays when the mines are shut
down~

It Is argued that if the productlon of coal

were more evenly dlstrlbuted throughout the year,
the price would not vary so much.

Mr. Lewis claims

that the publ1c pays the eonp anies in the price of
coal fg-r those periods of enforced Idleness, and
that in thls manner about $200 per employ e comes
rut of the public for the malntenance of capital
equlpment 1n these idle perlods.

Why should not the

miners profit or benefit from soma of this money
whlch goes to the upkeep of the mines and machlnery
in Idle times?

If we malntain soldlers in time of

peace, why shc-u.1d not the miners be treated in a
20

op. clt •• 221
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somewhat s1milar manner, asks Mr. Lewis.
One of · the most significant of the union's
demands, and one very irksome to the operators,
is the one om ' which its financial strength depends,
and this is the insistence on recognition of the
part of the operators to its right to the check-off.
This demand might well have been listed first.

When

the Union dues are collected by the company by means
of a check-off or deduction before the miner gets
his wages, they are far more certain than if the
Union was compelled to callect its dues from each
individual man.

In view of the fact that, by and

large, the average coal miner is a rather
irresponsible Epicurean and indivldualist, it is
obvlous that the financial power of the union

depen~s

largely on the check-off, and where the Unlon is
not recognized and this prior deduction is not in
effect, the strength of the Unlted Mine lorkers
is somewhat precarious.
It would seem from the fOI'egoing ana.lysis that
the Union is of great adVantage to the miners,
protect1ng them from the too rugged indlvlddalism
of

unscrupul~s

operators.

~e

presence of the Unlan
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strike, saying that we have just arrived te
invest1gate labor troubles and would suggest the
organizat1on of "a comm1ttee, composed of

operato ~ s,

miners, c1t1zens, to bring out the facts," we w111
be told in no uncertain terms, "The th1ng for you
to do, Johnson, 1s to get out of Harlan County
damn QUlCk,"21

and, fa111ng to take the hint, we

may cool our heels for thirty-seven days in the
local ja11.

But 1f we are approach1ng an Oh10

coal operator in t1mes of re1at1ve peace, after
having proved for the past two months that we are
a hann1ess lid1vidua1, he wl11 consent to s1t down
and talk to us, but he tells us 1n no uncertain
terms that the church has got to stay out of labor
troubles and that the church and labor un10ns don't
mix.

He takes us 1nto a back office and we ask

h1m for the reasons why he and other coal " operators
have been refuslng to recogn1ze the Un1on.

We

should 11ke a neat statement, with a first, secondly,
thirdly," ln a form reminlscent of a sermon out11ne.
Instead of a cool, rational argument we
are lnformed that the Un10n has got "too damned
arbltary," that lt ls a racket composed of crooks,
and that there ls no need for lt now as h1s company

21

Cond1tions in Coal F1e1ds, Harlan and Bell Count1es,
---Kentucky, Hea rings on S. Res. 178
Sl
------~

---- ---- ---'
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1s perfectly w111lng to have 1ta employes come w1th
~heir

complaints indiv1dually.

He gives us some

gratu1tous "low-down" on a h1gh officIal of the
Un1ted Mine Workers of Amer1ca.
However, whether they actually say so or not,
the real reason why the operators desp1se the Un10n
1s because 1t ineVitably tends to keep labor costs
up, and, in a compet1t1ve la1ssez-faire system,
this reduces profits in a time of falling prices,
or in normal times, for that

matter~

There is,

however, a reasoned case against the Union and it
should be eons ide red.
A gr1evance which the operators have against
thelinion,

and one whlch undoubtedly carries

we1ght, 1s that when a f1eld is completely un1onize4
there is the danger of the leaders of the Local
determining who shall work at what job.

A very

prom1nent coal oDerator, Mr. Samuel D. Warriner,
wr1ting in the New York T1mes for

~st

5, 1;;23,

declares that th1s is abO tl t as intelligent and
as safe as to permit the crew of a ship to determine
who shall be employed on the boat and at what positions,
without respect to the judgment of the owners or
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captain.

As an Ohio coal operator told the writer,

a young man 1n the coal industry may be assigned
by the Union to a much better and more advanced
job than his experience or ability warrants, and
that

con~equently

there is a lack or incentive and

responsibility to do good work.

rr someone just

enter1ng the employ of a coal company 18 going to
get just as reponsible a position as someone who
has had ten or rirteen years of experience behind
him, there is certainly a wrong scale of values.
Another operator told the writer that when
a mine is unionized it is well nigh Lmpossible to
discharge a bad workman, since the Union refuses
to allow such a proceed1ng unless the lndlvidual
involved had committed some rlagrant violation of
the rules.

Certainly this would work against

erticleney and safety and would tend to roster
irrespons i bility.

'"-,e

The "damned arbitrary" quallty of the m1ners
also is revealed in their lack or a sense of
personal responsibility in recognizing an obligation
to work.

It seems that a holiday is often called

by the Union Local at the beginning of the squirrel
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or the rabbit season, according to what an operator
told the writer.
If the Union men get!!£

"damned arbitarary"

in the opintDn of the operator, and if he attempts
to restra1n or d1scipl1ne them, he has the prospect
of a strike hanging over his head.
of the strike-more anon.

Of the ethics

The writer has been told

by operators that the men slrike on the slightest

provocation, that
In December,

i~

in times of good wages.

l~2b,

before the strength of

the Union was broken in Ohio, a committee of the
Ohio Chamber of Commerce declared that "the real
trouble of the present Ohio s1tuation is lack of
mine d1sciplir:e, poor efficiency, and a noncompetitive wage scale.,,22

The operators and their

sympathizers feel that the Union works against
good discipline and efficiency, and Mr. Carter
Goodrich declares that the "Union intensifies the
customary independence and indiscipline of the
miners, It 23 quoting a saying among miners,- "Join
22

OhiolS

~

Problem, 19

23 ~ Minerls Freedom, 75

•
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the Un10n and qu1t be1ng afra1d of the boss.n 23
The operators declare that they have a r1ght
to pay a worker accord1ng to h1s 1nd1v1dual ab1lity,
and that the flat rate of pay demanded by the Un 10n
discourages 1n1t1at1ve.

They

say that a man

has a const1tutional right t 'o work wherever he
w1shes and that 1 t is a v1olat1oll," pf ind1v1dual
r1ghts tor h1m to be compelled to belong to the
Union before he may secure work at a mine.

They

mainta1n that forc1ng a person to jo1n the miners l
un10n 1s like making people join such bodies as
the Elks or the Congregational Church.

Is 1t not

a violation of human rights for the Union leaders
to 1ntimidate a man into join1pg their ranks?
The ma1n arguments of the non-Un1on operators
of west V1rg1n1a have been summarized as follows
by Mr. Harry Olmstead, Cha1rman of the Labor

Comm1ttee of the W1ll1amson Operators l Assoc1at1on.
(1) The Un10n conspires to put the
non-Un1on f1elds out of business. (2)
There 1s a fundamental antagon1sm between
24
~, '73
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the aims of the Union and West Virginia
operators. (3) The miners show a cont~
for government that makes them unworthy
of public respect. (4) The m1ners do not
respect the contracts which they make with
the operators, who therefqre shOULd
not be asked to do business with such
an irresponsible organizatlon. (5) The
m1ners desire to partlc1pate in the
management of the mines. The Union
results in Ineffioiency and Increased
mining costs. 25

In the second chapter of this thesis we

found that, in the oplnlon of Arlstotle, the
good 11es in a mean between two extremes.
have now presented the two extremes.

We

Let us

see If we cannot hit at the golden mean by
examlning statements of observers of this
indus~rlal

co~fllct,

bearing in mind that the

observer himselr cannot help having a certaIn
sympathy and blas.
Mr. Devine, wrlting from his experience
as a member .of the United states Coal Commission,
declares, BNon-union miners are at the mercy
25
Hinrichs,

~ ~,

12

l5u

of the1r employers and of constantly changing
cond1t1m s beyond the1r control...

It means

that the1r wages may be reduced to any point,
and that there 1s no level below which they may
not fall. n20

The two advantages of the non-

Un10n operator, Mr. Devine declares, are his
abi11ty to cut wages-

an economic advantage-

and the superiority of the coal in his region.
The disadvantages of the non-Union operators
l1e in the fact that they are farther from their
mal'kets and their freight rates are heav1er,
and also that the1r labor is less efficient
than that of the Union fields, although 1t 1s
true that the non-Union m1nes work more steadily
than those that are un1on1zed.
Another point of view is that of Mr. A.
Ford Hinrichs, writing on the Un10n in a volume
of Studies in H1story, Economics,
lssued by Columbia Un1verwljy.

~

Public Law,

He entered upon

his lnvestlgatim with the assumption that, on
the whole, conditions in non-Union fields were

20 Coal

-'

181
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much worse than in Union distriots, but he
deolares that faots brought about a change of
mind.

Writing in 1923, he said,

Viewed statically, that is as
a polnt in time, condition! tend to
be the same ln Union and non-Unlon
fields. But dynamlcally the coal
industry, beoause of the extreme
competltion engendered by overdeTelopment, is a negative force tha~
requlres control ••• The workers secure
this control through the Union and
through this alone, but they are balked
in their efforts by the fields over whloh
they have no control: 1.,e., the nonUnlon fields. Therefore, they must
bring in all flelds. When they have
succeeded, however, the operater is
entltled to some proteotlon and above all,
the miners must be forced to surrender
certain rights to the super~~r rights
of the public as customers.
Mr. Hinrichs states, however, that "wage inoreases
are granted more slowly in response to rising
.osts of living 10 non-Union than in Union flelds."28
It must be admltted, however, that a Union
can become a power for evil and that Union leaders
sometimes abuse their privlleges.

It can become

a "raoket" ln whioh indlvldual leaoers may indulge

27 op • cit., 12

28 Ib1d , 21
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in unethical tactics.

The writer had the good fortune of securing
a statement regarding the Union's activities
in a certain district from a clergyman who
was denounced by both sides in the course of
a strike, but who, on the whule, seems generally
conservative in his social and economic philosophy,
feeling that little can be done by organized
labor until the workers

hav~

been educated to

a greater sense of responsibiltty.

Although he

would have made use of a different adjective, he
would have agreed with an operator who told the
writer that "damned illiteracy" was at the root
of the labor troubles in the bituminous coal
industry.

The clergyman's statement follows.

The United Mine Workers could be
of great value today by leading the men.
The (name of distriot) miner is a Union
man. Neither he nor his father nor his
grandfather are or were trained to think
for themselves- leaders thought for them.
Today leaders have failed because they
placed personal greed aboye public welfaBe,
hatred above reason, money above service,
which made it possible for the operators
to buy the labor leaders. 'rhe United
Mine Workers in (name of district) is
now in a deplorable condition because not
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even the men can place trust in the
organization. Any workman knows that a
man who assumes a position working for
the Union is being well paid. A poor man
today starts working for the Union (and)
~'ttr.1!.1 a £ew days he will be gaudily
dressed, (and will have) a car and plenty
of liquor at his disposal, and will eat
enormous meals while miners starve.
He is not thinking about the good of
his fellowmen, he thinks about himself.
When he talks before a mass meeting he
doesn't think anything of the truth or
of what injury he might do to publio life
or the ooal i~dustry, he wants only to
make the operator stand out as a Sa~ei0
character rolling in wealth and contro'lling eve~ybody who doesn't agree with him.
The one big condemning factor against the
United Mine Workers in (name of district)
is their complete laok of responsibility.
They do not accept the responsibility of
caring for the poor. Rather, 'steal
what you can and the other fellow will
keep still.' No responsibility for
dynamitings or shootings or arson. They
will not appear in court ••• cannot be
sued ••• Not responsible because they are
not incorporated. If they should become
incorpora~ed and were responsible the
public would feel differently toward the~
••• The last strike was lost because the
men who were leading instead of using
their brains endeavored to incite riot
through hatred and misrepresentations.
As long as they cont1nue in this way,
they will lose and soon kill the United
Mine Workers.
It must be recognized that

Q

labor leader

may identify his own economic gain with the
good of his Unim in much the same naive fashion
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as we found the 1nd1v1dua11stlc caplta11sts of
the nineteenth century lns1sting on an
estab11shed harmony between persvnal profit and
the pub11c good.

It should also be noted that

in every labor union there is always a radical
group that w1l1 stop at nothing to enforce the1r
demands on .i nd1v1duals.

STRIKING ETHICS.

In order to bring out the tangled character
of the problem of 1ndustr1al relatlcn s 1n the
b1tum1nous coal 1ndustry and to reveal the ethics
of the strike we shall close this chapter with
a narrative of a str1ke that took place in the
Hocking Valley coal f1elds in Oh10 in 1932.

But

f1rst we must cons1der 1ts background •.
In 1927 and 1928 ,the hold of the Un1 ted Mine
Workers in Ohio was broken,due to the fact that
the Union leaders lost in . lthe1r f1ght for a
continuance of war-time wages.

At a conference

in Jacksonv1l1e, Florida, in 1927, the operators
agreed to continue war-time wages on condi tim
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that the west Virginia and Kentucky mines would
be unionized.

But this part of the agreement

was not fulfilled, and in addition to this there
was no readjustment of freight rates.

The

operators declared that the situation was
impossible, and they invited the Union leaders
to discuss matters, but the latter refused,
inalsting on the demands of the Jacksonville
agreement.
violence.

A strike resulted and
The

opera~ors , broke

th~re

was

off relations

with the Union and offered continuous work to
the miners lf they would return to work 1n spite
of the Union's call fer a strike.
in "he

They sald that,

long run, the earn ings of the miners

wo~d

be greater than what they would receive under
the higher wage rate of the Jacksonville agre'e ment,
since under this latter plan, only a 11mlted
amount of work could be undertaken.

The miners

had little else to do but follow the operators'
orders or starve, so they went back to work under
the new conditions, but the work was no more regular
than before, and reduction fOllowed reduction.
~us

the Union's grip on Ohio and especially on

l5b

the Hocking Valley was broken.

Incidentally a

mine-worker who is an ex-Union man told the
writer that the Union "broke itself because it
was so rotten."
However, 1t

shou~d

be ijDted that although

the Union was no longer recognized by the
opera~ors,

that did not mean

non-existent in the State.
to certain

t~es

that it had become

Unionism is a religion

of miners, and the Union leaders

command the loyalty of many workers.

Th~,

although the leaders of the Union deplore Violence,
if one owns his own home, it is well to take out
very heavy insurance if he wishes to work in a
mine contrary to the Union's wishes, as we shall
presently discover.
In the fall of

19~1

there were various labor

troubles in the liocking Valley.

We have already

seen that one of the claims of the Union is the
right of the workers to choose their own checkweighman, and

th.~e

was much controversy over

the election of one such
September, 1931.

~e

fQ~ctionary

for a mine in

Union issued an ultimatum

to the Sunday Creek Coal Company that if certain
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demands were not granted, a strike would be
called.

Besides the controversy over the

checkweighman, it was claimed that the company
was discharging men who were taking an active part
in Union undertakings and also that there were
attempts at wage reductions.

A few minor strikes

occurred at individual mines and there were signs
of violence.
In December, 1931, the Scale Comrnitttee of
the Union issued a statement that Open Shop in the
Hocking Valley had brought wlow wages and miserable
working conditians,w that the cut-throat practices
of op,erators had reduced wages, bringing bankruptcy
to miners and business men, that many of the miners
had spent their entire life savings and had
mortgaged their homes, that old miners were unable
to secure work because of the rigid physical
examination required under the Open Shop regime,
and that the non-Union policy wo uld bring starvation
and ruin to the miners and their families.

Every

miner was urged to join the Union.
On January 23,

19~2,

the operators of the

Hocking Valley coal mines met and adopted a new
wage scale to take effect on February 1,

19~3.
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This scale involved an approximate 25% reducbion.
The operators felt that this was neoessary

in

vIew

of the fact that they had been run off the

~reat

Lakes' trade. and they were hoping that

their new wage seale might be instrumental in
seouring some of thsi this business 1, again.
They claimed, fUrthermore, that their business
was belng hurt by the competition of "wagon"
mines. i., e •• mines wIth no railroad siding and

In

accesssible only to wagons, truoks etc.,
of the fact that wages were lower in other

view

distriot~

they olaimed they were unable to mal"ket their
product. and one reason for theproposed reduoticn
was the effort to maintain a uniform wage.
One of the operators told the wr1ter that they
held the wage soale up as long as they cou.ld.
They had been paylng at the rate of about $4.25
a day for laborers and
coal.

4U~

a

ton for

loading

ThIS operator furthermore stated that In

mines in neIghboring dIstricts where the Union had
little or no influence. the corresponding wages
were from $2.43 t. $2.70 a day, and from
27~

for laading.

23~

to

It was the contentiun of the
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operators that it would be necessary for them to
close some of the mines if the former wage scale
were to be continued, and under the prevailing
conditions a closed mine meant an abandoned mine.
They concluded with the following statement,
published in the Athens Messenger for January

2~,

1932.

We believe thiS to be a fair !feale
under exist~g condttions and our
investigations show that it is as high as
now beIng paid in any competItIve district
and 111Uch higher than is being paid by the
majority.
A few days later, the mine

work~rs

practically unanimously for a strike.

voted
Mr. Lee

Hall, President of District No.6, United Mine
Workers or America, was quoted as saying that
the real

co~etition

from which the operators

were suffering was nut from the mines in districts
south of Ohio but from competitIon among themselves.
'llie writer has been told, (not by a labor leader
but by one who has friends among the operators),
that the coal conp anies of the Hocking Valley are
keenly competItive, that they have sumetimes cut
their prices on coal without notifying each other

lou

that they have no organization, and that when
they have succeded Ln comLng to agreements, the

latter are soon broken.

Although the writer knows

so little of the aotual situation that it is
diffioult for him to evaluate the

sta~ement

of

Mr. Hall quoted above, it seems olear tha" the
opera"ors are obliged to oompete with one another,
as well as with the non-Union mines in west
Virginia and Kentucky.
On February lUth the strike was reported as
100% effeotive.

large meeting

The following day there was a
of the miners at Nelsonville, at

which a peacefuL settlement of the strike was
advooated and the formation of a Federal Coal
Commis*ion was endorsed.

Four days later,the

operators fla"ly refused to meet representatives
of Ghe United Mine Workers, and their continued
refusal to recognize the Union or disouss

matt ~ rs

with the Union leaders constituted the seoond
major cause of the contLnuance of the strike and
the one which brought about much animOSity and
bitterness.

The Operators were quoted in the

Athens Messenger for February 15, 1932, as saying,
We will have no dealings with the
United Mine Worke1's of America, and we
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positively will not meet representatives
of the group_
We have offered to our
employees the highest wage s~le it is
possible for us to pay_ No higher wage
scale is being paid by our competitors.
Gontin.uatim or this strike will mean
total abadonment of several properties in
this district. We are making this statememt
so that our employes will understand th~t
our position is uncha,lig~ and that no
deviation fro.m the open-shop polt~ will
be considered.
The very next day, the Sunday Greek Goal

Compa~,

in accordance with this threat, abandoned a mine
that had been

empl~1ng

about 150 men and which

had been in operation 40 years.
At a meeting of the United Mine Workers
on this date, Captain Tetlow, International
Representative of the United Mine Workers of
America, claimed that the reason why the operators
refused to recognize.' the miners t Unim was
because this policy was being dictated by the
railroads and large consumers, and he asserted
the railroads were saving $100,000,00 annually
because of the non-Union policy of certain
operators.

He went on to say that now the most
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important thing was to get the recognition of the
Union.

He dedlared that since the Union had been

broken in the Hock1ng Valley, wages had declined
from s1xty to seventy per cent.

However, 1t seems

to the wr1ter that such an argument is open to
criticism when this country 1s afflicted with a
serious depression in all industrIes, although it
must be admitted that a strong Union can put a
brake on drastic wage cutting.

Another representative

of the miners I Union declared at the foregoing
meeting that all of the improved conditions secured
by the miners had been taken away, noting that
the wages of railroad and steel workers had been
reduced only 10%.

Unicn leaders declared that

mines could be operated one-th1rd
aheaper under Union conditions than under
the open shop policy; that extremely
costly and wasteful practices which they
(the operators) charged are part of the
system would be eliminated under Union
operation; that where formerly a mine was
operated with but two bosses, today a
mult1tude of bosses was required; that
guards were unnecessary under the Union ••
(and that) all these things were 26arged
to the miner in reduced earnings.
A few days later Mr. Oral Daugherty, Labor

29
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superintendent for the Sunday Creek Coal
Company, accused the Union of mak1ng the Hocking
Valley district the "goat" of the Ohio mines,
since,ln other parts of Ohl0,

miners were getting

38¢, 30¢ and 25¢ a ton and nob objections were
made.

Since coal was on the down-grade everywhere,

he. did not see any sense in there beLng a
in the Hocking Valley.

strl~e

The Union leaders' reply

to this was that the strike was oaused by wage
reductlons and that Mr. Daugherty's line of argument
was fallaeilll. s, since some fields were in a position
to pay higher wages than others.
Although the strike seemed to start peaoeab1;y
enough, signs of violence began to appear within
a month after the call, and they increased.

At

flrst, Governor White sald that he had no objections
to picketing, but he deolared that lf vlo1ence did
not cease he would call ln the Natlcnal Guard.
As March wore on the sltuatlon became more tense.
A ml1ltary observer was sent in by the Governgr,
and this 1Ddlvldual crltlclzed both sides for
thelr selfishaess whl1e miners' children were
starving.

on March 31st, the Unlon issued a strike
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call to 13,000 miners in Ohio and the West Vir.;giIiia
panhandle, sayIng that this should be continued
~til ' a . ,I

contract was made with the United Mine

Workers regarding wages and working conditions.
This strike order was addressed to all workers not
under contract.
In justice to the Union leaders, It should
be noted that on AprIl 29th they p.Dposed

a

temporary agreement, according to which coal could
be furnished to public institutions in the State
of Ohio until the final settlement of the strike.
Needless to say, the operators refused tosign,
as recognition of the Union was one of the cla.ses
in the agreement.
On May 17, 1932, Governor White came forward

with h1s ten-point plan for the solut1on of the
tangled situation.

He called attention to the

fact of the "bitter internal strife" in the

~io

coal fields, that not only were the miners and
their families suffering as a

re~lt

of the strike,

but that there was a "general prostraticn of
business in the areas dependent upon the coal
industry."

He stated that i t was hls opInion
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that the only " solutlon 'of the problem lay in an
open-mlnded dlsousslon and faoing of the faots
on the part of operators and miners, but that all
efforts on his part to bring representlatves of
the miners and of the operators had falled, because
of the refusal of the operators to meet with
Unlon men.

'He admitted that there had probably

been "questlonable praotloes ln the past," but that
dlstrust could not be elimlnated until there was
frank dlscusslon and mutual understanding on the
part of both sldes.

He showed hlmself in

essentlal sympathy wlth the prlnclple of oollectlve
bargalning, say lng,
I slncerely bell eve that permanent peaoe
cannot be attalAed nor the coal mlnlng
industry of Ohio placed on a sound basls,
untl1 the pr1noiple of collectlve bargaln1ng
between operator and mlner ls recognlzed,
and the contracts made subject to re-adjusment wlth changlng economlc condltlons, waloh
wll1 permlt a reasonable proflt to the
operator and a falr l1ving to the m1ner.
The ten-point plan was, on the whole, a
compromise agreement that was to run for a year.
To analyze and criticize its main features ls
beyond the scooe of thls paper as that would take
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ue into tangled economic problems that we do not
feel qualified to discuss.

By and large, ' however,

the plan was nearer to the demands ot the
operators than to those of the Union leaders,
because it did not provide for the recognition

ot the Union which would appear to be implied in
"the prinoi:,le

ot oolleotive bargaining."

Thisplan was at once attaoked by Mr. ThIesen,
Chairman of the Union Scale Committee, on the
ground that it neither recognized the Union nor
guaranteed adequate wages.

A few days later one

of the mines in the Hocking Valley attempted to
resume work on the basis of this proposed agreement.
There was Violence, and the sheriff promptly
pronounced a state of lawlessness and riot, and
and injunction was seoured whioh prohibited the
parking ot any car or the congregating ot
individuals within two miles of oertain mines in
the reglon.
It Is interestltg to note that the dignified
~

York Times oarrled a misleading wrlte-up ot

the situation under the caption,
Ends War in the Coal Fields.
----

~

GDvernor

The real war was
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just beginn1ng and th1s was rank nonsense.

(This

1s not intended as a gibe at &overnor White,
who was doing all in his power to end the strike,
but rather as an example of the type of reports
that appear 1n newspapers far from the scene of

,

m1ning troubles.) '

The month of June was marked by many acts
of violence.

M1nes were reopening.

were using str1ke-breakers.

~he

Operators

Natlonal Guard

arrived and were stat.oned at varlous polnts,
1n spite of the vehement protests of the m1ners.
There were near-r1ots.

Tear-gas bombs were used.

A woman in a picket line was shot.

Houses ot

m1ners who were going back to work under the new
plan

wer~

wrecked.

On

July 7th. a m1ne worker's

wife and seven chlldren narrowly esoaped death
when a portlon at thelr home was dynamlted.

The

presence of the National Guard enraged the miners,
and a Unlon leader told the wrlter that there would

have been no violence at allif the soldiers had
not been sent In.

From another quarter we learned

that there would have beBn no violence for the
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simple reason that nobody would have dared to
go back towork.

Each side accused the other for

the responsibility for the dynamitings.

Union

leaders felt that some of the explosions might
be traced to individuals who wishEd to discredit
the Union.

Some mine-guards (of

t~is

fraternity

more anon in the next chapter) were arrested at
Glouster for drun)cenness, following a near riot.
The arrival of some twelve or thirteen
strike-breakers trom outside to work at a mine
at Chauncey was the cause of a small battle in
which lives were lost.

Snipers peppered the

tipple of the No. 25 mine at Chauncey with long
range guns.

Gas bombs were thrown at

pt~ts

near the Lick Run mine a few miles from NelsonVille, and the s1tuatioI¥': was growing worse and
worse.
A picket l1ne is an exoellent example of the
relativity of value.

To the striking miner it

is a group of men who are brave enough to manifest
their disppproval of the operators' taking awa1
the1r meal tickets b1 bringing in "scabs" in time
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of strike.

On the other hand, to the operator

it is affectionately known as a "hell-hole."
It is extremely difficult to preserve an attitude
of philosophic calm when one's youngsters are
hungry and another man is in possession of one's
job, and, from the operator's standpoint, when a
rock smashes through the glass of your car as
you are going to your place of business you f1nd
it very nard;

.~

to preserve an attitude of

scientific tentativeness.
On August 15th, Mr. Tetlow again spoke at
Nelsonville.

He declared that Governor White's

suggested wage gf $3.28 a day was far belew the
$5 a day being offered by the Indiana and Il11nois
operators, and that 1t was an attempt to "bring
about stabil1zed poverty in the Ohio mining
districts."

Attacking recent regulations and

injunctions, he said it was unconst1tutional to
forbid miners to assemble 1n groups of more than
three.

As an argument for the recognition of the

Union, he declared that the coal industry's premium
under the Workmen's Oompensat1on Law could be
reduced 1f the Union

were recognized, since its
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safety standards would lessen the number of acc1dents.
He also requested the miners to refrain from v1olence.
The same day at Buchtel, three m1les away, there
was dynam1ting, and tear gas bombs were used to
d1sperse a crowd.
As August drew to a close, the dynamit1ngs
continued.

~e

National Guardsmen were adv1sed to

change from defens1ve to offensive tactices.
Several ch1ldren of a man who was said to be In
active supp ort of the strike rather narrowly
escaped injury when the1r home was dynamited.
The sher1ff ordered the abandonment of a p'.ket
camp.
Mr. Lee Hall, of the United Mlne Workers,
was quoted on August 28th as saying,

"When

the

strike ceases in the Hock1ng Valley it will be
when the men who are on str1ke and their families
believe that the time has come when they can go
no further, and that time 1s not here yet."

He

blamed pa1d agents of the operators for eighty
per cent of the v1olence.

Another Union leader

protested against the alleged promiscuous shooting
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and target pract1ce ot the Nat10nal Guard.

S1x

dynamlt1ngs were reported'dur1ng the f1rst two
weeks of September.
On September 13th and 14th, Governor Wbtte
finally secured agreements after conferences
w1th Unlon leaders and operators, and the ten-polnt
plan 1n amended form was subscrlbed to by both
s1des.

On September 18th, representat1ves of

local Un10ns meetlng in Murray C1ty rat1fled
the agreement by a vote of 75 to 24.

The publlc

statements g1ven out by Un10n leaders followlng
the adopt1on of thls plan expressed w1lllngness
to eo-operate in accordance wlth the Governor's
program, but the open shop pollcy was Yehemently
denounced.

Mr. Lee Hall was quoted as saying,

We have had enough of the non-unlon
pollcy in thls fleld.
We expect to bulld from thls day on
our organlzatlon to lts full strength ln
Southern Ohl0.
We have thls day renewed
our pledge to the resolutlon adopted last
December and w1ll patronlze our frlends
and defeat our enemles. 29
The unlon leaders were d1ssatlsfled wlth the
result because they wanted recognitlon of the
29

The Athens Messenger, Sept. 18, 1932.
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Union, and they felt that the wage mindmum on
the ten-point plan is inadequate.

In

fact, one

of them told the writer that the the Governor's
program was the worst thing the men ever get.
They can not forgive the Governor for sending
in the National Guard "just because somebody
threw a stone at a car."
When the writer asked one of the operators
if the Governor's plan was saitsfactory,

.e

replied so.ewhat testily, "Of course it was
satisfactory.
it wasn't."

We wouldn't have accepted it, it
This operator felt that, on the

whole, the Governor had been pretty fair during
the whole controversy.

The Union leaders seem

to be of the opinion that although the Governor
was friendly to them at fim t, the final plan
suggested that he was siding with the operators.
The men went back to worksoon after the
agreement was signed.

Probably a good many "

would have gone back before, but they had no'
desire to have their homes dynamited.
a few reverberationa of

the

strike~

There were
however.
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One of the operators dld not ablde by one of
the condltlons of the Governor's plan,

"' . ""..1

namely, that of taking back old employes, whereupon
troops were wlthdrawn from the mlne.
followed.

Vlo1ence

TWo were kl11ed, one of whom was an

lnnecent boy recently gr.aduated from Hlgh School.
He was h1t by a bullet from a m1ne-guard l a rlfle
wh11e he was standing 1n the kltchen door of hls
home.

The Governor at once 1nterceded, sendlng

troops to close the mlne and dlsarm the guards,
declar1ng that the mine would be closed untll
publlc safety was assured.
From the latter part of September, 1932,
to the present wrltlng, (April, 1933), the
sltuatlon ln the Hocklng Valley baa been re1atlve1y
peaceful, except for a minor dlapute here and
there.

However, the wrlter was told that there

haa been a good deal of tenslon under' the surface
and that there was talk of a strlke in the months
of Jsnuary and February, but thl11 was averted.
Although everyone was antlclpa t ing trouble ' "
. "'-y when the author was making his vll1lts to the
Hocklng Valley, an ltem ln the Cleveland Plain
Dealer of Aprl1 18, 1933, under the captlon
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Ohl0

~

Peace

~

!!!

Coal Mlnes, suggests

that both Unlon leaters and operators are
beglnning to discover the values of co-operatlon.
It was regarded as highly slgnlflcant that
operators had oonsented to meet with Unlon
leaders for the first time since 1927.

Judging

from thls and other newspaper reports lt seems
unllkely that there wl1l be another industrial
conflict in May.

The Governor advanced a program

which includlJd!: . the organizing of a a board of
arbitration to be composed of employers and
employes, and there seems to be every indicaticn
that a repetition of the strike of 1932 wlll be
averted.

The type of ethios that prevalls in the
bltuminous coal industry in times of strike
should now be made clear.

The operator evidently

believes in lalssez-faire until he finds that
pickets and strikers are interfering with his
buslness, and then he ls glad enough to call 1n
government proteotlon.

The Unlon mlner, on the
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other hand, believes most firmly in collective
action and collective bargaining, but when it comes
to dealing with a Wdirty scab" he turns rugged
individualist with a vengeanoe and does not desire
to be interfered with as he places a charge ot
dynamite under the strike-breaKer's home or
assaults him as he leave for his work in the
darkness preceding the dawn of the early morning.
Consistency 1s a rare jewel.

To say that the bituminous coal industry
1s in a chaotic condition 1s to state the case
mildly.

Even as far back as 1926 Mr. Hamilton

and Miss Wr1ght wrote,
lihen a fling at coal mining is
a gambler's desperate venture; when
coal operators 1n action undo each
other's sound judgments; when bankruptcy is likely to visit the efficient
as well as the inefficient; when the
laborer's skill has lost its market and
hIs job is likely to flit; when lIvIng
and stQJ!ldards ot work and of safety
are threatened by the lack of an
agency to maintain them; when the
kaleidoscopic pattern ot the Industry
bears one de&lgn this month,and another
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the next; when no one knows even
stat1st1cally what a day may br1ng
forth; when the part1es to the industry
are 80 confused that they call upon
the causes of the current p11ght to
malntaln order, he wonders, where, oh,
where, the goodly prom1ses of the
competit~~1deal tgothe eoal
industry have fled.

30 The Case

£!

Bituminous Coal, 255
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CHAPTER V

MY NEIGHBOR LAZARUS
"Just as Dives sinned against the poor man
at his gate because for want of thought he never
put himself in his place and let his heart and
conscience tell hIm what he ought to do, so do
we sin against the poor man at our

J

gate."l

Let us take a look at the town in which
Lazarus resides, the home which he occupIes,
and the religim which he professes.

we shall

see him hungry, naked, sick, and in prison.
However, this is not the last chapter of our
thesis, for in our conclusion we shall discover
that one not unlike the Good Samaritan comes
along, feeds, clothes, and plans fer Lazarus.

1

Albert Schweitzer, on the
Forest, 2.

~

of the Primeval
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COALVILLE.*
It Is a bleak wlnter day.

There 115 a

flne mlst or sleet that freezes as Its strIkes
the wlndshleld of your oar, making drlving
dlfflcul t.

You follow a wInding road through

hollows and 11ttle valleys, wlth here and there
a "snow-blrd"**

***where mlners
or "country-bank"

wlth blackened faces are fIlling motor trucks
wlth the coal they have just brought out from
the bowels of the earth.

We oross numerous

ra11road tracks and sldlngs to larger operatlons,
and every now and then we have to walt at a cross1.ng"

for a fre1ght train hauling ooal to dlstant

olties.
Tbe smell of ooal burning on gob-plIes str1kes
our nostrl1s.

Here at the slde of the road in

* "Coalville" will be used as a 6..,- c..-,;:, pseudonym
for the typical mining camp. It 115 necessary t.
dist1nguish between Coalvllle in the Hocklng Valley
of Ohio, Coalvllle, Kentucky, and Coalvllle, west
Virginia. Where the dlstlnctions ' are sign1f1cant
we w1l1 add the name of the state.

**

"Snow-blrds" are small mlnes operating only
during the winter months when demand is high.

*** "Country-bank" mines are small affalrs serving
only the immedlate neighborhood.
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New Straltsvl11e, Ohl0, we notloe llttle
fumaroles of steam.

We learn that ln the great

Hocking Valley str1ke of 1584-1885, a large
mine here was set on flre.

Some *ay that the

owners Ilghted the blaze, but a story to the
effect that SOme frenzled strik1ng miners set
a car of coal on flre and rolled it into the
m1ne, standing guard at the entrance, seems
more plauslble.

Desplte efforts of engineers,

the flre ls tl11 going.
Every now and then we come on abandoned
tipples and m1ning operatlons, monuments to
the big boom days immediately follow1ng upon the
World War.

There are rows of forlorn houses,

wlth perhaps two or three 1nhablted and the rest
falllng into decay.
to Coalville.

We approach nearer and nearer

It 1s somewhat off the beaten

track and we are ob11ged to take a slde road.
It 1s very easy to skld off this highway or get
stuck 1n some deceptlve mud-hole that 1s covered
by a thInk layer of newly fallen snow in thls
klnd of weather.

If we cross the Ohlo Rlver

we f1nd our thoroughfare leading up a valley
between two mountalns.

We get further and further
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from civilization and the sense of isolation
grips us.

Let Mr. Malcolm Ross describe his

approach to Coalville, West Virginia, or
possIbly Coalville, Kentucky.
We drove today along roads at the
bottom of a wedge of hills, with every
mile taking us to another huddle of
miners' shacks, great drab beetles with
theIr stilt legs braeed against the slope.
Rain hid the hl11tops, a cold rain rank
with the smell of soft ooal from burning
gob piles. The car lurched up a slIthery
side road, took to the slate bed of the
creek in some !p ots, and onee crossed it
on a railroad trestle. The village looked
partioularly dreary today. On the far
side the creelc bank has clumps .f laurel
and ledges of clean rock. ' On the near
side is a row of outhouses, some fallen
into the oreek, behind this a waste of
mud strewn with tin cans, then the
unpainted shacks in dismal lines faoing
the raIlroad traek. 2
If it is a small mine there will be only
about a score of houses, but if it 1s a large
operation we may find a hundred or more dwellings.
Most of the houses are three-room cabins with no
foundatims, although we do find some two-story
affairs.

It is a oompany town and the eompany

has built the houses, renting them to the miners

2
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at the rate of two dollars a roam per month,
wh1ch is taken out of the m1ners' wages before
they receive them.

However, 1f the m1ne 1s

not worklnS, wh1ch 1s very 11kely to be the
ease 1n Coalv111e, Kentucky, the operator
may be lenient . with the rent, perm1tt1ng h1s
p i'

'::'_. employes to remain in the1r

homes w1thout pay1ng 1t.
Let us look more closely at these houses
1n Coalv111e.

Because of the fact that the

work1ng 11fe of the coal m1nes 1s often
comparat1vely short, the company w111 spend
no more money than

necessary upon 1ts houses.

If the dwell1n@ generally conform to the average
speeif1c1at1on of two-thirds of the 71,000 homes
1n the survey of the Un1ted states Coal Comm1ss10n,
we f1nd that these houses are "f1n1shed on the
outs1de w1th weather board, usually na11ed
d1rectly to the frame with no sheathing other
than paper, and sometimes not even that.":3
If the cab1ns of Coalv111e rank with the lower
25% of miners' homes, their outside f1n1sh will
:3
What

~ ~

Commission Found, 143.
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be mere board and batten.

In

all 11kelthood

wood and sheathlng wl1l form the lnslde flnlsh.
The roofs are made of oompos1t1on paper.
you dr1ve past several of these houses,
turnlng aslde from a pump here and there In
the m1ddle of the road.

These pumps have to

serve several faml1les, and there ls no runnlng
water 1n the camp.
We stop the oar near one of the homes and
proceed to knock on the door.
house asks us to come In.

The man of the

He tells us he has

just taken hls bath at home, because he 18
oharged ten cents for the pr1v1lege of us1ng
the showers at the'inlne.
grate f1re.

We s1t down faclng the

Soon the w1fe comes In.

She has

borne slx chl1dren, f1ve of whom are 1n the
next room, the slxth hav1ng been la1d to rest
a f'ew weeks prevlous ln the 11t.tle cemetery
above the camp.

That f'uneral was an occas10n

that one does not easl1y forget,- the pr1m1t1ve
wa1l1ng of' a mother for a lost member of her
brood, the falntlng of' a bereaved father.
We learn that a new entry 1s belng drlven 1n

I.:. t h e mine and tha't the I!l8.n 01 th0

hOUIHl

TOas

ourn, fOI' ,ut &u'; lday School she sing!') very

son

"' ~~ fl

made 11 graa-u n<' !!1Q :tor himself 38''I'6ra1

~1andred Ja ,~ rs

o.

i1WU~1 )xl • ,r.an~Ell·. no cr1b for R 'bed
'i'.ao l.ittlc Lord Jesl18 laid Qn'Rn hl~ 8\~eet head.

tlomE) uf. the least of theso his tl'l'ethrer,

beds, let

"1::'3

not

'.HI

t',llce n flyin[, trip to " O!>3.1v;,J.le

".r'

~)[!,rk:ea

the oal' and walked.

l'eC911't!.y shut-down tOlm reeln stunned.

"ie attracted no attention, !; noman in
a eotton ell:;1 lind bare feet leaned on her
,9orch rail tD watch ,. g1rl play with 0
Bki~-rop0 made of !l pair o~ stooking
\rootted at tho toen. Srw stopped ekip'.'ilg
to spit bloo(: into 0. ,pool on tho .lorch,
The mothe r ssw this wlthn;J t ';). gelltur",.
The ehl1driln 'ft'er0 not at B(lhool~ she
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sald, because they had nothLng fit te we~.
We went lnslde. There was a slngle
bed sheetless, on which four people slept,
two chalrs wlth broken seats, the usual
coal grate flre, old newspapers pasted
up for wallpaper. The place smelt foully.4
R--- C-----·s place was neat
compared wlth the D-----·s, where we
found 8 of them ln bed, one lad wlth
pneumonia, Conditions at this place are
just beyond description. Later we saw
a doctor who i8 attending them. He said
if we thought it bad there now we shou~d
have been in when there were 13 of them
in bed. I think there were 3 beds and a
cot to accomodate them all. 5
It 1a interesting to net e that in a detailed
survey made of thirty-one mlnersl homes made by
Miss EVa Andrews in Glouster, Ohio, in 1931, in
flfteen of the houses more than two people were
occupying the same bed.
In a survey entitled The Welfare of Children

in Bituminous Coal Mining Communities in West
Virginia, Miss Nettie P. McGill states
In 40 per cent of the homes there
were 3 or more persona to each sleeping
room, and in at least one family in seven
there were from four to nine "persons to
each bedroom. In three native white
4

Ross,

~~,

23-24
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families eight or nLne persons, usually
parents and young chIldren, slept in one
room... The practice of takLng lodgers
in small quarters exposes growIng chIldren,
especially not only to the dIscrnnfort
and unhealthfulness of overcrowding but
also to the serIous socIal evIls whIch
may result/- from a lack of prlvacy.14
The wrIter once learned from experIence
how cold it can get in a miner's cabin at night.
By and large, these company· houses are without

foundatIons.

It

was early wLnter and the

thermometer dld not go more than ten or twelve
degrees below the freezIng poLnt.

The klthhen

was warm and the combLnatlon ltilng-room and
bed-room occupled by the host and hostess was
comfortable wIth a grate fire.

But there was

no fIre Ln the thIrd room whlch opened off thls
bed-room, and, for the sake of prlvacy, It was
kept closed.

In

splte of the fact that the

wlndows were shut and the wrlter had several
layers of blankets over him and was wearLng a
a sweater over warm flannellette pa3ema.alj, lt
was se cold he could hardly sleep.

It should

be admitted, however, that three youngs.ers
6

op. clt., 14

,
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sleep1ng in the same bed could help keep one
another warm and that the connectIng door would
have been left open.
If one is to get a complete picture of what
lt i8 to 11ve In OoalvI11e, somethIng should
be sald of the sanltary condItions.

This ls not

an elegant nor a savory subject, but If we wish
to get an Idea of what the 11fe of the coalminers and their families is really llke, lt
must be faced.
We have already noted that there 18 no
running water 1n the houses In Ooalville and
that a pump must be patronized, the latter
serving several familles.

unless the citizens

of CoalvIlle occupy homes characterIstIc of
the best three per cent of the mine-workers'
dwellings, they

have no indoor toIlets and

are oblIged to use prIvIes.

Some fortunate

famIlIes may have exclusive rIghts, but sometlmes
one outhouse has to sefve two famllles
Quoting from MIss MeGlll we learn that,

O~

more.
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The pr~vies were commonly of the dry.
open-back arlrface type to which ' chickens.
hogs. and flies had easy access, especially
as they were not screened. They were seldom
and insufficiently cleaned; cleaning onoe
a year appeared to be the standard, though
in one camp, prlvies were saId to be cleaned
at the request of the famllies, and in at
least one or two others - they were never
cleaned ' except mt' the occupants of the
houses ••• One mother reported an entirely
novel method of cleaning the ramilytoiletbeing tled to a tree just over the creek
it was upturned and cleaned when the water
of the creek rose, and restored to its
uprlght position when the waters subsIded. 7
When cond1tions llke this prevailed 1n the
early 'twentles in CoalVille, what can we expect
in a ttme of severe depression?

It can read1ly

be seen that a mining-camp even in falrly good
time can eas1ly become a fertile ground for the
spread of disease lf due precautlons are not taken.
The United States Publlc Health Serv1ce in 1ta
report to the Pres1dent's Coal Commission of 1922
declared,
There can be no question as to the
general backwardness of the bitum1nous
coal patches as regards satisfactory
methods of dlsposing of human excreta.
7

~~,16
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I
In many minLng camps and towns too it
is apparent that the importance of the
subject is but partially realized •••
Lack of proper sewage disposal methods
may be ascribed to careless planning,
failure to enlist the service of experts
and Lnadequate knowledge of health
safeguarding. 8
In

~e

Ohristian Oentury of September 16,

1932, there was a letter from Miss Ruth Fox,
researcher in pediatrics at the Fifth Avenue
Hospital, New York City.

She had made a health

study of 200 miners' children Ln Ooalville,
West Virginia.

After noting the eagerness with

which mine-workers' wives asked for birth-cont»ol
information, Miss Fox remarked,
There is a direct connection between
undernourishment, low wages, irregmlar
work and indecent livLng conditions,
as evidenced by the fact that the Lncidence
of typhoid and dysentery is far beyond the
statistics of any civilized community, due
to thepollution of the water supplied by
the coal conpanies, which in Gallagher,
for Lnstance, comes from a source immediately
adjacent to outhousesused by the mlners. 9

" - - - -£!

What the Ooal Commisslon Found, 147

9 ~ HeaJtb

Miners' Ohildren, op. clt., 1148

,--------------------------------~
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When we define welfare in terms of the
conscious satisfactions and healthy functioning
of the psycho-physical organism in wh1ch there
is a harmonious co-operation
of the human facultles-

and integratlon

the crlterla of human

well-belng suggeeted by Prof. J. A. Hobson 1n
hls Econom1csand Ethlcs-

such conditlons are

the ver,y antltheels of that sItuatIon 1n wh1ch
"llberty,"~ulness,"

and "varlety of 11fe"

prevall, and they form a breedlng ground for
those dlseases which block the development of
personalIty.

LAZARUS' FAMILY.
Ho~

blg Is Lazarus' family?

That Is not

an easy questlon to answer always, for miners'
familIes vary 10 slze, but, o~he whole, It ls
llkely to be large.

The wrlter made a partlal

survey of a coal camp which we shall call Coalvllle,
Ohl0, securlng the names and ages of the chIldren
in each home.

under conditlons prevaillng 10

coal towns even 1n times of employment, (and
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the mine in this camp was giving fairly steady
work during the ttme of this survey), company
houses are not 1dea1 for the ra1sing of large
fami11es.

When children are not properly spaced

it means a great burden on the wife and mother,
and she grows old quickly.

The results obtained

from this survey are recorded on ' the following
page.

In

the column at the left is the

arbitrary number chosen to represent the family,
the next number to the left indicates the numbaT
of ch11dren in each home, and the numbers w1thin
the parentheses indicate their ages.

A "1_)"

indicates a child less than one year old.
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1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

4(11, 9, 6, 2)
2(6,5)
3(15, 14, 11)
5(14, 12, 8, 6, 2)
2(6, 1-)
1(17)
3(3, 2, 1)

5(12, 10, 9, 8, 6)
1(5)
3(3, 2, 1-)

5(16, 14, 11, 9, 6)
4(7, 4, 3, 1)

2(2, 1-)
1(15)
4(9, 7, 2, 1-)

6(11, 9, 7, 5, 2, 1-)
4( 12, 10, 5, 2)
3(16, 15, 8)
3(5, 2, 1-)
5(1, 14, 8, 6, 3)
5(11, 10, 9; 8; 6)
6(12, 10, 8, 4, 2, 1-)

3(8, 6~ 2)
3(9, 7 t 5)
2(9, 7)

It will be seen from the above table that
the average number of children in each family is
3.4, and that the average space between each
child in families of two or more children is,
roughly speaking, about

2t

years.

It 1s also

signIfIcant to point out that in the 59 spaoes
between children observed, 20% are of only a year,
and 6% more are between one and two years, as
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1nd10ated by those fam1lies where we f1nd two-yearolds and babies less than a year old.

It would

appear then that approx1mately one-fourth of the
1ntervals between births are less than two years .
The average interval for each family with two
children is 2.5 years, for families of three
ohildren about 2.2. for families of four ohildren
approximately 2.8. for fam1l1es of five oh1ldren
2.3, while the two families with six oh11dren
averaged 2.2

(In

obta1ning these averages the

ages of ohildren under one year was arbitrar1ly
taken at six months).

If th1s survey had been

made in the ooal distriots of Kentuoky or west
V1rgin1a.

1n all probab1lity we should have found

the families larger and the ch1ldren's ages nearer
together.
We shall presently examine the relig10n of
CoalVille, but sUff1ce 1t to say at this po1nt
that 1t seem to be a part of the "Ho11ness" faith
that "it is a sin for a woman not to bear as
many ch11dren as possible.· lO Mr. Malcolm Ross
is pessimistic about Dbe chance of any effective

10
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means of controlling the birth-rate in the
Kentucky and West Virgin1a ooal fields where
oonditions are far worse and muoh more primitive
than in the Hocking Valleyot Ohio.

He declares

that "a fight for birth control 1n the mountains
would have a moralIst thundering from every
pulpit, an ed1tor fUlm1nating under the masthead
of every County Banner and Register."ll

Although

noting that the rablng of a large fam1ly appears
to be the only means tor a miner's wife to find
self-expression, he is of the opinion that birth
control would be a great k1ndness, and the
quotation which we have already cited from Miss
Fox suggests that even among the matrons of the
west Virginia mining-camps there is a growing
desire to put a oheck on the birth-rate.

That

we should not be too optimistic about his latter
trend, however, is suggested by the following
quotation trom Mr. Ross.
A group of women were overheard
discussing the arrhal that day in camp
of an neighbor's fifteenth child.
'Sbe's all right,' one gossip
remarked, 'Look at me, born and raised
ten ohildren and never a daddy a'tween
them. ,
11

~

oit., 135
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i'his collector 18 not cited for her
irregularity but as exemplify1ng a pat.tnee
with child-bearing which is really resignation
dressed up to appear as enthusiasm. They
need something to be proud about, so numbers,
since they are 1nevitab!~, mark the rat1ng
of a successful mother.
One of the most cogent reasons for birthcontrol in the blighted areas of thecoal fields,
as well as in congested slum districts 1n cities,
is well summarized in a dictum of John Stuart Mill
1n his Essay

~

Liberty.

"To bestow a life which

may be either a curse or a bleSSing

i

.

unless the

being on whom it is bestowed will have at least
the ordinary chances of desirable

e~tence,

is a

cr~e against that be1ng."13
THE RELIGION OF.LAZARUS.

Let us examine the religion of the coalmining communities and the effects of economiC
dependence on the religion of Lazarus.

Religion

should enrich personality, giving it a new value,
and developing and ennobling the intellect the
feel1ngs and the will.
12

13

op. cit., c]'84
op. cit., 163

But it is rooted in human
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need and empirical conditions, as well as in the
sense or a Divine Other, in spite of the moral
philosophy of Immanuel Kant.
Before we discuss the reI1gim of Coalville
it would be well for us to notice oarefully that
coal-mining is a very hazardous oocupation.
Although other industr1es have been listed as more
dangerous, when a man works in the bowels of the
earth he runs great risks, part1cularly if he, his
fellow-workers, or his employers fail to take due
precautions.

Only 10. of all other oocupations

have greater hazards than ooal-mining.

Over a

perlod of ten yoars, ending 10 1922, "accidents
killed 18,243 men in the bituminous coal mines
of the United states, a ratio of 4.30 per thousand
full-time workers eaoh year.,,14
Naturally the religion of the miners will
be tinged with fatalism, and it will also be
influenced by the racts of their economic dependence
and insecurity, as well as by their general lack
of educational and cultural privileges, especially
in isolated communities.
OUt of some twenty-seven ram11ies visited by
14
Devine, Coal, 233
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the wrlter tn Coalvllle, Ohl0, twelve declared
affll1at1on wlth Pentecostal or Hollness sects.
In

west Vlrg1n1a or Kentucky undoubtedly the

proportlon would have been much larger.

Next

came the Mehhodlsts w1th n1ne fam1l1es e1ther
members of the church or dliaekrtng that they had
attended 1t.

The Baptlst, Presbyterlan, un1ted

Brethren, and Chrlstlan Church were each represented
by one fam1ly.

Flve of the homes vls1ted seemed

to be w1thout any speclflc ecclesiastlcal
affl1latlon, but this proved little as there
seemed 1n some of these cases to be a

greate~

respons1veness to the undertaklng of religlous work
1n the community than 1n some of the other homes. *
perhaps you would like to meet the Rollness
preacher of Coalvl11e.

We drive to h1s home.

On the front door someone has written "Scabs only"
tn white pa1nt.

Brother Sm1th came to work 1n

the mlne during the time of the str1ke and he ls
not very popular.

The company has now taken back

some of lts

workers who were out on strlke,

fo~er

and Brother ('ml1tlr no longer has any work 1n the m1ne,

*

There ls a certatn amount of overlapping tn th1s
11st of afflllations as some fam1lies had declared
affiliat10n with more than one sect.
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but he ls permltted to continue to occupy the house.
He recelves us wlth apparent cordlallty, but lt ls
evldent that he ls wholly

out of

~y~athy

wlth

the aims of the organlzed Protestant Church and
vehemently opposed to the Eplscopal and Catholic
forms of worshlp, c1ting various quotat10ns from
the book ot Revelation whlch he feels have reference
to the Roman Church.

He complains ot the general

indlfference of the Protestant clergy.

What

nonsense lt is for them to read the flfty-f1rst
Psalm or to pray for the forg1veness of s1ns,
because if they were really begotten of God they
would not slnl

He quotes us the saying of Jesus,

"Be ye therefore perfect."
He glves us almost no chance to talk, but
we listen to hls monologue and recall to mind
the Montanists and the Donatlsts,- rad1cal sects
of the early centurles.

Our

good Brother Smith

seems to be a lineal spiritual descendant of those
early movements which emphaslzed r1gorous purltan1sm
ln morals, a protest

ag~st

the organized Church,

and a strong and vlvidly realistic eschatology.
The Sunday School misslonary and Soclal Worker
in the d1striot had glven a Chrlstmas entertalnment
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ln the Sunday School at Coalvl11e wlth a "Santa
Claus" who passed out presents to the chl1drenstockings for the older glrls, knives for the
boys, and so on.

Brother Smith evidently felt

that such affalrs were an inventiQ of the devl1.
He quotes to us the followlng passage ln proof
of the ldolatrous character of such practlces and
the wlckedness of Christmas trees.
For the customs of the people are
vanlty; for one cutteth a tree out of
the forest, the work of the hands of
the workman wlth the axe. They deck
lt with s11ver and with gold; they
fasten lt with nalls and wlth hammers,
that lt move not ••• Be not afraid of
them; for they oannot do tgil, nelther
is it in them to do good.
We are dumfounded.

Just before we leave he lends

us a 11ttle pamphlet,

~ ~~,

by Rev. J. E.

Turben, probably in the hope that lt wl11

convert

us from the error of our ways.
We examine the booklet.

After a narrative

of this evangelist's experience of being converted
to the "Holiness" f'alth and a descriptlon of h1l!l

15 Jeremtah 10:3-5

act1v1t1es as an 1tinerant evangelist, we find
two sermons, the text of the f1rst being, "The
w10ked shall be turned into hell," (,sa1m 9:17),
and here we find rea1ist1c eschatology with a
vengeance.

The following quotation would delight

the heart of a Tertu1l1an.
.
No man, no woman, no ohi1d, no
lnd1vidual has ever gone through what
we have now pictured before us; the
tortures of the lake of fire. Beloved,
ton1ght, as we look at all the tortures
that this world can p1cture, even to beIng
beheaded or burned at the stake, and then
think of hell, they are nothing -in
comparison... A lalee of f1re!.1 ~eloved,
you may desp1se the ·preaching of -a real
l1teral burn1ng hell, but if you do not
get saved the Word says you are going
to join r~e inhabitants of the lower
regions.
The second sermon is on the doctr1ne of
Holiness and is based on the text, "Because it
is written, be ye holy, for I am ho1y."(I peter,
1:16).

Here are some simple straightforward

exhortations to the traditional form of Christian
piety.
,
When God says: 'RejOice,' we open
our mouths, Glory to God! We shout the
praises of God; w.e speak to ind1viduals
16 op. cit., 45-46

--
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as God glves orders, about the1r souls •••
We are to be perfect ln our loves, we are
so to love God, be so holy 1n our love
toward God that our 11ves wl11 be -a 11ving
monument of h1s mercy. Matthew 5, last
verse, says th~t we are to be perfect as
He ls perfect. 7
•

We leave Brother' Smlth's home and go to
take supper w1th Mr. and Mrs. Jones.

Mr. Jones

has been soundly converted from a 11fe of bootlegg1ng and gambling.

He ls a cheerful Il1ml,

and has a profound sense of dependence on God,
be1ng, a firm bel1ever 1n a speclal D1vine
Provldence.

Here ls an "Exhlblt A" of Frledr1ch

Schlelermacher's deflnltlon of rellgion as the
feeling of dependence, although we do not discuss
Schlelermacher at the supper table.

Mrs. Jones

ls a rather subdued young woman, lettlng her
husband do most of the talking.

When he deolares

that he would be w111ing to do anytrJ.ng which
was God's w111, even to the polnt of glvlng up '
hls wife, we wonder what 1s g01ng on 1n her mind
as she looks out of the window.

Mr. Jones 1s the

object of conslderable "razzing" on the part of
hls fellow-workers, and he goes by the nickname
17
Ope

clt., 15.
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of "Preach."

But he has a sense of betng in

harmony with the universe and a oheerfulness
that are refreshing.

He asks us questions whiCh

are somewhat puzzling, and is evidently not
satisfied with the rather cautious and tentative
answers which we make.

We are not sure of our

eschatology, and we do not think it makes a great
deal of d1fference whether one is baptized in
the name of the Lord Jesus or 1n the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.
It seems he was bapt1zed 1n the former manner,
but now wonders whether the saorament was valid.
We prepare for Church.

When we arr1ve the

building 1s rather cold, as a couple of the
windows are broken and the company

carpente~

has been veY"'! slow about repairing them.

'!he

stove is red-hot, but up by the pulpit we oan
see our breath.

There are a good many children

and young people present, and they are veY"'! noisy
and disorderly.
In order to oonciliate the Holiness faction

in the oommunity, we invite Brother Smith up on
the plat:llorm with us

and we ask him to pray.

He falls to his knees and shoats.

There 1s a veY"'!
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audible response from the audience.

Some keep

up a long running murmur, "0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0
Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord ••• "

Some of the boys take

up the refrain in mimicry, snicker, and make a
disturbance.

Brother Smith prays for the young

preacher, that he may become a ball of flre in
the community, and that the cltizens of Coalvl11e
may be turned from the error of thelr ways.
Posslbly the local constable ls hanging around
the outslde of the church,

as on a very recent

occasion when the "Holiness" brethren were holdlng
a prayer-meettng

there was much dlsorder, and

some of the young men of the community started
flghting with knives outside the church afterwards.
There ls no sense of reverence of any ldea that
this ls the house of God, for, throughout the
service, young people and adults go out and come
in.

If we fall to interest the audlence, the

effects are at once evldent.
It may be that for some reason or other
our next servlee ln Coalville wl1l have to take
place ln a private home.

Perhaps there is no
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ohuroh in that seotlon of the oommunlty or
the house of God leaks.

Let Mr. Maloolm Ross

desorlbe a servlce whlch he vlsited in a Coalvl11e
south of the Ohlo Rlver.
The only 11ght was from an 011 lamp.
The room was hot, and vlbrant wlth humanljy.
The song leader began In a high nasal volce:
'I am the man, Thomas, I am the man,
I am the man, Thomas, I am the man~
I am the man, Thomas, I am .the man,
LOOK AT the nal1 prlnts In my hand ••• '
They sang and clapped thelr hands In· an
aocelerated rhythm until thelr 'slam the
mayan thomas slam the mayan' became voodoo
to make the heart P.Olni with strange terror •••
The room grew ~ervent with the plea of a
man wlth a sore ear for the' prayers of
the company. His face was elght with agony.
He knelt, facing the wall, and men and women
dropped to thelr knees behlnd hlm, breaklng
into a shout of lnartloulate prayer
punotuated by soreams of "Oh Jesus,' 'Oh
God have mercy.' The mass wall rose to a
oltmax. FIgures shot from thelr knees at
a forward angle and fell back. Someone
behind the man wlth the sore ear kept
strlking him on the shoulders so that he
flew up like a jumping-jack, howlIng and
clutching hIs ear. The babble waned to a
murmur; i~lmed and softened until there was
sllence.
The latest number of Coal's

Chlld~, 's.

mimeographed letter clrculated periodIcally by
the American Friends servioe Committee reports
a most poignant and tragic epIsode in this oonnection.
18

~~,

9-10
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Charlie!s little girl aged 12 died
of diphtheria in this cabin somettme
last October. It was before there were
any beds in the shack and the little girl
was lying on a bed made of corn stalks
that were piled in one corner. They
called a big Holy Roller meeting to see
what they could do about getting the Lord
to intercede and in the course of events
they made the child get up and walk:
across the room just to prove that the
praying had helped her. The child did
walk across the room and back and then
collapsed due to the strain on her heart.
This rel1gim of the Holy Rollers plus
Ignorance is ten ~1mes worse than no
religion at all. l
Before blaming or judging the miners for
their l .o ve of fanatical rellgIon- a lIkIng,
by the way, which is not universal among them!
it should be pointed out that this tendency is
a natur.l psyChologIcal and sociological
consequence of the conditions under which they
have to live.

We do not mean to imply that It

is futile to try to Introduce a more ratIonal
form of religIon into the mining-camps, because
we feel that there are vast opportunities along
thIs lIne.

But such endeavors if they are to be

really effectIve, must be accompanIed by efforts
to better the condltlm of the miners.
190p • cit., for April 10, 1933
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For the coal miners and their families,
religicu s servlce appear to be a specles of
entertaInment, e show, an emotional outlet.
They do not have those advantages which enable
folk in other communltles to achleve emotional
values ,along other 11nes.

BUt there are two

or three families in Coalvllle for whom religIon
is more than fanatical emotionalism, and 1t Is
dangerous to general1ze.
Reverence for God , and for the personalIty
of one's neIghbor, the' values of nelghborllness
and soclal re11g1on, and an appeal to the inner
11ght ,of consclence, are, 1n the oplnion of the
writ(\!r, the chlef polnts around which rellgll11l

15

work for the mlners should be organlzed.

"I WAS HllNGRY."

Lazarus and h1s fam1ly know whet 1t Is to
be hungry.

The day before the wrlting of thIs

portion of our thesis In final form, the wrlter
vlslted some coal camps in eastern Ohio and found
conditions far more serious than in the Hocking
Valley,as many of the mines had been shut down
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for a long time.
in one camp.

In

They are starting a soup kitchen
another it seems that various

cats in the neighborhood have mysteriously disappeared.
The O,nristian worker in ' one of the camps has so
thoroughly IdentIfIed herself with the suffer1ngs
of those among whom she works that she wiel not
eat the food she really needs when she knows others
are almost starving.
What do miners eat? Beans- everywhe~
beans- corn bread made w1thout m1lk, 'bulldog gravy,' being flour, water and Q 11ttle
grease, and in summer when they can manage
to find a small patch to cultivate or a
k1ndhearted farmer, a few pumpkins. The
old American hab1t of 'three square meals'
has van1shed, the lucky miners have only
two. There 1s no m11k, not even canned m11k
for the chIldren... The result of th1s
d1et 1s the prevalence everywhere of flux,
a peculiarly terrible form of starvation
dysentery. In every fam1ly we spoke to
more than one member had suffered from it
1n the last few months; in many all the
ch11dren had had it and the youngest of fte
ch11dren d1ed after the fourth attack.
Pellagra, another starvation disease, is
also common, and of course susceptIbIlity
to tuberculos1s and other dIseases 1s
greatly 1ncreased by malnutriticn. 20
So M1ss AdelaldaWalker reports cond1tions 1n
the Kentuoky coal f1elds in 1932.

20

Harlan Miners Speak,

85

Aunt Kolly
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Jackson, a graduate nurse in this district (Harlan,
KentucK1), stated before the Dreiser committee
that it is Lmpossible for a little baby's stomach
to digest hard foods like beans, and that cholera,
famine flux, and stomach trouble are brought on
by undernourishment.

From the results of personal

interviews with the miners and their wives, Miss
Walker found that, in the course &f the strike,
the Red Cross, to which the miners had contributed
in the past, sided with the operators and refused
to give any assistance to those on strike, telling
them that they would have to go back to work.

A

soup kitchen that had been set up by alleged
Communist agitators was dynamited and one or
two persons were killed.

A sroup of students

from Arkansas coming to make an investigation and
brInging relief were tied to trees, flogged, and
sent out of the neighborhood.
Of course, the foregoing description is of
an extremely abnonnal situation in the midst ot
a financial depression, and it 1s wr1tten from
the v1ewpoint of

a SOcial rad1cal. " In a study

made in so*ewhat more normal t1mes in West
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Vlrglnia. however, the dlet of the mlners l chlldren
ls found to be far from adequate.

Mlss Nettle

McGl1l reports ln a U. S. Government pamphlet,
Only three-fourths of the famllles
were accustomed to using fresh mllk every
day. In the 151 famllles not havlng ml1k
there were 225 chlldren under 7 years of
age, or more than one-flfth of the total
number of children of thelr ages. Since
mllk sUPQlles adequate protein, vltamlnes,
and mlnerals, lack of it in thll dlet;' 1a
a serious loss for any child, and fo~'
chl1dren whose dlet was undoubtedly
restrlcted ln other respects lt was
particularly unfor~~nate that they were
recelving no m1lk.
The lcnorance of mothers 10 the lsolated
cmnmun1tles with regard to food values, even when
they are in a posltion to buy adequate provls1ons
ls an obst~acle ln the way of the adequate
nutrltlon of the ch1ldren.
It seems to be almost unlversal that the
pr1ces for food and other commod1tles at company'
stores are hlgher than at the
retail establishments.

re~lar

lndependent

This situatlon becomes

acute in times of depressloD and strlkes.

One

Charlle Sever Scalf deposed before Mr. Theodore
21

The Welfare of Chl1dren ln Bltumlnous Coal
-MIn§ communities.!!! West V1rglnIa~

Drelser that he had to pay rorty cents for a
twelve-pound sack of flour, when at an
independent store one eould purchase a twentyfour-pound . sack for thlrty-nine cents, and this
1s no rare occurrence.

An Ohlo mine-worker

told the writer that he could always buy thIngs
at lower prices at an Independent store near hIs
home town not many mIles away than at the company
store.

This partioular company, from all that

the writer could l earn, treats Its employes
much more fairly than the average.
1n this

Although

case there Is no strlct rule that tradlng

shall be done at company stores alone, the fact
that the mlners do not receive their flrst wages
until a month after they begin to work compels
them to go

to the company store in order to

obtain groceries and other articles on credit
which will be paId later out of the1r wages.
An operator told the wr1te r that the

prIces at company stores are h1gher than at
other places, because they can not compete wIth
the cha1n stores.

It 1s also argued that there

Is a r1sk of breakage and also that the frelght
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costs more on goods that are transported to
isolated, out-of-the-way pOints, but this explanation
seems hardly .valid for such large differences
in costs, and there is great danger of extortion

on the part of unscrupulous operators, especially
when they compel the miners to trade at the
company stores.
Mr. F. Theodore Miner, writing ln the Christlan
Centurz fer March 1, 1933, remarks that the prlces
at company stores are from twenty to one hundred
per cent hlgher than at other retail establishments,
and that the mine workers were sinking so deep
lnto debt to the coal companles that they were
1ltt1e more than economic serfs.

Mr. Charles

Rumford Walker, ln Harlan Miners Speak, reported
that the cause of the eastern Kentucky strike
in 1931 was that the

mlne~

were on starvation

wages, from eighty cents to a dollar a day tor
only a few days a month, with high store prlces
and

numerous deductions tram thelr pay checks

for rent, carblde,company doctor, etc.

He says,

"The unanimous conclusion reached by the miners
was: 'We starve whl1e we work; we might as well
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strlke while we "starve.,h22
Hunger and starvatlon,besides causlng mlsery
and disease,bring In thelr traln devastatlng
moral effects that undermlne personallty.

Atter

spendlng several months studying the sltuatlon
in west Vlrginla and Kentucky, Mr. Malcolm Ross
wrltes,
Petty thlevery ls now common among
people who formerly respected the fact
that a hog mlght be hls nelghor's one
chance to live through the winter. Calves
are belng butchered 1n lonely woods.
Chickens disappear at night. Company
store windows are smashed for the food
behind them. Delegations of mlners have
come into County seat towns to offer
storekeepers the choice between hand out 23
free food or having lt taken by violence.
"I WAS NAKED."

The children needing food the most
were often kept at home for lack of
clothing. Some went barefoot; the
majority wore canvas shoes with soles so
thin that their feet were practically
onthe ground. One llttle fellow, six
years old, was outfitted one winter
miming with the first palr of shoes
he ever put on. 24
22

Harlan Miners Speak, 42
23
Machine Age .!!! ~ Hllls, 60
24Report

£!

Chlld Rellef!£!! Bl!' F.

s. Q.,

6
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~I went to a home where there were
elght " chl1dren. Four of the elght were
sltting around the stove wlthout shoes
and stocklngs on, and I learned that they
dId not have any. One of these had "been
out of school for a month on thls account.
A slster was In bed when I came lntothe
house. She ls 19 years old and I learned
that she was not slck, but merely selfconscious, her only coverlng was a torn
dress and she wanted to hear what the
'welfare man' sald, but dld not "care to
appear with just a torndress on."

"Nearly 300 women in the E---- camps
and that means nearly that number of women
'naked for clothes' as they frequently
tell me."
"'Mrs. G--- dear good worker.

I am
I
haven't a rag of any klnd for my conflnement."
In bad shape looklng to be conflned.

"Does thee think there 1s "any chance
for two more layettes? A baby ls expected
ln upper d---, and there ls nothing whatsoever
for It."25
Bes1des extreme physlcal dlscomfort in cold
weather a growing lack of self-respect results
when

ene does not have the wherewlthal to buy

adequate raiment.

In the

familles 1n Glouster,Ohl0,

s~dy

of 31 mlners'

madel by Miss EVa

Andrews, already quoted, at attempt is made to

25

From a m1meographed letter, Some Word Pictures
~ the Coal Fields, con~lng quotatlms
from letters received from A. F. S. C. workers.
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rate the different families accord1ng to
aesthetic appearance in house and in person 1n
times of prosperity and in times of depression,
as revealed by comparing conditim s 1n 1926 and
1n 1931.

In all but four of these fami11es there

was a marked decline on this score, and hardly
any other result could be expected when the
average semi-monthly income for each family fell
during the period from approximately $80 to $30,
because when one's income is adequate to cover
only the barest neoessities of life,

the

opportunities for self-expression in personal
appearance and the furnishing of one's home will
be largely curtailed.

Lack gf adequate clothing

in winter time is sure to bring on siokness.
The following is a stenograph1c , report of
the statement of a miner's wife before the Dreiser
oommittee.
8S

This woman would not give her name

she feared her husband would lose his job

if she was found making statements

t~

the

Dreiserites.
"Where do you get clothes?"
"We don't get none."
"Where did you get those you have on?"
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"Thls dress was glve to me and the
shoes I have on was glve to me_a
"Recently?"
·
,
"yes, recently, and thls coat I have
on I
bought slx years ago and my chlldran
ls naked."
"They probably don't go to school?"
"They are not ln any sltuatlon to go
to school because they have no shoes on
thelr feet and no underwear on them and
the few clothes they have they are through
them. "'"'~
On asklng another wltness, a miner, where
he got the clothes he, was wearlng, the man became
embarrassed, flnally admltting that he had done
some bootlegging In. order to get the clothes he
had on hls back.

He further stated that hls

wlfe'had no shoes and no adequate clothing.

This

ease 11lustrates how the lack of raiment easl1y
leads to antl-soclal and unethlcal behavlor in
the effort to secure the wherewithal for the
purchase of relothl11.g.
He was in bare feet hlmself and a
11ttle glrlabout four years old had only
one garment on, a blt of walst that hardly
covered her. Yet the mother bravely sald
that they could get on for the present.
She was dl~~ressed by the sufferlng
nelghbors.
26

A. F. S. O. mime-sraphed letter, February 15,
-19'33.
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ItI WAS SICK."

In the parable of Jesus, Lazarus is
portrayed as a sick man.

"The dogs came and

licked hIs sores."
One does not have to tra·v el to Albert
Schweitzer's hospItal in equatorial AfrIca
to find members of "the Fellowship of those
who bear the Mark of paIn."

Even in good times

when the mInes are running, sickness or

aoclde~

may often visit the miners and their famIlies.

In one of our pastoral calls in Coalville. Ohio,
we find a big husky man lying on a bed with a
large plaster cast around his chest and back.
A heaVily loaded coal car got out of control in
the mine and he was 1n the way.

He had been ten

weeks in the cast.
Aside from the injurIes which may occur In
the mine there are various 11ls that often

res~t

from years spent toillng in the bowels of the earth.
There

1s a kind of miners' asthma, and working

so long in the dark sometimes results in defective
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vision.

If one has to labor in a damp room for

several hours a day, it 11'111 be apt to underm1llle
his health and vitality.

Clearly all these

conditions will be aggravated in hard times,
when men will not be inclined to complain of
unwhdesome underground conditions and when they
will feel obliged to work in spite of illness.
In one of the districts visited by investi-

gators of the American Friends Service Committee,
of Which more anon, more than 99% of the children
were listed as having a serious defect of some
sort.

Even in relatively normal times the health

of children in coal camps is not good.

For inSanoe,

in Miss MoG111's report, already Cited, we find
that out of a total of 316 children examined, 300
or nearly 95% had defects of some sort.

For

half of these, the main trouble was poor or veJ1
poor nutrition.

63.6% had decayed teeth, 33% had

hypertrophied glands with associated infeetion,
and 32.9% had winged scapulae.

There is a direct

connection between malnutritim and certain
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children's diseases.
During the eourse of a summer's work as
a Volunteer with the Associated Charities of
QineLnnati, it was brought hom very forcefully
to the writer "i

i)

how poverty may eontribute to

disease by preventing the utilization of adequate
means for its eure.

Here 111 a family with a

highly neurotie, almost psyehotie, child, who
requires an expensive medeoine preseribed by
the elinie, but the family does not know where
the money is going to come from.

Here is a pretty

little girl of two Dr three, the daughter of an
engineer stoker who 1s out of work.

He is very

muoh embarrassed at belng obliged to call in the
"A. C.,n but the little g1rl

~

oDd liver oil or some 'o ther tonio.

have some
Here is a

man out of work and afflieted with ulcers of the
stomach- the doctor has preseribed a high grade
sf milk fer his almost exclusive diet, and he
needs more of those precious milk tiokets than
the number required by a family hav1ng two or
three ohildren.

MUltiply these cases many tlmes,

remove them from Cinoinnati, where the system of
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rellef 1s very well organlzed and where there
are Cut patlent Dispensarles at the hosp1tals,
and Iprinkle them through isolated mlluntain camps,
and you get an Idea of the situatlon In the coal
•

fields.
In the oompany-owned towns there 18 the

insti tu tlon of the company doctor.
amount-

a dollar or two a month-

A certain
is deducted

from each worker's pay-check to contribute to
the doctor's upkeep.
made that these

Oomplalnt 18 sometimes

physlo1ans do not fulf1ll the1r

duties and that they are slow about answering
calls.

On the other hand, 1t is sald that often

the miners w1ll call the doctor for some imaginary
allment just for the sake of having someone to talk
to.

Although one h.sitates to add to the undeserved

and Irratlonal abuse that the medical profession
receives from the ignorant, the following
quotation from Miss Adelaide Walker may be taken
for what it 1s worth, remembering a strong
anti-oapitalist and anti-operator bias.
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Complaint as to company doctors
1s almost un1versal. The m1ners have no
power to h1re and f1re these doctors and
the doctors be1ng qu1te independent of the1r
c11ents and pa1d by the coal compan1es, do
as they 11ke and as they f1nd convenient
about com1ng when they are called. And if
a lone doctor happaas to be humane and
k1ndhearted and able to overcome the takenfor-granted prejud1ces of his class, what a
ghastly business it must be to be called
day after day for diseases and illnesses
the only cure for which would be the sufflcient
food and decent livlng con~1tions that would
be a mockery to prescribe.
A pamphlet entitled, Life ln ! West Virglnia
Coal Fleld, was wrltten some years ago in defense
of the status quo in west Virginia coal camps when
they were receiving unsavory publicity.

The naivete

of the wr1ter of th1s brochure and the actual state
of affa1rs 1n normal ttmes are revealed by the
statement that, 1n one sect1m of the field, one
doctor and a full-ttme nurse were reported as
adequately serving "four mining towns with a combinGd
population of approximately five thousand."
Adequacy of service is allegedly proved by the
fact of the lack of typhoid cases.

27Harlan Miners Spieak, 86

It 1s argued
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that since the city of Charleston, west
Virginia, requires about 110 dootors and about
the same number of nurses to serve its
population of some 40,000 Ltihabitants, it is
olear that health oonditions lIlUst be very good
in the ooal districts, since one doctor and
one nurse meet the needs of. five thousand people.
It was admitted, however, that because of a
reoent depression (in the early twenties), the
number of community nu.rses was reduoed, there
being less than e half dozen of these women to
serve a total of 58 mining towns having a
combined population of over 36,000 souls.
In a time of serious incus.trial depression
and aoute unemployment, it is obvious that
medioal faoilities will be greatly curtailed,
while at the same time the need for them will
be tremendlUs1y inoreased. Writing in

~

Congregational iIt for January 19, 1933, Mr.
Charles R. Joy states there is a great need
for young dootors and nurses to go into these
fields in the spirit of unselfish service.
"Their reward, however, would come from the
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str1cken bod1es of mothers, and fathers, and
l1ttle ch1ldren

~ho

are now crying out for

help not at hand. n28

"I WAS IN PRISON."
Is my ne1ghbor in Coalville free?

Does

he enjoy that protection aga1nst the prevai11ng
opinions and prejudices of those stronger than
he, that elbow room for self-expression, whIch
John Stuart Mill deemed was of the essenoe of
l1berty1

Does he have that soc1al, eoonom1c,

and po11t1cal freedom which Mr. Lask1 has
def1ned as "the abscenoe of restra1nt upon the
ex1stence of those social condItIons, whIch in
modern c1vI11zat1m, are the necessary
guarantees of indIvidual haPpiness?n29

J~'.

If I

love my neighbor as myself, It follows that
he is ent1tled to that freedom which I claim
for myself.

Do the coal miners and their

families enjoy that lIberty which would certalnly
28

Soft Coal ~ Tenderp Hearts, 76

29Liberty in the Modern State, 11

J
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be an Inescapable deductlon from a drastlc
appllcatlon of the Second greatest Commandment?
We have noted elsewhere that the coal
miner Is economlcally dependent and that he 18
not free to go from place to place seeking the
highest bldder for hls labor.

Thls lack of

moblllty and of economlc freedom Is characteristic
afro many types of Amerlcan labor.

We are rather

concerned hwre wlth those restrictlons on 11fe,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness which we
find in Coalvl11e, especially Coalville, Kentucky.
In Its report, the Unlted States Coal

Commlsslon stated that elementary clvil rlghts
are denled to many persons working in the coal
fields and 1 t further declared tla t th Is denlal
was one of the chlef causes of industrlal warfare.
In the Isolated coal camps of West VirginIa and

Kentucky, there is certaln an industrial
paternalism, if not an industrial feudalism.
The situatlcn of the camps led4s

~

u itself

to the growth of such a system since everything
is owned and controlled by the operators,- houses
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stores. churches, schools, etc.

The operators

feel that it is to their interest to keep out
Union organizers and to use every possible means
of thwarting unionization.

Although one must

make allowance for the bias of liberal religionists
like Professor Harry Ward and Mr. R. M. Lovett,
the following quotatim from the1r introductim
to Mr. Winthrop D. Lanels pamphlet, The Den1al of
Civil Libert1es in ~ Coal Fields~ 1a instructlve.
The 1ndustrial policy which keeps thBm
unorganized is d1ctated pr1mar11y by the
U. S. Steel Company and 1ts allied interests,
backed by the banking groups center1ng in
J. P. Morgan and Company. Redstance to
trade-un1onism 1s the essence of the1r
1ndustrial policy as reflected in the Steel
Corporat10n and the Pennsylvan1a Railroad.
Their subsidiary compan1es dominate the
non-Union districts. They fight union1sm
1n order to prevent the organizat1on of t~
coal fields as a whole, sO that they can
mainta1n resevoirs from whioh ooal can be
supp11ed, particularly in times
nat10nal
strikes in the bas10 industries.

go

Now how 1a this policy carried out?

In

the f1rst place, through the use of the
Pocahontas, or "yellow-dog" contract, according
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to whiCh the miner refuses to join any Union
during the period of his employment.

But

the restraint goes much farther than that.
There is an unnatural control exerted over
life in the company towns.

Tbe control is

exercised through the terms of the lease of
the company houses.

The workers are somet1mes

required to acknowledge the r1ght of the company
to d1ctate who mayor may not be enterta1ned bn
the miner's home.

Woe unto the m1ner under

such a contract if he is found giving food and
shelter to Union sympathizers.

Mr. Lane further

points out that there is sometimes an insecurity
of res1dence brought about by the enforced
wa1ving of the mimrs' right to a 30-day
statutory notice before the oompany may evict
a family.
"From the liberty of each indiVidual
follows the liberty, within the same limits,
of combination among individuals,n3l wrote
John stuart Mill, and it would seem that the
Violent and nonpviolent measures which have
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been used by coal operators to prevent Union
organization is in flat contradiction to this
principle.

Mill claims that no society is

free unless such liberty prevails.

ot course,

the operators would argue that Mill himselt
restricts the treedom to unite to those
situations where such organizat1n
harmful to others,

1s not

and they would say further-

more that, in view ot the dynamitings that
occur in connection with Union strikes, the
Union is harmful, and that the miner 1s a tree
agent and may go elsewhere it he does not want
to sign the Hyellow-dogft contract.

The tallecy

lies in the tact that the operators take the
law int', the1r own hands, or 1t not, they control
the representatives ot the law, and the imposition

ot restraints by an interested party 1s sure
to make tor injust1ce and tyranny.
But the e:tl1'orcement of restraints upon
operators in order to bfing abru t a reasonable
measure of freedom tor the miner has certain
implications tor the Un10n and its

sympathize~s.
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Freedom works two ways.

The liberty I desire

for myself I must grant to
love h1m as myself.

ne1ghbor if I

my

If I am a ooal m1ner I

want to be free to join the Union and I also
want to be t'ree to work

v~hen

and where I w1sh.

If I have a wife and six or seven oh1ldren to
feed and
ot'

o~.the

I don't want to run the chanoe

ev10tion on a oo.ld winter day 1n some lonely

mountain distriot in Kentuoky.

On the other

hand, let us suppose that I am out of sympathy
w1 th Unim ism and that the Ula1ted Mine Workers
are striking for a spec1fio wage 1n a distriot
and request that I jotn them.
wears on

my

As the strike

ohildren are hU:Jgry and without

adequate olothing.

Have I not a right to go

and work 1n the mine i f I choose?

But if I do

1n all likelihood I will be waylaid, beaten up,
and my home w1ll be dynamited.

Freedom is an

illusion for the coal m1ner 1n a period of
1ndustrial oonfliot.
This lack of freedom has serious oonsequenoes.
In

times of strike armed thugs are often imported

by the operators.

Mr. Allan Keedy, a student
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of the Unlon

~beological

Semlnary, tells of

h1s experlences In Harlan County, Kentucky,
in the summer of 1931. , He had gone there to
supply the Congregatlonal Church at Evarts,
and tor the

purpose of settlng up rellef work

and betterlng conditlons.

There had been a

p1tched battle near Evarts on May 5, 1931,
In whlCh four men were k1lled.
In jail accused

S1xty men were

ot murder charges.

Mr. Keedy

wrltes,
In such an atmosphere of CO nflict,
any sympathy for the m1ners ls regarded
by the general commun1ty as a kind of
treason, a sort of 'trading with the
enemy.' ••• Ever since that fatal skirmish
the author1t1es ,have used every method,
legal and 1llegal, to hound those who are
interested ine1ther the organ1zat1on or
the reHef ot r.:;: ~ ' the mlners out of the
county ••• Hardly a day passes but that
someone 1s framed on false charges and
sent to jall. ••• The hired ' thugs who
have been imported lnto the county by
the compan1es and the sheriff have waylaid
men at night, shot at them from ambush,
dynam1ted tg~1r cars and dr1ven them from
the County.

Mr. Keedy himself was jailed p~ for ten
days, fed vile food, and was released on bond
32

"A PreaCher In Jail."
August 26, 1931

The Christ1an century,
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only on conditiont that he would at once
leave the state not to return, because he
was thought to be 1n sympathy w1th radical
groups.

Declaring that the middle class sides

with the mine operators and owners, he seem8 to
be of Prefessor Re1nhold Niebuhr1s opinion that
one of the chief reasons for the class war in the
Kentucky ooal fields

is a "fear psychosis of

commun1sm."
We have already ment10ned the name of
Mr. Arnold Johnson, another student 1n the Union
Theolog1cal Seminary.

He goes to Harlan c~ty,

Kentucky, represent1ng the American CIv11
Liberties Union and the FellowShip of Reconciliation.
He interviews people on both sides of the
industrial struggle and does his best to get at
the facts w1th a view to brInging about a reconciliat1on.
Bas1ng their charges on some literature which
found in his roomhe

~epresented,

GraphiC-

they

publications of the organizations

as well as a copy of the Survey

Mr. Arnold Johnson was accused of

Criminal Syndicalism and was jailed for 37 days.
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It seems, however, that the authorLtLes were not
anxLous to keep Mr. Johnson Ln jail, but he
declares that "they do not have any scruples
aboutilllep1ng m1ners in.

For 1nstance, there are

some in now, who have been 1n jail over a year,
awaiting trial."

33

Miss Jessie Wakefield, a radical sympathizer,
was also jailed.

She had visited same of the

Union men 1n the prison, and sonn found hersalf
in the "lock-up."
car was dynamited.

Prior to her arrest her Ford
She describes her diet.

For breakfast- bulldog gravy, a slab
of fatback, and a few biscuits oozing with
the gravy they had been dropped 1nto- all
served on rusty tin pans.
For dinner9 pinto beans and potatoes.
And for supper the menu was changed from
potatoes to cabbage and beans.
34
Of vermin there was no lack.
Upon being threatened with being sent to a
different jail 1n a very isolated part of the
region if she dId not agree to leave the territory,
Miss Wakefield finally complied and left Kentucky.
33

Conditions in the Coal Fields 1n Harlan and
Bell Counti~tuc&, S. Res. 178, 133

34
Harlan Miners Speak, 73.
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In tlmes of unrest in the coal camps,
deputy sheriffS are hastlly sworn in In great
numbers and armed thugs are often hurrledly
pushed into servloe.

These Individuals are

employed by the oompanles, and lt ls sald that
the looal sherlffs usually pay little heed to
the qualificatlons of these daputles.

As suCh

mlne guards are pald by the coal operators and
not by the government, In many oases mlscarrlages
of justice and lawless vl01ence aga1nsts strlkers
are almost unavoidable.

Of oourse lt is argued

on the other slde,- and here again we have the
authorlty of the American Constitutlonal Soclety
of West

Vlr~lnia,-

that it ls necessary for the

coal companies to have such lndividuals on hand,
as otten the ooal camps are so far removed from
olty, town, or county seat, that much violenoe
and damage might be

d~e

by strikers it there

were no forolble restraints exerolsed , by the
company.

But clearly when the operators take the

law into thelr own hands, it ls sure to become
partlal.

Thus, in the trouble at Harlan, Kentuoky,
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men suspectied of Communist or radical Union
sympathies received severe treatment.

Although

possibly the case is overdrawn in Harlan Miners
Spea~,

another quotation from that realistio

volume in illuminating.
The absurdity of grand jury
indictments is shown in two cases.
Deputy Lee Fleenor, who admitted
killing two miners and shooting the
third in tront of a soup kitchen with
at least four available witnesses to
the fact that it was cold-blooded murder,
was cleared behind closed doors by the
grand jury which failed to bring in an
indiotment. Fleenor, therefore, does
not even have to go to court. On the
other hand, Roy Taylor, ·an 1111 tarate
miner with a family of nine, gave a
copy of the Daily Worker to a blind man.
For this he was arrested, jailed and ndicted
on a charge of criminal syndicalism.

3S

The attitude of mind of the valuedProeecutor
Walter B. Smith, of Bell County,- adjacent to
Harlan Oounty-

is iilustrated by the following

excerpts from a letter of his to Mr. Arthur
Garfield Rays, of the American Civil Liberties
Union.
The people of Bell county are
Fundamentalists in politics, religion, and
35

~~, 68
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social economics. They are perfectly
satisfied with the Government of the
United States as it is now administered •..
They are but little impressed by ~heodore
Dreiser's bawling about 'tragedy,' or
with the backling of your unicn over
'freedom of speech,' and 'freedom of the
press,' and 'freedom of movement.' We
also believe in these fundamentals of
liberty but we believe that 'freedom of
speech' and of press ought to be limited
by a man's knowledge of the things he
talks or writes about, and his freedom
of movement should cease when he endeavors
to go where he will become a public nuisance.
To Bell County you and your selfappointed committee are just one more
nauseating smell; we have had several •••
We regained some strength, however, by the
time Waldo Frank and his aides arrived,
enough to gently but firmly vomit them
across the border, and we have vomited
twice since. We might say that our capacity
for vomiting is not exhausted. when38ur
stomachs are assailed by bad odors.
It would seem, however, that Mr.

~mith's

ideas

of gentleness are somewhat ambiguous as Mr. Malcolm
Rosa reports that when Mr. Waldo Frank's party
came to P1neville bringing milk to the miners'
children, they were hustled out of the state
at n1ght and g1ven blows on the head.
However exaggerated certain of the reports
may be, and although it 1s clear that the operators
have much on their side,- a fact wh1ch soc1al
36
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radlcals and

llberal rellglonists are

exceedingly loath to admlt, but which an outslder
can not help seeing, lt ls undoubtedly true that,
ln t1me of strike ln a coal

fiel~,

civil,

economl0, and soclal l1bertles are 1n abeyance and
every man becomes a law unto himself.
Mr. Malcolm Ross, who appears to be the
most objectlve and least prejudlced of all the
writers on the Kentucky sltuatlon, wrltes,
Harlan has no conception that the
law ls an even-handed instrument to serve
everyone. The mlners oall any off1cer
'the law', and thlnk of both the man and
the abstraction as the1r enem1es. That
deputy who has k111ed a miner knows that
his own 11fe is likely to be short, and
so tries to raise h1s score for the
37·
protectlon whlch a bad reputatlon affords.
And not only ln Kentucky, but in west Virglnla,
Il11nois, pennsylvanla, and Colorado, there
@have been numerous instances ln which civll
libert1es have been denied.

We close this

recltal with a graph10 pioture drawn of Coa lvl1le,
West Vlrginia.
In the Christian Century for August 19, 1931,
37
Machine Age in the H11ls, 172-173
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Miss Winifred Chappel desoribes a scene in the
Kanawha Valley of west Virginia.
Over at !lakely several families
have been living out-of-doors for a week
now.. They sit crouching a bit fearfully,
a bit defiantly, under the guns of the
company guards. The women complain
that they were not permitted to bring
from their yards the garden stuff into
whlch their summer effort had gone and
which their families need, how desperately.
At Prenter, up another creek, the company
has retaliated agalnst. strikers by picking
up some of the mine machInery and leaving
the camp- thus lIterally walking away
with the workers' livelihood. Before
they went they shut off the power that
not only lighted the shacks but turned taB
water pump. Nowadays Prenter wives and
daughters go half a mile, some of them a
mile, to the pump at ths8camp'a end with
buokets in their hands.
She goes on to state that machIne-guns are
carried on the freight traains whioh transport
"scabs" and strike-breakers to their work.
The tragic aspect of the situation is
that the innocent · suffer for the sins of the
guilty, or the supposedly guilty.

Those who

have responslbility for the alleged dynamitings

38 "Embattled
. Miners, "The
Christian Century,
August 19, 1931;-I044.
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or attempts to introduce Communism feel most
keenly the effects of industrlal warfare.
When all thls ls taklng place in a time of
general economlc depresslon, the sltuatlon is
doubly acute.

Lazarus' chl1dren sutfer as

he hlmself doe s, and more, and, as we have seen,
they are the victlms on the one hand of
unscrupulous operators and of equally predatory
radical Unlonlsts.

Hunger, cold, sickness, and imprlsonment,the four condl tions whlch make human life almost
unbearable and the amelioraticn of whlch the
writer of the Flrst Gospel reports as Jesus'
primary requlrements of entrance lnto the Kingdom
of God,- these are some of the effects of the
policy of lalssez-faire lndlvldualism ln the coal
industry.
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CHAPTER VI
A GOOD SAMARITAlI'

A fl1thy nasty place lt was, where
men and women were put together ln a
very unclvl1 manner, and never ahouse
of offlce to It; and the prlsoners were
so lousy that one woman was almost
eaten to death wlth 11ce.- Yet bad as
the place was, thep prlsoners were -all
made very lovlng and subject to me, and
some of them were convinced of the Truth,
as the pub 11 cans and harltts/. - of old.
No, these words were not spoken by a
twentleth century Unlon Seminary student
descrlblng hls Kentuoky jall experlenoes to
a Congresslonal Committee or to the readers of
They were wrltten by

The Christlan cantury.

George Fox, the founder of the Soclety of Frlends,
and are about his seven weeks' imprisonment
at Carlls1e, whlch was imposed upon him because
of a charge of blasphemy.

It seems he had sald

that he was the son of God and that all might be
such who were born anew of the Spirlt, and this
1

RUfus M. Jones, George

~,

9'7
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had shocked the mag1strates.

And after

another more horr1ble 1mpr1sonment 1n the
dreadful dungeon of Launceston Castle, Fox
wrote on the wall, "I never was 1n pr1son
that 1t was not the means of brLngLng mult1tutdes
out of the1r pr1sons."2

Here 1s an echo of

"The Sp1r1t of the Lord 1s upon me because he
hath sent me to preach the Gospel to the poor •••
to proc1alm release to the captlves ••• to set
at 11berty them that are brulsed. u3
We take a leap of over two and a helf
centur1es to the year 1931.

A follower of

George Fox who occupies the off1ce of the Chlef
Execut1ve of the Un1ted states has called var10us
Quakers together and tells them of the condltim
of the mLners' ch11dren in the Blue R1dge
mounta1ns.

A meetLng 1s held 1n PhIladelphia

1n the cour.e of wh1ch the Sp1r1t moves m1nds
and hearts.
2

!E.'

Soon 1t 1s decIded that the AmerIcan

~, 101

3 Luke 4:18
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Fr1ends Serv10e Comm1ttee should take oharge
ot the Heroulean task of feeding the oh1ldren
of unemployed m1ners.
The

~akerB

had done her01c work dur1ng and

1mmed1ately follow1ng the World War.

When the1r

supposed fellow-Chr1st1ans were butchertng each
other by the m1ll1ms, "many of these pass10nate
pac1f1sts had exposed themselves to shell f1re
while evacuating the 1nmates of hosp1tals or
helping Frenoh peasants on tarms near the l1nes. n4
After the War they d1d splend1d rehab111tat1cn
work in the neighborhood of Verdun.

Three years

afterward in Germany these same followers of
George Fox were feeding starv1ng ohildren by the
hundreds of thousands.

They also oarried on

a1milar aotiv1ties 1n Poland and Russia.

In

sp1te of the1r intimate contact with acute human
sutfering we are told that "those

~akers

have seen the most misery are least
about it.

sent~ental

They are affected, but they have the1r

own l1ves to live, and do 1t w1th gusto."
When the "luakers f1rst arrived in 'the
4

5

ROBS, Machine Age
Ibi.d, 201

who

~

the H1lls, 199

5
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Ridge mountains, they had a difficult job on
their hands.

~e

funds which they had were for

the relief of children only, and there were
transportation and other expenses which could
not be taken out of this amount.

At first th$Y

met with some opposition on the part of certain
operators who did not relish the presence of
outsiders and who did not feel that it would
improve the credit of their companies if it were
noised abroad that their miners' children were
receiving outside help.
slowly brought around

~

~t these operators were

> and those "who did

not become firm friends of the Quakers at least
came to tolerate them as amiable

i~t~

who must

have som.e ul tericr motive back: of this feeding
business, but who _ managed to avoid

being

discovered. "6
The carrying out of the program of the
American Friends Service Committee required
two things, shoe-leather and diplomacy.

It

involved tramping up avandoned hollows to
make surveys and ascertain the needs of the
6

ROSS,

op. cit., 205
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unemployed.

It meant setting up stoves and

kitchens in schools and persuading ex-miners'
wives to cook meals in them.
steeped in prejudice it

Among a ,people

requir~a

vast deal of

taet and what the Quakers themselves called
"middle aged diplomacy."
The Quaker goal was to feed hungry
children. Nothing else mattered.
They
outfaced hostility and suspbion until
they convlneed the ' community of the
extradOrdlnary fact that they had no ,(
motive beyond making sure that the ch.l.llirEll
didn't go to school barefoot and had
something to warm their Insldes. 7
~eir

method of organization was to

establish headquarters In the county seats of
the districts to which they had been called.
They served 563 communities in 41 counties in
six states,- Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Illinois, and Tennessee.

~~ryland,

During the

period from September 1, 1931, to August 31, 1932,
2,168,680 meals were served to school children, and
milk was provided to 7,697 pre-school children and
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1,071 nursing and expectant mothers.

KT,he

decision as to what children should be fed was
based, first of all, on the objective standard
of 10% underweight. as Lack of good health was
also a oriterion.
In the last ohapter we noted the lawless

violence that took plaoe in Harlan, Kentuoky,
in 1931 and 1932.

It seems that two thousand

school ohildren were being sllent1y fed by the
Quakers during the entire strike.

All the

outside world heard about was the Dreiser
episode and the unpleasant receptions given
to parties of students and radical sooial
religionists.
It did not suit the aims of angry
partisans to admit that this relief was
being given, and, since the Quakers themselves said little about it, the country
at large never heard of it. Some radicals,
Informed in private cmversatim of the
Quaker feeding were skeptical.
'T,hey are not feeding the chUdren
of striking miners.'
'Yes, those too.'
'Not 10 places like Evarts.'
'They have a big feeding center there. K9

S

Report

~

Child Relief Work, A. F. S. C., 5

9Ros s , Machine A~e ~ the Hil1~ 189-190
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The Quakers realized that for every act of
lawless violence and oppression committed by
unscrupulous operators and their sympathizers,
there were many aots of kindness done by other
oapitalists who, too, were viotimized by the
industrial system.

As Albert Schweitzer had

to promise to be dumb as a fish and practioe
his ChrIstIanity silently in order to be
accepted into a conservatIve missIon, so the
Quakers went about theIr work quietly without
any elaborate pronouncements er platItudInous
denunciati ans.
The chart of the Quakers descrIbing theIr
work at Wallins School,

Harl~Kentucky.

not very exei ting and is prosaIc

read~

Is
cumpared

with the accounts of the adventures of radicals
who went into Harlan.

82 chIldren 1n the school

were put on the speciall1st for relIef.

Over

a perIod of five months there was an average gain
of nearly five pounds in weight, the greatest
1ndividual gain having been 18 pounds, and 99%
of the children gained more or less weIght.
90% of those not on the specIal list also gaIned.
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Stnce the relIef

fun~i

of $225,000 that

had become avaIlable from the surplus of the
American Relief Administration after they had
completed theIr work of feedtng 'children in
post-War EurOpe, was tntended exclusIvely for
the relief of children, a general poupular
appeal for the needs of adults was made, and
th1s brought in some ,100,000 in cash and about
fIfty tons of clothes valued at $50,7gS.
Although the pr1mary task of the workers
yas to re11eve 1mmed1ate human needs by the
proper d1stribution of food andc1othtng, they
d1d much in the way of counseling w1th the
people of the needy communitIes and helping
them out of personal and social maladjustments.
Here is a young gIrl about to glve b1rth to an
111Je&ltlmate chIld, and the Quakers get her ready
I

to go to the "home" at Wheeltng.

But

Floren~

Cary and her newborn 1nt' ant both d1ed and they
are brought back.

At the funeral the preacher

saId,
that Florency Cary, who lay there
before them, had not 11ved a perfect
11fe. But, he sald, some people called
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Quakers had co*e along and had acted as
Jesus acted wlth the woman who was acoused
of her nelghbors; that they had refused
to condemn the glrl. And because of that
her whole 11fe had been changed. He
begged the attentlve orowd not to be "oruel
ln thelr judgment of thelr nelghbors. 10
The Quakers vlslt a shack far up a hollow
and f1nd a moonshlner wlth a faml1y of fourteen,

and they are puzzljed what to do about four hernlas.
Another vlslt they make ls to a mine boss whom
they flrst prlw. tely nlokname Simon Legree, but
f1nally he ls oajoled lnto co-operat1ng, and
the worker wrltes, ttApparently he ls really good
to his men, and I dld him a great lnjustlce when
I

called hlm a slave-drlver. ttll

The Q.uakers

evidently take the oommand of Jesus, ttJudge nottt,
at lts face value, for when a Unltarlan wlth a
soclal passlon comes along to lnvestlgate

~ndltlons,

roundly condemning the opwrators, he gets the
followlng reply,
'Not wlckedness,' sald a blg-hearted
Fr lend, when I ventured to use that word
ln desorlbing the attitude of some of the
coal operators: 'They are not wicked; thJ1
op. clt.,217
215
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are the victims of a system which
has not wooked.' She was right, I
suppose, in her charity, and such '
epithets as 'lawless,' 'barbarous,'
and 'wicked,' will most often occur
in the language of those who are ~uick
to censure and slow to una.ratand. 12
But besides feeding the hungry, clothing
the naked, and doing social case work wherever
possible, the Quakers have undertaken extensive
rehabl1itation projects.

~e

blg problem is how

to find work for the 100,000 miners who can never
go back to the pits.
Three lines of action have been formulated.
The flrst of these is to help the ex-miners and
thelr fami11es to move away and locate on better
farm lands.

The second is the "development of

one farmer-miner combination by which a miner
11ves on a small farm near the mines, owns h1s
cow, pigs and chickens and raises enough to feed
his family.n13

The third aspect of the program

ls the creation of certain hand1craft ingustries
whereby m1ners can be g1ven Simple carpenter work.
12

Charles R. Joy, The COngregationa11st, "Soft
Coal and Tend~Hearts,n January 19, 1933, 75

13A• F. S. C. Hilef nork Report, Ope cit., 10
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The value of the last two of these plans has
been def1nitely proved by the
rellef work.
benches

~akers

in their

Gardens were started, and oarpenter

~d shoe~shops

were set sup.

Sewlng

classes, subsistence gardenlng, and posslble
farm oolonies are on the program.
Although the

Amerio~

Frlends Servlce Commlttee

brought its work to a close in the coal areas at
the end of the summer of 1932, a few months later
they were invited to re-enter some of the needy
oounties

~d

adm1nister a portion of the Reoonstruotion

Flnance Corporation Funds wh1ch were approprlated
for ch11d-feeding and to assist 1n the planning
of local relief programs.

Another oall for funds

and cloth1ng went out through the Friends'
Phl1adelPhia office and the Coal Areas Rellef
department of the

~eral

Council of Churches.

In a letter to the writer, dated January 11,

1933, Mr. S. Howard pennell, of the Coal Executive
Relief Committee of the Friends wrote,
The need throughout the soft coal
fields is the same, if not worse than
it was last year~ due to the fact that
1t ls, of ocurse, one year longer slnce
the unemployment started and as a result
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many of the older peoples' clothlng has
worn out and they have not had the means
to purc~se new. I thlnk, however, that
In most sectlons there ls 80me feellng
of rellef, due to the fact that Federal
funds are now comlng In ln sufflc1ent
amounts to relieve most of the d1stress.
Of course there are ~ect1ons and
communitles whlch It 1s hard to reach
and where there Is probably much dlstress
about whIch most of us know noth1ng
and wl11 not lIlow unless tours are made
lnto very lsolated "sect10ns. We flnd
in some localltles, especlally one that
was called to my attent10n the other day
1n Logan County, teachers ' who w111 IX> t
admIt that there ls d1stress 1n thelr
commun1ty; but we f1nd upon 1nvestlgat1on
that there Is and ln many cases when It
Is brought to the1r attentlm they
rea11ze that they have not been able to
see 1t, but that 1t d1d exlst.
Mr. Clarence E. P1ckett, Execut1ve secretary
of the Amer1can FrIends Serv1ce Commlttee, wrote
on March 9, 1933, that the Fr1ends were hoping
to extend the1r rehabll1tation work.

There are

certalnly vast opportunitIes and poss1billties
along th1s Une, for the redemptlm of the poor
1nvolves more than the relief of 1mmed1ate need.
It 1ncludes the restoratia. of persons "to nomal
work1ng 11fe.
A glance at a recent number of Coal's
Chlldren reveals the klnd of work the Fr1ends
are now doing and planning.

~he f1rst item
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ls about a Farm Colony Agreement, aooordlng to
whlCh miners are colon1zing a tract of land
leased by the Quakers in Monongalla County,
West V1rg1n1a.
plctures of

Then a couple of graphic word

vl~s

to isolated d1str1cts.

I had to take a tr1p on Thursday
to Esco. First I drove to Robinson
Creek, then flagged the tra1n wh1ch
s1mply petr1fled me, and rode two m11es
up the creek. There I found"a perfectly
wretched oamp, so down and out that my
heart was wrung. Terr1ble suf{erlng,
and worse mental degradat1on.
In another community basket industrles

are started, stl11 another 1s undertaklng 1ts
f1rst barter experiment, and there ls an analys1s
of a deta1led plan for garden1ng and health ln .
a Kentucky County.

The person behind the barter

proj ect enthus1ast1cally wr1te ll , "I'm so excited
about the whole th1ng that I can't see, and wl11
let you know how 1t turns out. 015
Apparently the Fr1ends combine a praotloal
14

coal's
1511bid •

Ch11dre~,

No.4, March 20, 1933.
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realism with a deep religious joy,- a synthesis
whioh we find laoking in most philosophioal
moralists, but whioh finds its expression in men
suoh as Franois of Assisi, Kagawa, Albert Sohweitzer,
and, supremely, in Jesus Christ.

Although in our Prefaoe we stated that the
purpose of this thesis was deacriptive and that
no panaoeas would be offered, there are a few
conclusim s which our study has suggested and which
will be stated briefly.
I f this study has proved anything it has

at least brought to light the ohaos which has
resulted in a specific industry when there has been
an espousal of the ethics of laissez-faire and an
implioit denial of the ethios of Jesus and his
estimate of the worth of personality.
Although reoognizing that there are many
diffioulties, it would seem that the best way
out of the problem is governmental oontrol of the
soft ooal industry.

Where individualistio oom?etition

has the effect of degrading personality, it should
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be checked, and production must be regulated.
Prov1sion should also be made for Intell1gent
plann1ng so that there should be the least
possible amount of seasonal and oyclical unemployment.
From what we have seen of the technique of the
Quakers, it would appear that the really effective
method of bringlng about co-operation and mutual
understanding is not that of the prejudiced partisan
nor of the philosopher who studies social problems
inthe large at arm's length, but rather the way
of the individual "Vilo .:jllunges 1nto the thiok of
life for the sole purpose of helping his fellows
in the spirit of the Good Samaritan.
We have attempted an analysis of the ethics
of Jesus, a comparison of his moral theory with
those of the classical philosophers, and a constrast
between his teachings and the economic doctrlna
of laissez-faira • . Apply1ng his praglll/l.tic test,
we examined first the general effects of laissezfaire in the coal 1ndustry, following WhLOh we
tried to bring out the devastat1ng results whl oh
suoh policies ultilll/l.tely bring about in human
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personalities.

In this concluding chapter we have

endeavored to descrlbe

b~lefly

the program of the

Quakers for the redemptlm of those who have suffered
the full effects of lalssez-falre in a period of
severe industrial depression.
That reverence for human 11fe whlch Is of the
essence of the ethics of Jesus requires not only
that we should help our fellow-man in the time of
his dire need and help to set him on his feet, but
It

also demands that men should work together

co-operatively for the amelioration of those soclal
and economic co ndi tlona whlch degrade personall ty.
In this thesis we have been largely concerned with

the fruits of economic indiVldualism and the chaos
which has resulted from the lack of co-operation
and intelligent planning in the coal industry, and
our task has been perhaps too largely negative.
A positive program for the future reorganization of
the Industry must be based on the principle that
coal is a servlce, a function, and that the mlners
and their families are potential ends In the Kingdom
of God.

It is imperative that the Christian Churches
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should do all in their power not only to save the
victims of coal from the1r present degradation but
to aid 1n the establishment of those economic and
soc1al cond1tions under which
we have described

wou~d

Q

p11ght such as that

be lmpossible.
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